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 Enforcement and Compounding Committee Report 
February 15, 2022 

 
Maria Serpa, Licensee Member, Chair 

Jignesh Patel, Licensee Member, Vice-Chair 
Renee Barker, Licensee Member 

Indira Cameron-Banks, Public Member 
Seung Oh, Licensee Member, President 

Ricardo Sanchez, Public Member 
 

I. Call to Order, Establishment of Quorum, and General Announcements 
 

II. Public Comments on Items Not on the Agenda/Agenda Items for Future Meetings  
Note: The Committee may not discuss or take action on any matter raised during this 
public comment section that is not included on this agenda, except to decide whether 
to place the matter on the agenda of a future meeting. [Government Code sections 
11125, 11125.7(a)] 

 
III. Discussion, Consideration and Approval of Draft Minutes from the January 23, 2023, 

Enforcement and Compounding Committee Meeting 
 
Attachment 1 includes a copy of the draft minutes. 
 

IV. Presentation on US Pharmacopeia (USP) General Chapter 795, Pharmaceutical 
Compounding – Nonsterile Preparations  
USP Chapter 795 provides standards for compounding nonsterile medications to help 
ensure patient benefit and reduce risks such as contamination, infection, or incorrect 
dosing. Consist with action taken by the USP Compounding Expert Committee, USP 
Chapter 795 shall become official on November 1, 2023. 
 
To assist with implementation, USP has published FAQs on the Chapter available on its 
website and information on adding flavor to conventionally manufactured nonsterile 
products. 
 
During the meeting members will receive a brief overview of the provisions established in 
the Chapter. 
 
A copy of the FAQs, information regarding flavoring agents, and presentation slides is 
provided in Attachment 2. 
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V. Discussion, Consideration and Possible Action on Proposed Changes to Regulations 

Related to Pharmaceutical Compounding of Nonsterile Preparations (Amend Title of 45 
and Repeal Sections 1735, 1735.1, 1735.3, 1735.4, 1735.5, 1735.6, 1735.7, to amend  
section 1735.2, and adopt new titles and sections 1735, 1735.1, 1735.3, 1735.4, 1735.5, 
1735.6, 1735.7, 1735.8, 1735.9, 1735.10, 1735.11, 1735.12, 1735.13 and 1735.14 of Division 
17 of Title 16 of the California Code of Regulations 
 
Relevant Law 
Business and Professions Code (BPC) section 4126.8  generally provides that 
compounding of drug preparations shall be consistent with standards established in the 
pharmacy compounding chapters of the current version of the United States 
Pharmacopeia-National Formulary, including relevant testing and quality assurance. 
Further, the Board may adopt regulations to impose additional standard for 
compounding drug preparations. 
 
BPC section 4341 provides authority for the Board to institute any action or actions as 
may be provided by law and that, in its discretion, are necessary, to prevent the sale of 
pharmaceutical preparations and drugs that do not conform to the standard and tests 
as to quality and strength, provided in the latest edition of the United States 
Pharmacopeia or the National Formulary, or that violate any provision of the Sherman 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 
 
Background 
In anticipation of the upcoming official date of Chapter 795, it is appropriate to review 
the Board’s regulations to determine, in the interest of patient safety, where changes 
are appropriate. 
 
For Committee Consideration and Discussion 
During the meeting members will have the opportunity to consider draft regulation 
language developed by staff to replace existing regulations. 
 
A copy of the regulation language is provided in Attachment 3. 
 

VI. Future Committee Meeting Dates 
• March 23, 2023, in person and via WebEx 
• April 13, 2023, via WebEx 
• July 18, 2023, in person and via WebEx 
• October 19, 2023, in person and via WebEx 

 
VII. Adjournment 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=4126.8&lawCode=BPC
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?sectionNum=4341&lawCode=BPC
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California State Board of Pharmacy Business, Consumer Services and Housing Agency 
2720 Gateway Oaks Drive, Suite 100 Department of Consumer Affairs 
Sacramento, CA 95833 Gavin Newsom, Governor 
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DRAFT ENFORCEMENT AND COMPOUNDING COMMITTEE 
MEETING MINUTES 

DATE: January 23, 2023 

LOCATION: Pursuant to the provisions of Government Code 
section 11133, neither a public location nor 
teleconference locations are provided. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: Maria Serpa, Licensee Member, Chair 
Renee Barker, Licensee Member 
Seung Oh, Licensee Member 
Ricardo Sanchez, Public Member 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS NOT 
PRESENT: Indira Cameron-Banks, Public Member 

Jig Patel, Licensee Member, Vice Chair 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: Anne Sodergren, Executive Officer 
Eileen Smiley, DCA Staff Counsel 
Debbie Damoth, Executive Manager Specialist 

I. Call to Order, Establishment of Quorum, and General Announcements 

Chairperson Maria Serpa called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. Dr. Serpa 
reminded all present that the Board is a consumer protection agency. Dr. Serpa 
advised the meeting was being conducted with participation through WebEx 
and being webcast. The meeting moderator provided updated WebEx 
instructions. 

Chairperson Serpa took roll call. Members present included: Renee Barker, 
Licensee Member; Seung Oh, Licensee Member; Ricardo Sanchez, Public 
Member; and Maria Serpa; Licensing Member. A quorum was established. 

II. Public Comments on Items Not on the Agenda/Agenda Items for Future Meetings 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to provide comments for 
items not on the agenda. 
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A representative of the CRA/NACDS raised an issue that state of emergency would 
be ending February 28, 2023, and all Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) 
waivers would be ending on that date not including Board of Pharmacy waivers 
that end at the end of May 2023. The representative added the DCA waiver that 
allows pharmacy technicians to perform COVID immunization and testing expires 
February 28, 2023. However, the federal Public Readiness and Emergency 
Preparedness (PREP) Act allows pharmacy technicians to perform COVID 
immunizations and testing as well as flu vaccines that won’t expire until the end of 
October 2024. The representative requested confirmation from the Board as to 
whether the Board recognizes the PREP Act preemption and will continue to allow 
pharmacy technicians to administer COVID testing and COVID and flu vaccines. 
The representative noted there were references to the PREP Act in state 
documentation including the Department of Public Health. The representative 
stated understanding that the Board is pursuing a  legislative proposal that would 
allow for expanded pharmacy technician duties but noted there was a significant 
amount of time between the end of the state of the emergency and when the 
legislation would go into effect, if approved, and would like to ensure pharmacy 
technicians can do the testing and immunization until the PREP Act expires. The 
representative added this would be a significant impact to services if the services 
cannot be provided through the end of the PREP Act. If that was the case, the 
representative requests adding the issue to the February 2023 agenda. 

Members were surveyed to see if an item should be added to a future agenda to 
the Committee or Board; however, no comments were made. 

III. Approval of October 4, 2022, Enforcement and Compounding Committee Meeting 
Minutes 

Chairperson Serpa referenced the draft minutes for the October 4, 2022, 
Enforcement and Compounding Committee Meeting. 

Members were provided an opportunity to provide comments on the draft minutes; 
however, no comments were made. 

Motion: Approve the October 4, 2022, Committee Meeting Minutes as 
presented in the meeting materials 

M/S: Oh/Sanchez 
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Members of the public were provided with an opportunity to provide public 
comment; however, no comment was provided. 

Support: 4 Oppose: 0 Abstain: 0 Not Present: 2 

Committee Member Vote 

Barker Support 

Cameron-Banks Not Present 

Oh Support 

Patel Not Present 

Sanchez Support 

Serpa Support 

IV. Discussion and Consideration and Possible Action on Self-Assessment Forms 

Chairperson Serpa advised the dynamic nature of the pharmacy law generally 
results in the need to update the self-assessment forms on an annual basis to 
incorporate law changes made at either the state or federal level. Dr. Serpa 
referred to the meeting materials containing four self-assessments provided for 
review. Staff was recommending action on only one of the self-assessment forms, 
17M-112 related to Automated Drug Delivery Systems noting staff recommended 
that the remainder of the forms be completed through a section 100 regulation 
change as the proposed changes to the forms themselves do not create a 
requirement, but rather include a new, update or repealed legal requirement that 
licensees must follow. Dr. Serpa advised should the Committee agree with this 
approach, moving forward, the executive officer will be able to move forward with 
updating these forms through this streamlined process. Dr. Serpa spoke in support of 
this approach and would offer, as the Chairperson to review proposed changes 
before future updates are made via the section 100 process. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the proposed changes and agreed with staff 
recommendation offered for self-assessments included as agenda item IV a-c, 
including the Community Pharmacy/Hospital Outpatient Self-Assessment, Hospital 
Pharmacy Self-Assessment and Wholesaler/Third Party Logistics Provider Self-
Assessment. 
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Chairperson Serpa provided members an opportunity to comment on both the 
recommendation offered to use the section 100 process as a means to update 
these three forms as well as recommended changes on the forms themselves. Dr. 
Serpa noted that the meeting materials and slides summarize the changes offered 
in these forms. 

Members were provided the opportunity to comment. 

Member Oh requested clarification on the Community Pharmacy Self-
Assessment/Hospital Outpatient Pharmacy Self-Assessment. Dr. Oh noted in added 
1.24 about temporary closure might cause confusion when a pharmacy is closed 
for a pharmacist’s lunch break. Dr. Oh requested that it was clarified this closure 
was for temporary closure of a pharmacy facility and did not include closure of the 
pharmacy for lunch breaks. 

Member Oh commented on the language in 22.3.7 about inventory reconciliation 
that “An inventory reconciliation report must be prepared for any identified 
controlled substances lost no later than three months after discovery of the 
reportable loss.” was a very legal nuance. Dr. Oh wanted to emphasize the 
discovery of the reportable loss so to make it clear that it is for “reportable” loss and 
not all loss. Dr. Oh noted the term “loss” was confusing to pharmacists and wanted 
to clarify it was for “reportable” loss. Dr. Oh also commented on 22.3.8 about 
“inventory activities” which was different from reconciliation. 

Member Oh commented 22.5 was supposed to be removed and incorporated in 
22.3.9 noting both were not correct. Dr. Oh added the Hospital Pharmacy Self-
Assessment was correct. 

Member Oh commented that the sections being removed were still helpful and 
was hopeful the information could still be left on the website as optional for the 
blood products. 

Chairperson Serpa would work with staff to combine 22.5 and 22.3.9. Dr. Serpa was 
not sure how to provide 27 and suggested possibly as an FAQ. Dr. Serpa noted the 
intent was to remove the details but keep the references as previous public 
comment indicated it didn’t apply to everyone. Dr. Oh inquired how many 
pharmacies provided bloodborne products and how many remote dispensing 
pharmacies there were in California. Ms. Sodergren provided there were few 
remote dispensing pharmacies and given the number in California, staff’s 
recommendation was to remove the text but keep the reference. Ms. Sodergren 
stated the Board can add information and create links to the Board’s website for 
more information if the Committee desired. Dr. Oh stated it was acceptable to not 
do that. 
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Chairperson Serpa was not sure how to make Dr. Oh’s first two comments clearer 
other than bolding/highlighting. Dr. Oh hoped the first sentence could be clearer 
regarding the intent of the regulation for closure and reconciliation. Dr. Serpa 
agreed when going through the Section 100 process to be mindful of the issues. 

Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment. 

A member of the public inquired what was defined as considered a loss related to 
inventory reconciliation. Dr. Serpa referred to 21.14 that specified the regulatory 
language. 

A representative from CVS Health commented there was a mention on community 
form concerning remote work that may be premature to address. The 
representative was also curious why it was not consistent with Hospital Self-
Assessment Form based on the Board’s recent interpretation that drastically restricts 
remote work also pertains to hospitals. 

A retired pharmacist commented meeting participants may not understand the 
Section 100 process and  suggested discussion. Counsel Smiley advised the 
information covered in the Chairperson’s opening remarks; no additional 
information was required. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the proposed changes and agreed with the changes 
and the possible motion offered in the meeting materials related to the automated 
drug delivery system self-assessment. Dr. Serpa noted the meeting materials and 
slide highlight the changes. 

Chairperson Serpa advised the Committee must address this self-assessment 
differently than the prior three, because the regulation section, CCR section 1715.1 
that includes this self-assessment for, and the form itself are currently going through 
the rulemaking process. Dr. Serpa advised the comment period closed on 
December 27, 2022, and comments received during the comment period would 
be considered by the full Board during the February 2022 Board Meeting. 

Chairperson Serpa provided the review and discussion was limited to just the new 
changes being recommended noting the changes were highlighted in the 
meeting materials and were reflected in the form. Dr. Serpa added deleted text 
was shown by italicized double strikethrough and added language is shown as 
italicized wavy underline. Dr. Serpa noted easy examples to highlight both were 
included on the first page of the form where the “note” and text added shown as 
italicized and wavy underline was a new change for our consideration and the 
update to the revision date at the bottom of the form is an example of deleted 
text. Dr. Serpa noted because the Board would be considering the comments 
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received during the comment period, to ensure compliance with the government 
code, it was very important that comments were limited to only the new changes. 

Members were provided the opportunity to provide comment. 

Member Oh requested clarification on the Note on page 1 that confirmed one for 
was required for an entity with many non-licensed ADDS in a hospital. 

Motion: Recommend approval of the proposed amendments to self-
assessment form 17M-112 and incorporate the proposed 
amendments into the rulemaking package and initiate a 15-day 
comment period, authorize the Executive Officer to take all steps 
necessary to complete the rulemaking, make any non-
substantive changes to the package, and adopt self-assessment 
form 17M-112. 

M/S: Oh/Barker 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, 
comments were not made. 

Support: 4 Oppose: 0 Abstain: 0 Not Present: 2 

Committee Member Vote 

Barker Support 

Cameron-Banks Not Present 

Oh Support 

Patel Not Present 

Sanchez Support 

Serpa Support 

V. Discussion and Consideration of Barriers to Timely Case Resolutions 

Chairperson Serpa recalled one of the Committee’s strategic objectives was to 
determine and reduce barriers to timely case resolutions to improve consumer 
protections. Dr. Serpa provided there were many steps involved in an investigation 
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and the egregiousness of the violations, if any, would in large part determine the 
outcome of the matter. Dr. Serpa noted later in the meeting, the Committee will be 
discussing enforcement statistics but would like to highlight that only about 7 
percent of the Board’s investigations result in referral to the Office of the Attorney 
General for discipline. Dr. Serpa highlighted this as there appears to be a 
perception that the formal discipline taken by the Board constitutes a significant 
portion of its investigations; however, the data tells otherwise. Dr. Serpa added 
when aggregated data for investigations was considered, investigation timeframes 
were currently the longest step. 

Chairperson Serpa referred to information included in the meeting materials and on 
the meeting slide were recommendations offered by staff that would remove 
barriers:  

• Amend BPC 4081 to require maintenance and release of staffing schedules, 
job duty statements, consultant reports, and policies and procedures related 
to pharmacy personnel and pharmacy operations as part of the records that 
must be maintained; and 

• Amend BPC 4105 to require maintenance and release of staffing schedules, 
job duty statements, consultant reports, and policies and procedures related 
to pharmacy personnel and pharmacy operations as part of the records that 
must be readily retrievable. 

Chairperson Serpa noted that the barriers identified and changes offered appear 
to be consistent with the policy of the legislature and believed the changes were 
appropriate. Dr. Serpa agreed with the staff recommendations and thanked 
supervising inspector staff for bringing these recommendations to the Committee 
for consideration. Dr. Serpa supported staff drafting statutory language for future 
consideration. 

Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments 
were made. 

Members  of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa noted Committee consensus and agreed to work with staff to 
bring statutory language to a future meeting. 

VI. Overview of Federal Requirements for Compounding under the Provisions of 503A 

Chairperson Serpa advised licensees of the Board generally must comply with a 
myriad of state and federal laws noting at times, a licensee may be so focused on 
a specific section of the law that they may forget the larger picture and other 
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provisions of law that may be relevant. Dr. Serpa noted this was seen in several 
areas of pharmacy practice but it was quite pronounced in compounding. Dr. 
Serpa advised to serve as a reminder of some of the federal legal requirements for 
compounding, Board Counsel Eileen Smiley provided an overview of the 
requirements for authorized individuals for qualify for some exemptions to federal 
law under provisions of section 503A. 

Ms. Smiley provided an overview of federal requirements for compounding and the 
need for exemptions for compounding. Ms. Smiley reviewed the 503A exemption 
and provided a summary of the 503A exemption. Ms. Smiley reviewed how state 
requirements also apply. 

Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments 
were made. 

Members  of the public were provided the opportunity to comment. Ms. Smiley 
reminded participants that pending enforcement issues would not be discussed. 
However, no public comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa thanked Ms. Smiley for her presentation. 

The Committee took a break from 9:54 a.m. – 10:01 a.m. Chairperson Serpa took roll 
call. Members present included: Renee Barker, Licensee Member; Seung Oh, Licensee 
Member; and Maria Serpa; Licensing Member. A quorum was not established. As 
indicated on the agenda, in the event a quorum of the Committee was unable to 
attend the meeting, or the Committee was unable to maintain a quorum once the 
meeting is called to order, the members present may, at the Chair’s discretion, 
continue to discuss items from the agenda and make recommendations to the full 
board at a future meeting. 

Member Sanchez arrived at 10:06 a.m. A quorum was established. 

VII. Presentation on USP General Chapter 825, Regarding Radiopharmaceuticals 

Chairperson Serpa advised the Committee would hear a presentation from 
Supervising Inspector Christine Acosta on the new USP 825 Chapter related to 
Radiopharmaceuticals. Dr. Serpa noted the provisions of this chapter become 
effective November 1, 2023. 

Supervising Inspector Christine Acosta reviewed definitions, generators, PECs, and 
conventionally manufactured kits, preparation, and dispensing. Dr. Acosta 
reviewed 1. Introduction; 1.1 Nonsterile Radiopharmaceuticals; 1.2 Sterile 
Radiopharmaceuticals; 2. Radiation Safety Considerations; 2.4 Radiation 
Contamination Control; 4. Personnel Qualifications, Training and Hygiene; 4.1 
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Aseptic Qualifications; 4.2 Re-Evaluations, Retraining and Requalification; 4.5 Hand 
Hygiene and Garbing for Buffer Areas and Segregated Radiopharmaceutical 
Processing Area; 5.1 Facility Design and Environmental Controls; 5.2 Creating Areas 
to Achieve Easily Cleanable Conditions; 5.3 Water Sources; 5.7 Environmental 
Controls; 6. Microbiological Air and Surface Monitors; 6.1 General Monitoring 
Requirements; 6.2 Monitoring Air Quality for Viable Airborne Particulates; 6.3 
Monitoring Surfaces for Viable Particles; 7. Cleaning and Disinfecting; 8. Assigning 
BUD, Sterility BUD; 9. Documentation; 10.2 Preparation with Minor Deviations; 10.3 
Preparation of Radiolabeled Blood Components; 11.1 Compounding Nonsterile 
Radiopharmaceuticals; 11.2 Sterile Compounding; 12.1 Dispensing and Radioassay; 
12.2 Labeling; 13. Repackaging; and 14. Quality Assurance and Quality Control. 

Members were provided the opportunity to comment. 

Member Barker inquired about the qualifications for the workers in 4.1 Aseptic 
Qualification that Qualifications may be conducted at a different site if all SOPs are 
identical for the applicable job function. Dr. Barker noted that it varies from how 
training for sterile compounding. Dr. Acosta provided in the scope of 
radiopharmaceutical, the primary engineering control (PEC) will always be a 
biological safety cabinet where it could be different in a hospital practice setting 
using different PECs. Dr. Acosta advised for aseptic technique that was carried 
over also because there are only 3-4 different companies that do this and trained 
staffing is limited. However, it was possible this presents a risk to the consumer. 

Member Barker mentioned having experience with someone who was learning 
aseptic technique but trying to manipulate with lead gloves as part of a 
qualification to don sterile gloves on top of lead gloves and inquired if Dr. Acosta 
came across that situation. Dr. Acosta had not seen a lead glove and was not sure 
how the needle would be manipulated. Dr. Acosta noted it was the balance of 
protecting the person and the stability of the product. Dr. Acosta was accustomed 
to seeing people using sterile gloves. 

Member Barker inquired about the stages when the frequent application of sterile 
isopropyl alcohol would be done and if the sterile alcohol was exposed in the 
hood. Dr. Acosta indicated in her experience it was in the biological safety cabinet 
or in a cart next to it where hands are sprayed after coming out of the ISO 5 similar 
to a regular USP 797. Cleaning and disinfecting were to be done on a regular basis 
but the more isopropyl alcohol can be sprayed the better. 

Member Barker was unfamiliar with the dose calibrator and inquired how the 
crucible calibrator calibrates the dose. Dr. Acosta explained there was a pully 
system that had the syringe or vial and calculates the radiopharmaceutical 
activity. The math equation is done for what is needed during the time needed. Dr. 
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Barker asked if the needle was capped after the dose was drawn. Dr. Acosta 
believed the needle was removed but wasn’t able to verify. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

VIII. Discussion and Consideration of Proposed Addition to Title 16, California Code of 
Regulations Section 1738 related to Radiopharmaceuticals 

Chairperson Serpa advised the Committee would begin work to review the various 
USP chapters and review current and proposed regulations that may be necessary 
to implement, clarify, or make more specific requirements related to those 
respective chapters. Dr. Serpa believed it was appropriate that any such 
regulations mirror the structure of the respective chapters. Dr. Serpa noted as the 
Board is a consumer protection agency and as the Committee considered the 
development of the regulations, the work must be through the lens of the Board’s 
consumer protection mandate as the law makes clear whenever the protection of 
the public is inconsistent with other interests sought to be promoted, the protection 
of the public shall be paramount. Dr. Serpa noted it was a dynamic process and 
individuals would have opportunities to participate throughout the development 
and rulemaking process. 

Chairperson Serpa intended to discuss each section first as a committee, and then 
ask the moderator to open the lines for public comment with the refining of the 
language through the discussion with the understanding that any language we 
amended at the meeting would be reviewed by counsel. Dr. Serpa added after 
public comment, Dr. Serpa would summarize comments received for each section 
and the Committee can determine if additional changes to the proposed 
language was appropriate. Dr. Serpa requested staff display the language during 
this portion of the meeting to allow for edits to be made during the meeting where 
changes were appropriate. 

Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were 
made. 

Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised the first proposed change was the proposed repeal of 
CCR sections 1708.3 through 1708.5 with the new regulations as proposed would be 
established in a new section 1738. Dr. Serpa believed this was appropriate and 
would make compliance easier for licensees by having information centralized. 

Repeal: 
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1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 
A radioactive drug is any substance defined as a drug in Section 201(g)(1) of 
the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act or a radioactive biological product 
as defined in 21 CFR 600.3(ee) which exhibits spontaneous disintegration of 
unstable nuclei with the emission of nuclear particles or photons and includes 
any such drug or biological product which is intended to be made radioactive. 
This definition includes non-radioactive reagent kits and nuclide generators 
which are intended to be used in the preparation of any such substance but 
does not include drugs such as carbon-containing compounds, potassium-
containing compounds or potassium-containing salts which contain trace 
quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides. 
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Section 
4025, Business and Professions Code. 

1708.4. Pharmacist Handling Radioactive Drugs. 
A pharmacist handling radioactive drugs must be competent in the 
preparation, handling, storage, receiving, dispensing, disposition and 
pharmacology of radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear 
pharmacy course and/or acquired experience in programs approved by the 
Board. Education and experience in non-approved programs may be granted 
partial or equivalent credit, if, in the opinion of the Board, such programs 
provide the level of competence as approved programs or the Nuclear 
Pharmacy Competency Statement adopted by the Board. 
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: 
Sections 4021, 4022, 4025, 4036 and 4037, Business and Professions Code. 

1708.5. Pharmacy Furnishing Radioactive Drugs. 
A pharmacy furnishing radioactive drugs is any area, place or premises 
described in a permit issued by the board where radioactive drugs are stored, 
processed, compounded, repackaged, or dispensed. A pharmacy exclusively 
furnishing radioactive drugs shall be exempt from the patient consultation area 
requirements of Title 16 Cal. Code of Regulations Section 1714(a) unless the 
Board finds that the public health and safety require their application. 
A pharmacist qualified under Section 1708.4 to furnish radioactive drugs shall be 
in the pharmacy whenever the furnishing of radioactive drugs occurs. All 
personnel involved in the furnishing of radioactive drugs shall be under the 
immediate and direct supervision of such a qualified pharmacist. 
Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 

Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were 
made. 
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Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised the first new proposed section was CCR section 1738. 
Dr. Serpa provided the proposed language incorporates USP Chapter 825 into the 
regulation, providing clarity to the Board’s regulated public that the requirements 
of the Chapter must be met. Dr. Serpa added the authority for such a requirement 
was established in several sections of pharmacy law as detailed in the language. 

Proposal to Add Article XX as proposed with the following: 

Article XX Radiopharmaceutical- Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and 
Repackaging 

1738. Radiopharmaceuticals – Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and 
Repackaging 

This article applies to radiopharmaceuticals as defined in USP Chapter 825.  In 
addition to the requirements provided in this Article, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with the standards established by United 
States Pharmacopeia General Chapter 825, titled Radiopharmaceuticals – 
Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging (“USP Chapter 825” 
for the purposes of this Article). 

Necessity: Clarity to the regulated public about the requirements to comply with 
the Section consistent with authority established in the law and the requirements 
of the Chapter. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were 
made. 

Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided CCR section 1738.1 as proposed reinforces the 
applicability of the USP Chapter 825 and the definitions included within the 
chapter. Dr. Serpa added it further provides additional definitions for terms used in 
the chapter and proposed regulations that were not otherwise defined. Dr. Serpa 
noted providing these definitions ensures members of the regulated public have a 
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clear understanding of the Board’s definitions when applying both the provisions of 
the chapter and the board’s regulations. 

The proposed definitions include: 
• Added substances 
• Designated person 
• Component 
• Diluent 
• Processing, processed or processing activity 
• As well as requirements for use of technologies, techniques, materials, and 

procedures not described in USP 825 as well as provisions for processing with 
human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives. 

1738.1 INTRODUCTION SCOPE AND COMPOUNDING DEFINITIONS 

In addition to the definitions contained in USP Chapter 825, the following 
definitions apply to this Article and supplement the standards established in USP 
Chapter 825 when not otherwise provided in USP Chapter 825. 

(a) “Added substances” means ingredients that are necessary to compound a 
preparation but are not intended or expected to cause a pharmacologic 
response if administered alone in the amount or concentration contained in a 
single dose of the compounded preparation. The term is used synonymously with 
the terms inactive ingredients, excipients, and pharmaceutical ingredients. 

(b) “Designated person” means a pharmacist identified as assigned, responsible, 
and accountable for the performance and operation of the 
radiopharmaceutical processing facility and for personnel who prepare, 
compound, dispense, and repackage radiopharmaceuticals. 

(b) “Component” means any ingredient used in the compounding of a 
preparation, including any active ingredient, added substance, or 
conventionally manufactured product. 

(c) “Diluent” means a liquid with no pharmacological activity used in 
reconstitution, such as sterile water for injection. 

(d) “Processing,” “processed” or “processing activity” means the preparation, 
compounding, repackaging, or dispensing of a radiopharmaceutical. 

(e) The use of technologies, techniques, material, and procedures not described 
in USP 825 shall be based upon published peer-reviewed literature or documents 
meeting FDA approved labeling requirements in accordance with sections 
201.56 and 201.57 of title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, showing the 
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technologies, techniques, material, and procedures to be equivalent or superior 
to those described in USP Chapter 825. 

(f) Processing with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives shall 
be done in compliance with Health and Safety Code section 1602.5. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided CCR proposed section 1738.2 related to Radiation 
Safety Considerations relied on the standards established in the Chapter. Dr. Serpa 
added the language will ensure the appropriate placement of equipment etc. to 
minimize disruptions of airflow. The language will require that disposable absorbent 
pads are changed to prevent cross-contamination and requires documentation 
within the SOP of the necessity of deviations. 

1738.2 RADIATION SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 

In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall meet the following radiation safety requirements of 
this section. 

(a) Radiation detectors and measuring devices, and other necessary equipment 
may be placed inside an ISO Class 5 PEC but must be placed in a manner that 
minimizes disruptions of airflow. 
Necessity:  To provide clarity and ensure the appropriate type and material is 
used.  The language establishes a requirement about what actions must be done 
versus should be done. 

(b) Disposable absorbent pads shall be changed after each type of 
radiopharmaceutical processing. 

Necessity:  To provide clarity as the Chapter does not specify that pads must be 
changed. Changing pads is necessary to avoid cross contamination. 
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(c) Any deviation made to lower radiation exposure to workers shall be 
evaluated and documented in an SOP by the designated person prior to the 
deviation occurring.  Exceptions to the environmental controls requirements must 
be documented in the specific radioactive materials license conditions issued by 
the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of Title 17 of 
the California Code of Regulations, or a specific radioactive materials license 
issued by another state or the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
pursuant to pursuant to section 32.72 of title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. 

Necessity: Provides clarity to ensure that SOPs document the need for 
deviations. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised CCR proposed Section 1738.3 establishes the standards 
for the immediate use of sterile radiopharmaceuticals and will ensure licensees 
have a clear understanding that the records required in the Chapter must be 
maintained consistent with the provisions of BPC section 4081. 

1738.3. IMMEDIATE USE OF STERILE RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 

The processing of radiopharmaceuticals for immediate use may only be done in 
a patient care setting meeting the applicable requirements in this Article. The 
patient care facility shall maintain all records required in Section 9 of USP 
Chapter 825 in accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 
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Chairperson Serpa advised CCR section 1738.4 was related to personnel 
qualifications, training, and hygiene. Dr. Serpa advised this section establishes 
requirements necessary for public protection while providing for professional 
judgement of the designated person to make site specific and person specific 
decisions on a case-by-case basis. Dr. Serpa noted the regulation was relying on 
appropriate SOPs to appropriately define how some processes may occur. 

1738.4 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND HYGIENE 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) Processing personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos 
or oozing sores, conjunctivitis, active respiratory infection or and other conditions 
which could contaminate a sterile radiopharmaceutical, or the environment 
shall not be allowed to enter the compounding area unless approved by the 
designated person. 

(b) The pharmacist with direct oversight over personnel performing 
radiopharmaceutical processing shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary 
to ensure the integrity, potency, quality, and labeled strength of 
radiopharmaceuticals as defined in the facilities SOPs. 

(c) Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if 
the SOPs, facilities, and equipment are identical. 

(d) SOPs must clearly define the acceptable use and cleaning for reusable 
gowns that prevent possible contamination of the CSP and designated 
compounding area.  However, laundered garb must not be reused beyond one 
day unless garb is laundered with a validated cycle. The facility’s SOPs must 
describe the process that must be followed should the facility allow for the reuse 
of garb. 

(e) Eyeglasses shall be cleaned as part of hand hygiene and garbing, consistent 
with the standards specified in the SOPs. 

(f) Garb shall be donned and removed in an ante-area or immediately outside 
the SPRA. Donning and doffing garb shall not occur in the ante-room or the 
SPRA at the same time unless the SOPs define specific processes which must be 
followed to prevent contamination. 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed the 
language strikes the right balance for radiopharmaceuticals and was comfortable 
with the proposed language as it specifically relates to radiopharmaceuticals in this 
section. Members were provided the opportunity to comment. 

Member Barker inquired about subsection (c) regarding if the SOPs, facilities, and 
equipment were to be identical and if identical meant the exact same extending 
to the same brand, manufacturers, etc. Dr. Barker recommended clarification. Dr. 
Serpa noted in regulations, the Board is clarifying and making known what the 
California expectations are as USP is a little broader, whereas in California 
regulations state requirements more specifically. Dr. Acosta deferred to legal 
regarding the term “identical” as when primary engineering control (PEC) the types 
of equipment are grouped (e.g., biological horizontal flow, CAI, CACI, etc.) 
together. Counsel Grace Arupo Rodriguez advised the pure meaning is exact and 
identical which allows for an opportunity to clarify if desired but was not something 
that would trigger clarification with the Office of Administrative Law. With regard to 
enforcement, it would help to provide parameters. Dr. Barker thought identical 
should apply to SOPs but perhaps facilities and equipment could have elaboration. 
The Committee discussed different iterations of verbiage. Dr. Acosta advised 
having SOPs and facility remain identical but equipment was more difficult. The 
Committee agreed to remove equipment and let USP 825 address equipment. 

(c) Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if 
the SOPs and, facilities are identical , and equipment are identical. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment. 

A representative from CPhA commented in appreciation for discussion striving for 
clarity. 

Chairperson Serpa believed the changes were appropriate and requested if the 
Committee had additional comments. The Committee reached consensus on the 
updated language for proposed CCR section 1738.4. 

1738.4 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND HYGIENE 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
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(a) Processing personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos 
or oozing sores, conjunctivitis, active respiratory infection or and other conditions 
which could contaminate a sterile radiopharmaceutical, or the environment 
shall not be allowed to enter the compounding area unless approved by the 
designated person. 

(b) The pharmacist with direct oversight over personnel performing 
radiopharmaceutical processing shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary 
to ensure the integrity, potency, quality, and labeled strength of 
radiopharmaceuticals as defined in the facilities SOPs. 

(c) Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if 
the SOPs and, facilities are identical , and equipment are identical. 

(d) SOPs must clearly define the acceptable use and cleaning for reusable 
gowns that prevent possible contamination of the CSP and designated 
compounding area.  However, laundered garb must not be reused beyond one 
day unless garb is laundered with a validated cycle. The facility’s SOPs must 
describe the process that must be followed should the facility allow for the reuse 
of garb. 

(e) Eyeglasses shall be cleaned as part of hand hygiene and garbing, consistent 
with the standards specified in the SOPs. 

(f) Garb shall be donned and removed in an ante-area or immediately outside 
the SPRA. Donning and doffing garb shall not occur in the ante-room or the 
SPRA at the same time unless the SOPs define specific processes which must be 
followed to prevent contamination. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa provided CCR Section 1738.5 establishes the requirements for 
facilities and engineering control. Dr. Serpa noted in addition to the standards 
established in the Chapter, among other changes the proposed regulation will 
require that the sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of the 
restroom or water closet. Dr. Serpa noted some of the regulation language was 
being included where the chapter was silent to provide clarity. Dr. Serpa provided 
an example of proposed 1738.5(h) explicitly states that only activities necessary for 
processing a radiopharmaceutical may be perform in the SRPA. 
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Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. 

1738.5. FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) A sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of a 
restroom or water closet. 

(b) The temperature shall be monitored in SRPAs segregated 
radiopharmaceutical processing area and classified areas each day that 
processing is performed, either manually or by a continuous recording device. 

(c) Storage and elution of non-direct infusion radionuclide generators shall take 
place in an ISO Class 8 or better area. 

(d) If an SRPA is used: 
(1) Except for walls, the SRPA’s visible perimeter shall be at least 1 meter 
from all sides of the PEC or in a separate room. 
(2) Surfaces within the SRPA shall be smooth, impervious, free from cracks 
and crevices, and non-shedding so they can be easily cleaned and 
disinfected and to minimize spaces in which microorganisms and other 
contaminants can accumulate. 
(3) Compounding shall not take place in the SRPA. 

(e)(1) Testing and certification of all classified areas shall be completed by a 
competent individual. A competent individual is a technician who possesses a 
current accreditation issued by The Controlled Environment Testing Association 
(CETA),  or under the direct supervision of an individual who possesses a current 
accreditation issued by CETA Certification shall be completed consistent with the 
provisions established in the USP Chapter 797, titled “Pharmaceutical 
Compounding—Sterile Preparations” (USP Chapter 797). The facility shall review 
and maintain a copy of the accreditation documentation in accordance with 
requirements in section 1738.9. 

(2) CETA standard(s) used to perform certification testing in all classified areas 
shall be recorded on the certification report as required and specified in USP 
Chapter 797. 

(f) SOPs shall specify steps to be taken if a classified area(s) fails to meet the 
specified ISO classification including the investigative and corrective actions, 
allowable activities, and retesting procedures. 
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(g) All classified spaces and equipment must be recertified when there is any 
change in the Primary Engineering Control (PEC), or the compounding 
environment. For purposes of this subsection, a change includeswhen the PEC is 
moved, repaired or replaced, when the facility is modified in a manner that 
affects airflow or traffic patterns, or when improper aseptic techniques are 
observed. Further, SOPs must address the conditions under which recertification 
must also be completed when relocating a PEC. 

(h) Activities and tasks carried out within the SRPA and classified areas shall be 
limited to only those necessary for processing a radiopharmaceutical. 

(i) Food, drinks, and materials exposed in patient care and treatment areas must 
not enter SRPA or classified areas. 

(j) A dynamic airflow smoke pattern test must be performed initially and at least 
every 6 months for all classified spaces and equipment. All dynamic airflow 
smoke pattern tests shall be immediately retrievable during inspection.  A copy 
of the test shall be provided to the Board’s inspector if requested in accordance 
with the timeframes set forth in Section 4105 of the Business and Professions 
Code. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Members were provided the opportunity to comment. The Committee discussed 
the term “water closet” and determined it was a term of trade used by 
Department of Health Care Access and Information formerly known as OSHPD and 
was consistent. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided CCR section 1738.6 incorporates the USP standards 
related to microbiological air and surface monitoring and as proposed include 
requirements that are silent in the chapter. Such an approach provided clarity to 
the regulated and ensures everyone has a clear understanding of the Board’s 
requirements. 

1738.6. MICROBIOLOGICAL AIR AND SURFACE MONITORING 
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In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) SOPs shall specify steps to be taken for processing radiopharmaceuticals 
when the microbiological air and surface monitoring action levels are exceeded, 
including the investigative and corrective actions, allowable activities, and 
resampling procedures. 

(b) At a minimum, to trend for growth of microorganisms, during biannual 
(every 6 months) recertification, any microorganism recovered (growth) shall 
be identified at least to the genus species, regardless of the CFU count. 
Professional judgement shall be used to determine the appropriate action 
necessary to remedy identified trends regardless on the action level. 
Investigation of a microorganism growth must be consistent with the deviation 
identified and must include evaluation of trends. 

(c) The designated person shall review the sampling results and identify data 
trends at least every time sample results are received. The designated person 
shall evaluate trends to determine if corrective action is needed. The results of 
the review shall be documented in the facility’s SOPs and readily retrievable 
during inspection in accordance with the requirements in section 1738.9. 

(d)  Incubators must be calibrated and operated in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications and temperatures must be monitored during 
incubation, either manually or by a continuous recording device, and the 
results must be reviewed and documented as described in the facility’s SOPs. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised CCR proposed section 1738.7 establishes provisions for 
cleaning and disinfecting again requiring compliance with the provisions of the 
Chapter as well as explicitly stating that the agents use must be done so consistent 
with the manufacturer’s specifications. Dr. Serpa added the regulation language 
as proposed prohibits the storage of reusable cleaning supplies within 1 meter of 
the PEC. This prohibition was included in Chapter 797 but was not included in 825. 
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1738.7. CLEANING AND DISINFECTING 
In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) Cleaning, disinfection, and sporicidal agents shall be used in 
accordance with manufacturers' specifications and shall occur at the 
minimum frequencies listed in Table 5 of USP Chapter 825. Incubators must 
be cleaned at least monthly. 

(b) Reusable cleaning supplies shall not be stored within 1 meter of the PEC. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised CCR proposed section 1738.8 will provide additional 
requirements for assigning beyond use dates to provide clarity and address issues 
not specifically included in the Chapter. The Chapter provides the process 
performed but does account for the expiration date of the ingredients. This was a 
common violation found in compounding making inclusion appropriate as it 
provides clarity to the regulated public and not all manufacture package inserts 
allow for an extension of the use-by time. Dr. Serpa noted the proposed language 
allows for an extension by establishing minimum provisions that must be satisfied to 
extend the use-by time. 

1738.8. ASSIGNING BUD 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a)A radiopharmaceutical CSP’s beyond-use date (BUD) shall not exceed the 
shortest BUD of any of its components. 

(b) No radiopharmaceutical CSP shall be administered after the labeled BUD. A 
dose shall not be sent for a scheduled administration that would occur after the 
labeled BUD. 
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(c) Extension of a conventionally manufactured kit with a suggested use-by time 
shall not exceed the BUDs in Table 7 of USP Chapter 825, for the sterility of the 
preparation or product. 
Prior to the extension of a suggested use-by time for a conventionally 
manufactured kit, the SOPs must document at a minimum the following: 
(1) Factors which necessitate its extension, which shall include a full assessment of 
patient needs for the extension. 
(2) Evidence which supports that the extension maintains the appropriate quality 
and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in 
individual monographs, and other applicable parameters as clinically 
appropriate. 

For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are 
specific to each facility’s location and kit. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided CCR section 1738.9 relates to the documentation 
requirements. As proposed the language will establish a requirement for a 
compounding record if the facility is deviating from the manufacturers approved 
labeling and makes clear that records must meet the requirements established in 
BPC section 4081 and establishes an audit trail for revisions and updates of records. 

1738.9. DOCUMENTATION 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) A record of a preparation must include a compounding record compliant 
with section 9.2 of USP Chapter 825. 

(b) Records of preparation with minor deviations or compounding shall be a 
single document. The document shall satisfy the requirements of USP Chapter 
825, as well as the following: 
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(1) The assigned internal identification number shall be unique for each 
preparation. 
(2) The manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date shall be recorded 
for each component for CSPs. Documenting solely the National Drug 
Code (NDC) does not meet this requirement. 
(3) The total quantity compounded shall include the number of units made 
and either the volume or the weight of each unit. 
(4) The identity of each person performing the compounding and 
pharmacist verifying the final drug preparation 
(5) When applicable, endotoxin level calculations and readings. 

(c) Records required by USP Chapter 825 or this Article, shall be maintained in a 
readily retrievable form, for at least three years from the date the record was 
created or relied upon. If only recorded and stored electronically, on magnetic 
media, or in any other computerized form, the records shall be maintained as 
specified by Business and Professions Code section 4081 and 4105. 

(d) Records created shall be created and maintained in a manner to provide 
an audit trail for revisions and updates of each record document as described in 
this subsection.  Prior versions of each record must be maintained in a readily 
retrievable format (easily readable or 
easily rendered into an electronic or paper format that a person can read) and 
include the changes to the document, identification of individual who made the 
change, and the date of each change. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business 
and Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised CCR section 1738.10 establishes the standards for 
preparation noting in some instances, the proposed regulation will be requiring 
something that is permissive in the Chapter. Dr. Serpa added as proposed the 
language requires documentation when deviations from the manufacturers 
approved labeling occur in the specified areas. The proposed language also 
addresses requirements for blood components to avoid cross contamination. 

1738.10. PREPARATION 
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In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) Processing nonsterile radiopharmaceutical shall: 
(1) Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are 
made pursuant to subsection (c). 
(2) Only use an area which is suitably cleaned and is uncluttered. 
(3) Have documented processes in its SOPs for activities (e.g., cleaning) 
between the preparation cycles of different nonsterile products. 

(b) Processing sterile radiopharmaceutical (including intravascular devices) shall: 
(1)  Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are 
made pursuant to subsection (c). 
(2) Use at least the minimum environmental standards from section 7 of USP 
Chapter 825. 

(c) When preparing radiopharmaceuticals with minor deviations (“preparation 
with minor deviations” as defined in the USP Chapter 825) an SOP shall at least 
define the circumstances which necessitated the deviation and all quality 
control testing requirements and limits. Such circumstances shall, at a minimum, 
include patient need or facts that support the deviation that maintains the 
appropriate quality and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as 
specified in individual monographs, and other applicable parameters as 
clinically appropriate in the professional judgment of the pharmacist. 

For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are 
specific to each location and manufacturer. Preparations with minor deviations 
shall maintain the same ingredients but may differ in their proportions.  A 
deviation from the ingredients or proportions thereof exceeds the provisions 
allowed under a minor deviation and is not allowed under this Article. 

(d) Equipment and supplies initially used for processing of blood components 
(included Red Blood Cells) shall be solely dedicated for processing of blood 
components. Equipment and supplies shall be thoroughly cleaned and 
disinfected, in accordance with section 1738.7, prior to initiation of the next 
patient’s prescription. 

(e) When processing blood components all garb must be removed and 
replaced for each patient. 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided CCR Section 1738.11 relates to compounding and as 
proposed adds language to ensure the regulated public understands the need to 
following requirements for RAM licensure related to specified areas. RAM licensure 
requirements should be specified per the above by CDPH or other comparable 
authority, NRC. Dr. Serpa added the proposed language also references federal 
requirements related to components and documentation requirements related 
specifically to bacterial endotoxin testing. 

1738.11. COMPOUNDING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) All compounding of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all radioactive 
materials licensing requirements for appropriate radiation safety considerations 
issued by the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of 
Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, another state licensing agency that 
issues specific radioactive materials licenses, or the United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission pursuant to pursuant to section 32.72 of title 10 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations, and utilize applicable environmental controls. 

(b) Any active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) or added component used to 
compound a radiopharmaceutical shall be obtained from an FDA-registered 
facility and shall be accompanied by a valid certificate of analysis (COA). This 
COA shall be, at minimum, in English. 

(c) Except for sterile radiopharmaceuticals made for inhalation or 
ophthalmic administration, prior to releasing a sterile radiopharmaceutical 
made from one or more nonsterile component(s) results of bacterial 
endotoxin testing shall be reviewed and recorded.  Results shall be 
documented in the compounding record specified in Section 9.2 of the USP 
Chapter 825. 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided as proposed CCR section 1738.12 establishes 
dispensing requirements and provides clarity around labeling requirements but 
does not appear to be understood for outpatient dispensing. 

1738.12. DISPENSING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) All dispensed radiopharmaceutical doses shall be labeled with the 
information required by Business and Professions Code section 4076 and section 
1707.5. Outer shielding labels shall contain the name and contact information 
of the dispensing pharmacy. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa advised as proposed CCR section 1738.13 proposes 
requirements for repackaging that will apply making mandatory labeling provisions 
that are included in the Chapter, but currently not required. 

1738.13. REPACKAGING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
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(a) The inner container of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled 
with the following: 
(1) Standard radiation symbol 
(2) The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 
(3) The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 
(4) Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 

(b)The outer shielding of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled 
with the following: 
(1) Standard radiation symbol 
(2) The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 
(3) The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 
(4) Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 
(5) Volume, or number of units (e.g., capsules), as applicable 
(6) Product expiration or BUD (consistent with Table 7 of USP Chapter 825), as 
applicable 
(7) Special storage and handling instructions 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa provided as proposed CCR section 1738.14 proposes 
requirements for quality assurance and quality control as cross reference to the 
Board’s quality assurance requirement included in existing regulation as well as the 
requirement established in USP Chapter 1163 and includes a requirement for 
scheduled actions, such as recalls. Dr. Serpa added as proposed, the regulation 
establishes notification requirements for adverse drug events, establishes 
timeframes for review of specified complaints, and specifies that failure to comply 
with SOPs shall constitute a basis for action. 

1738.14. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
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(a) The quality assurance program shall comply with section 1711 and the 
standards contained in USP Chapter 1163, titled “Quality Assurance in 
Pharmaceutical Compounding”. In addition, the program shall include a written 
procedure for any scheduled action, such as a recall, in the event that 
radiopharmaceutical processing is discovered to be outside the expected quality 
and purity of the radiopharmaceutical. 

(b)The Board shall be notified in writing within 72 hours of a complaint or adverse 
drug event involving a radiopharmaceutical. 

(c) All complaints related to a potential quality problem with a 
radiopharmaceutical and all adverse events shall be reviewed by the 
pharmacist-in-charge within 72 hours of receipt of the complaint or occurrence 
of the adverse event. Such review shall be documented and dated as defined 
in the SOPs. 

(d) Failure to follow written SOPs shall constitute a basis for enforcement action. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 125.9, 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was 
appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

Chairperson Serpa thanked everyone for their diligence during the review. Dr. 
Serpa advised at the next meeting, the Committee will follow the same process for 
USP Chapter 795. Dr. Serpa added after the Committee has completed all of the 
chapters and proposed regulations, the Committee will consider acting and offer a 
recommendation to the Board for action. 

A summary of the reviewed and updated sections is provided for Board records. 

Repeal: 
1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 
A radioactive drug is any substance defined as a drug in Section 201(g)(1) of the 
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act or a radioactive biological product as 
defined in 21 CFR 600.3(ee) which exhibits spontaneous disintegration of unstable 
nuclei with the emission of nuclear particles or photons and includes any such drug 
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or biological product which is intended to be made radioactive. This definition 
includes non-radioactive reagent kits and nuclide generators which are intended 
to be used in the preparation of any such substance but does not include drugs 
such as carbon-containing compounds, potassium-containing compounds or 
potassium-containing salts which contain trace quantities of naturally occurring 
radionuclides. 
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Section 
4025, Business and Professions Code. 

1708.4. Pharmacist Handling Radioactive Drugs. 
A pharmacist handling radioactive drugs must be competent in the preparation, 
handling, storage, receiving, dispensing, disposition and pharmacology of 
radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear pharmacy course and/or 
acquired experience in programs approved by the Board. Education and 
experience in non-approved programs may be granted partial or equivalent 
credit, if, in the opinion of the Board, such programs provide the level of 
competence as approved programs or the Nuclear Pharmacy Competency 
Statement adopted by the Board. 
Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 
4021, 4022, 4025, 4036 and 4037, Business and Professions Code. 

1708.5. Pharmacy Furnishing Radioactive Drugs. 
A pharmacy furnishing radioactive drugs is any area, place or premises described 
in a permit issued by the board where radioactive drugs are stored, processed, 
compounded, repackaged, or dispensed. A pharmacy exclusively furnishing 
radioactive drugs shall be exempt from the patient consultation area requirements 
of Title 16 Cal. Code of Regulations Section 1714(a) unless the Board finds that the 
public health and safety require their application. 
A pharmacist qualified under Section 1708.4 to furnish radioactive drugs shall be in 
the pharmacy whenever the furnishing of radioactive drugs occurs. All personnel 
involved in the furnishing of radioactive drugs shall be under the immediate and 
direct supervision of such a qualified pharmacist. 
Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 

Proposal to Add Article XX as proposed with the following: 

Article XX Radiopharmaceutical- Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and 
Repackaging 

1738. Radiopharmaceuticals – Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and 
Repackaging 
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This article applies to radiopharmaceuticals as defined in USP Chapter 825.  In 
addition to the requirements provided in this Article, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with the standards established by United States 
Pharmacopeia General Chapter 825, titled Radiopharmaceuticals –Preparation, 
Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging (“USP Chapter 825” for the purposes 
of this Article). 

Necessity: Clarity to the regulated public about the requirements to comply with 
the Section consistent with authority established in the law and the requirements of 
the Chapter. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.1 INTRODUCTION SCOPE AND COMPOUNDING DEFINITIONS 

In addition to the definitions contained in USP Chapter 825, the following definitions 
apply to this Article and supplement the standards established in USP Chapter 825 
when not otherwise provided in USP Chapter 825. 

(a) “Added substances” means ingredients that are necessary to compound a 
preparation but are not intended or expected to cause a pharmacologic response 
if administered alone in the amount or concentration contained in a single dose of 
the compounded preparation. The term is used synonymously with the terms 
inactive ingredients, excipients, and pharmaceutical ingredients. 

(b) “Designated person” means a pharmacist identified as assigned, responsible, 
and accountable for the performance and operation of the radiopharmaceutical 
processing facility and for personnel who prepare, compound, dispense, and 
repackage radiopharmaceuticals. 

(b) “Component” means any ingredient used in the compounding of a preparation, 
including any active ingredient, added substance, or conventionally manufactured 
product. 

(c) “Diluent” means a liquid with no pharmacological activity used in reconstitution, 
such as sterile water for injection. 

(d) “Processing,” “processed” or “processing activity” means the preparation, 
compounding, repackaging, or dispensing of a radiopharmaceutical. 
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(e) The use of technologies, techniques, material, and procedures not described in 
USP 825 shall be based upon published peer-reviewed literature or documents 
meeting FDA approved labeling requirements in accordance with sections 201.56 
and 201.57 of title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, showing the technologies, 
techniques, material, and procedures to be equivalent or superior to those 
described in USP Chapter 825. 

(f) Processing with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives shall be 
done in compliance with Health and Safety Code section 1602.5. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.2 RADIATION SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 

In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall meet the following radiation safety requirements of this 
section. 

(a) Radiation detectors and measuring devices, and other necessary equipment 
may be placed inside an ISO Class 5 PEC but must be placed in a manner that 
minimizes disruptions of airflow. 
Necessity:  To provide clarity and ensure the appropriate type and material is used. 
The language establishes a requirement about what actions must be done versus 
should be done. 

(b) Disposable absorbent pads shall be changed after each type of 
radiopharmaceutical processing. 

Necessity:  To provide clarity as the Chapter does not specify that pads must be 
changed. Changing pads is necessary to avoid cross contamination. 

(c) Any deviation made to lower radiation exposure to workers shall be evaluated 
and documented in an SOP by the designated person prior to the deviation 
occurring.  Exceptions to the environmental controls requirements must be 
documented in the specific radioactive materials license conditions issued by the 
California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of Title 17 of the 
California Code of Regulations, or a specific radioactive materials license issued by 
another state or the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to 
pursuant to section 32.72 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

Necessity: Provides clarity to ensure that SOPs document the need for deviations. 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.3. IMMEDIATE USE OF STERILE RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 

The processing of radiopharmaceuticals for immediate use may only be done in a 
patient care setting meeting the applicable requirements in this Article.  The patient 
care facility shall maintain all records required in Section 9 of USP Chapter 825 in 
accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081. 

1738.4 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND HYGIENE 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) Processing personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos or 
oozing sores, conjunctivitis, active respiratory infection or and other conditions which 
could contaminate a sterile radiopharmaceutical, or the environment shall not be 
allowed to enter the compounding area unless approved by the designated 
person. 

(b) The pharmacist with direct oversight over personnel performing 
radiopharmaceutical processing shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary to 
ensure the integrity, potency, quality, and labeled strength of 
radiopharmaceuticals as defined in the facilities SOPs. 

(c) Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if 
the SOPs and, facilities are identical , and equipment are identical. 

(d) SOPs must clearly define the acceptable use and cleaning for reusable gowns 
that prevent possible contamination of the CSP and designated compounding 
area.  However, laundered garb must not be reused beyond one day unless garb is 
laundered with a validated cycle.  The facility’s SOPs must describe the process 
that must be followed should the facility allow for the reuse of garb. 

(e) Eyeglasses shall be cleaned as part of hand hygiene and garbing, consistent 
with the standards specified in the SOPs. 

(f) Garb shall be donned and removed in an ante-area or immediately outside the 
SPRA. Donning and doffing garb shall not occur in the ante-room or the SPRA at the 
same time unless the SOPs define specific processes which must be followed to 
prevent contamination. 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.5. FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) A sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of a restroom or 
water closet. 

(b) The temperature shall be monitored in SRPAs segregated radiopharmaceutical 
processing area and classified areas each day that processing is performed, either 
manually or by a continuous recording device. 

(c) Storage and elution of non-direct infusion radionuclide generators shall take 
place in an ISO Class 8 or better area. 

(d) If an SRPA is used: 
(1) Except for walls, the SRPA’s visible perimeter shall be at least 1 meter from 
all sides of the PEC or in a separate room. 
(2) Surfaces within the SRPA shall be smooth, impervious, free from cracks 
and crevices, and non-shedding so they can be easily cleaned and 
disinfected and to minimize spaces in which microorganisms and other 
contaminants can accumulate. 
(3) Compounding shall not take place in the SRPA. 

(e)(1) Testing and certification of all classified areas shall be completed by a 
competent individual. A competent individual is a technician who possesses a 
current accreditation issued by The Controlled Environment Testing Association 
(CETA),  or under the direct supervision of an individual who possesses a current 
accreditation issued by CETA Certification shall be completed consistent with the 
provisions established in the USP Chapter 797, titled “Pharmaceutical 
Compounding—Sterile Preparations” (USP Chapter 797). The facility shall review and 
maintain a copy of the accreditation documentation in accordance with 
requirements in section 1738.9. 

(2) CETA standard(s) used to perform certification testing in all classified areas shall 
be recorded on the certification report as required and specified in USP Chapter 
797. 
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(f) SOPs shall specify steps to be taken if a classified area(s) fails to meet the 
specified ISO classification including the investigative and corrective actions, 
allowable activities, and retesting procedures. 

(g) All classified spaces and equipment must be recertified when there is any 
change in the Primary Engineering Control (PEC), or the compounding 
environment. For purposes of this subsection, a change includeswhen the PEC is 
moved, repaired or replaced, when the facility is modified in a manner that affects 
airflow or traffic patterns, or when improper aseptic techniques are observed. 
Further, SOPs must address the conditions under which recertification must also be 
completed when relocating a PEC. 

(h) Activities and tasks carried out within the SRPA and classified areas shall be 
limited to only those necessary for processing a radiopharmaceutical. 

(i) Food, drinks, and materials exposed in patient care and treatment areas must 
not enter SRPA or classified areas. 

(j) A dynamic airflow smoke pattern test must be performed initially and at least 
every 6 months for all classified spaces and equipment. All dynamic airflow smoke 
pattern tests shall be immediately retrievable during inspection.  A copy of the test 
shall be provided to the Board’s inspector if requested in accordance with the 
timeframes set forth in Section 4105 of the Business and Professions Code. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

1738.6. MICROBIOLOGICAL AIR AND SURFACE MONITORING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) SOPs shall specify steps to be taken for processing radiopharmaceuticals when 
the microbiological air and surface monitoring action levels are exceeded, 
including the investigative and corrective actions, allowable activities, and 
resampling procedures. 

(b) At a minimum, to trend for growth of microorganisms, during biannual (every 6 
months) recertification, any microorganism recovered (growth) shall be identified 
at least to the genus species, regardless of the CFU count. Professional judgement 
shall be used to determine the appropriate action necessary to remedy identified 
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trends regardless on the action level. Investigation of a microorganism growth must 
be consistent with the deviation identified and must include evaluation of trends. 

(c) The designated person shall review the sampling results and identify data trends 
at least every time sample results are received.  The designated person shall 
evaluate trends to determine if corrective action is needed. The results of the 
review shall be documented in the facility’s SOPs and readily retrievable during 
inspection in accordance with the requirements in section 1738.9. 

(d)  Incubators must be calibrated and operated in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s specifications and temperatures must be monitored during 
incubation, either manually or by a continuous recording device, and the results 
must be reviewed and documented as described in the facility’s SOPs. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

1738.7. CLEANING AND DISINFECTING 
In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) Cleaning, disinfection, and sporicidal agents shall be used in accordance 
with manufacturers' specifications and shall occur at the minimum frequencies 
listed in Table 5 of USP Chapter 825. Incubators must be cleaned at least 
monthly. 

(b) Reusable cleaning supplies shall not be stored within 1 meter of the PEC. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.8. ASSIGNING BUD 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a)A radiopharmaceutical CSP’s beyond-use date (BUD) shall not exceed the 
shortest BUD of any of its components. 

(b) No radiopharmaceutical CSP shall be administered after the labeled BUD. A 
dose shall not be sent for a scheduled administration that would occur after the 
labeled BUD. 
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(c) Extension of a conventionally manufactured kit with a suggested use-by time 
shall not exceed the BUDs in Table 7 of USP Chapter 825, for the sterility of the 
preparation or product. 
Prior to the extension of a suggested use-by time for a conventionally manufactured 
kit, the SOPs must document at a minimum the following: 
(1) Factors which necessitate its extension, which shall include a full assessment of 
patient needs for the extension. 
(2) Evidence which supports that the extension maintains the appropriate quality 
and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in individual 
monographs, and other applicable parameters as clinically appropriate. 

For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are 
specific to each facility’s location and kit. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.9. DOCUMENTATION 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) A record of a preparation must include a compounding record compliant with 
section 9.2 of USP Chapter 825. 

(b) Records of preparation with minor deviations or compounding shall be a single 
document. The document shall satisfy the requirements of USP Chapter 825, as well 
as the following: 

(1) The assigned internal identification number shall be unique for each 
preparation. 
(2) The manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date shall be recorded for 
each component for CSPs. Documenting solely the National Drug Code 
(NDC) does not meet this requirement. 
(3) The total quantity compounded shall include the number of units made 
and either the volume or the weight of each unit. 
(4) The identity of each person performing the compounding and 
pharmacist verifying the final drug preparation 
(5) When applicable, endotoxin level calculations and readings. 

(c) Records required by USP Chapter 825 or this Article, shall be maintained in a 
readily retrievable form, for at least three years from the date the record was 
created or relied upon. If only recorded and stored electronically, on magnetic 
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media, or in any other computerized form, the records shall be maintained as 
specified by Business and Professions Code section 4081 and 4105. 

(d) Records created shall be created and maintained in a manner to provide an 
audit trail for revisions and updates of each record document as described in this 
subsection. Prior versions of each record must be maintained in a readily 
retrievable format (easily readable or 
easily rendered into an electronic or paper format that a person can read) and 
include the changes to the document, identification of individual who made the 
change, and the date of each change. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

1738.10. PREPARATION 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) Processing nonsterile radiopharmaceutical shall: 
(1) Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are 
made pursuant to subsection (c). 
(2) Only use an area which is suitably cleaned and is uncluttered. 
(3) Have documented processes in its SOPs for activities (e.g., cleaning) 
between the preparation cycles of different nonsterile products. 

(b) Processing sterile radiopharmaceutical (including intravascular devices) shall: 
(1)  Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are 
made pursuant to subsection (c). 
(2) Use at least the minimum environmental standards from section 7 of USP 
Chapter 825. 

(c) When preparing radiopharmaceuticals with minor deviations (“preparation with 
minor deviations” as defined in the USP Chapter 825) an SOP shall at least define the 
circumstances which necessitated the deviation and all quality control testing 
requirements and limits. Such circumstances shall, at a minimum, include patient 
need or facts that support the deviation that maintains the appropriate quality and 
purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in individual 
monographs, and other applicable parameters as clinically appropriate in the 
professional judgment of the pharmacist. 
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For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are 
specific to each location and manufacturer. Preparations with minor deviations 
shall maintain the same ingredients but may differ in their proportions.  A deviation 
from the ingredients or proportions thereof exceeds the provisions allowed under a 
minor deviation and is not allowed under this Article. 

(d) Equipment and supplies initially used for processing of blood components 
(included Red Blood Cells) shall be solely dedicated for processing of blood 
components. Equipment and supplies shall be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected, 
in accordance with section 1738.7, prior to initiation of the next patient’s 
prescription. 

(e) When processing blood components all garb must be removed and replaced 
for each patient. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.11. COMPOUNDING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) All compounding of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all radioactive 
materials licensing requirements for appropriate radiation safety considerations 
issued by the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of 
Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, another state licensing agency that 
issues specific radioactive materials licenses, or the United States Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission pursuant to pursuant to section 32.72 of title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, and utilize applicable environmental controls. 

(b) Any active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) or added component used to 
compound a radiopharmaceutical shall be obtained from an FDA-registered facility 
and shall be accompanied by a valid certificate of analysis (COA).  This COA shall 
be, at minimum, in English. 

(c) Except for sterile radiopharmaceuticals made for inhalation or ophthalmic 
administration, prior to releasing a sterile radiopharmaceutical made from one 
or more nonsterile component(s) results of bacterial endotoxin testing shall be 
reviewed and recorded.  Results shall be documented in the compounding 
record specified in Section 9.2 of the USP Chapter 825. 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.12. DISPENSING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) All dispensed radiopharmaceutical doses shall be labeled with the information 
required by Business and Professions Code section 4076 and section 1707.5. Outer 
shielding labels shall contain the name and contact information of the dispensing 
pharmacy. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.13. REPACKAGING 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) The inner container of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled with 
the following: 
(1) Standard radiation symbol 
(2) The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 
(3) The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 
(4) Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 

(b)The outer shielding of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled with 
the following: 
(1) Standard radiation symbol 
(2) The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 
(3) The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 
(4) Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 
(5) Volume, or number of units (e.g., capsules), as applicable 
(6) Product expiration or BUD (consistent with Table 7 of USP Chapter 825), as 
applicable 
(7) Special storage and handling instructions 
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Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions 
Code. 

1738.14. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 

In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 

(a) The quality assurance program shall comply with section 1711 and the standards 
contained in USP Chapter 1163, titled “Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical 
Compounding”. In addition, the program shall include a written procedure for any 
scheduled action, such as a recall, in the event that radiopharmaceutical 
processing is discovered to be outside the expected quality and purity of the 
radiopharmaceutical. 

(b)The Board shall be notified in writing within 72 hours of a complaint or adverse 
drug event involving a radiopharmaceutical. 

(c) All complaints related to a potential quality problem with a 
radiopharmaceutical and all adverse events shall be reviewed by the pharmacist-
in-charge within 72 hours of receipt of the complaint or occurrence of the adverse 
event. Such review shall be documented and dated as defined in the SOPs. 

(d) Failure to follow written SOPs shall constitute a basis for enforcement action. 

Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
Reference: Sections 125.9, 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
Professions Code. 

IX. Review and Discussion of Enforcement Statistics 

Chairperson Serpa advised included in the meeting materials were enforcement 
statistics reflecting enforcement related activities between July 1 and December 
31, 2022. Dr. Serpa summarized the Board received 1,839 complaints during this 
period and closed 1,459 investigations. The Board secured three (3) interim 
suspensions orders, two (2) automatic suspension orders and has been granted four 
(4) penal code 23 restriction. 
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Chairperson Serpa provided as of January 1, 2023, the Board had 1,450 field 
investigations pending. Dr. Serpa noted the average days for various stages of the 
investigation process were included in the meeting materials. Dr. Serpa noted there 
had been a large increase in the supervisor review time and second level review 
time. Dr. Serpa believed was in part due to a vacancy at the supervising inspector 
level. Dr. Serpa added the Committee should monitor for improvement in both 
areas. Dr. Serpa hoped that as the position was filled and onboarding completed, 
improvement will be seen. 

Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments 
were made. 

Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no 
comments were made. 

X. Future Committee Meeting Dates 

Chairperson Serpa reminded the next meeting was scheduled for February 15, 
2023, noting the meeting will be conducted in person, in Sacramento and 
members of the public were welcome to attend either in person or via WebEx. Dr. 
Serpa advised the Board respectfully requested that individuals attending in person 
follow COVID protocols. 

XI. Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 11:35 a.m. 
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 Attachment 2 



<795>FAQs 
November 1, 2022 

General 

1. Where can I find FAQs and other information on USP Compounding 
Standards? 

For FAQs on USP Compounding Standards, please see below: 

• General Chapter <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding-Nonsterile Preparations 

• General Chapter <797> Pharmaceutical Compounding-Sterile Preparations 

• General Chapter <800> Hazardous Drugs-Handling in Healthcare Settings 

• General Chapter <825> Radiopharmaceutica/s-Preparation Compounding. Dispensing, and Repackaging 

• Compounded Preparation Monographs (CPMs) 

2. Where can I find information about how to interpret and apply General 
Chapters? 

The General Notices and Requirements describe the basic assumptions, definitions, and default conditions for the 
interpretation and application of USP-NF content. For example, Section 2.30. Legal Recognition describes the legal 

recogn ition of USP and NF. Section 3.10.30 Applicability of Standards to the Practice of Compounding describes when USP 
compounding practice standards are or are not applicable. 

3. Can USP provide some clarity as to when a preparation needs to be prepared 
as sterile (CSP) as opposed to as nonsterile (CNSP)? 
<795> and <797> both describe compounded preparations that are required to be sterile or can be prepared as nonsterile. 

In general, preparations designed to be delivered to any body space that does not normally freely "communicate" or have 
contact with the environment outside of the body, such as the bladder cavity or peritoneal cavity, are typically required to 

be sterile. Additionally, ophthalmic products and compounded aqueous inhalation solutions and suspensions are required to 
be sterile. Otic preparations are not required to be sterile unless being administered to a patient with a perforated eardrum. 

Irrigations for the mouth, rectal cavity, and sinus cavity are not required to be sterile, nor are nasal sprays. 

Introduction and Scope 

4. What is the definition of nonsterile compounding? 
For purposes of General Chapter <795>, nonsterile compounding is defined as combining, admixing, diluting, pooling, 

reconstituting other than as provided in the manufacturer's labeling, or otherwise altering a drug product or bulk drug 
substance to create a nonsterile preparation. 

November 1, 2022 
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5. To whom do the standards in General Chapter <795> apply? 

The chapter applies to all persons who prepare compounded nonsterile preparations (CNSPs) and all places where CNSPs 
are prepared for human and animal patients. This includes but is not limited to pharmacists, technicians, nurses, physicians, 
dentists, naturopaths, and chiropractors, in all places including but not limited to pharmacies, hospitals and other healthcare 
institutions, patient treatment sites, and physicians' practice sites. Personnel engaged in the compounding of CNSPs must 
additionally comply with laws and regulations of the applicable regulatory jurisdiction. Compounding of nonsterile hazardous 
drugs (HDs) must additionally comply with General Chapter <800> Hazardous Drugs-Handling in Healthcare Settings. 

6. How do I know what are requirements versus recommendations in the 
chapter? 

Generally, requirements in a General Chapter are conveyed by use of the term "must". Recommendations are conveyed by use 
of the terms "should" and "may". 

7. What does "official date" mean? 

The USP "official date" indicates the date by which affected users are expected to meet the requirements of a particular 
standard. Ensuring compliance with the requirements of these standards is the responsibility of the applicable regulatory 
jurisdiction. USP has no role in enforcement. 

All text in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) or National Formulary (NF} that has reached its official date is "official text:' 
Although all text of the USP-NF that has reached its official date is "official text," not all official text states requirements 
with which compendia! users must comply. Some official text is intended to assist or guide compendia! users or to serve 
informational purposes. 

8. When dothe revisions to General Chapter <795> become official? 

The revision of <795> published on November 1, 2022, will become "official" on November 1, 2023. The "official date" indicates 
the date by which affected users are expected to meet the requirements of a particular standard. However, ensuring compliance 
with the requirements of these standards is the responsibility of the applicable regulatory jurisdiction. Regulatory bodies such 
as state boards of pharmacy may have a different official date. USP has no role in enforcement. 

9. Does the chapter apply for breaking or cutting a tablet into smaller portions? 

No, breaking or cutting a tablet into smaller portions is not required to meet the standards in this chapter. 

10. Does the chapter apply for reconstitution of conventionally manufactured 
nonsterile products (e.g., compounding kits)? 

Reconstitution of a conventionally manufactured nonsterile product in accordance with the directions contained in the 
manufacturer approved labeling is not required to meet the standards in this chapter. Reconstitution that is not performed 
according to manufacturer approved labeling is considered nonsterile compounding and is subject to the requirements in the 
chapter. Compounding kits are within the scope of the chapter unless they are FDA-approved and reconstitution is performed in 
accordance with the directions contained in the manufacturer approved labeling. 
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11. Am I required to use purified water for reconstitution of a 
conventionally manufactured product? 

Reconstitution of a conventionally manufactured nonsterile product in accordance with the directions contained in the 

manufacturer approved labeling is out of the scope of the chapter. As such, the chapter does not specify the quality of water to 

be used for reconstitution. Compounders can reach out to other resources, such as the regulatory bodies in their jurisdiction o r 
the manufacturer of the products, for additional information. 

12. Is administration out of the scope of the chapter? 

The intent of the chapter is to establish minimum standards for practitioners when preparing compounded nonsterile 

preparations in order to minimize harm, including death, to human and animal patients. The scope of the chapter is intended to 

be limited to compounding and the standards are designed to help ensure a CNSP maintains its integrity up until the time when 

administration begins. Administration is out of scope of the chapter, and for purposes of <795>, is defined as the p reparation of 
a single dose for a single patient when administration will begin within 4 hours 

13. Does the chapter address compounded radiopharmaceutical dosage 
forms? 

No. Compounding of radiopharmaceuticals is not required to meet the standards of this chapter as they are subject to the 

requirements in General Chapter <825> Radiopharmaceutica/s-Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging. 

14. Are the temperatures in the chapter expressed in degrees Fahrenheit or 
Celsius? 

Unless otherwise specified, all temperatures in the USP-NF are expressed in degrees centigrade (Celsius) (see also General 
Notices 8.180 Temperatures). 

15. Are products manufactured by 5038 facilities or conventionally 
manufactured products considered active pharmaceutical ingredients (APls)? 

No. The term "API" refers to any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used in the compounding of a preparation, 
thereby becoming the active ingredient in that preparation and furnishing pharmacological activity or other direct effect in the 

diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in humans or animals or affecting the structure and function 

of the body. Also referred to as Bulk drug substance. A convent ionally manufactured drug product is not an API but is typically 
manufactured from an APl(s). 

16. Why were the categories of compounding (simple, moderate, and complex} 
in the previouschapter eliminated in the new revision? 

These categories of compounding were originally adapted from <1075> Good Compounding Practices in 2011. They often led to 
confusion among users on how to apply the criteria and the chapter did not provide standards on how to use these categories 
in applying the compounding standards. 
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17. Who can be the designated person(s)? 

The designated person is one or more individuals assigned to be responsible and accountable for t he performance and 
operation of the facility and personnel for the preparation of compounded nonsterile preparations (CNSPs). Facilities must 

determine whether they have one or more designated person, select the designated person, and determine how to al locate 
responsibility if there is more than one designated person. 

18. Does the chapter apply for repackaging ofa conventionally 
manufactured product? 

No, repackaging of conventionally manufactured drug products is not required to meet the standards in this chapter (see <1178> 

Good Repackaging Practices for recommendations). 

19. Please clarify the phrase, "variability from the intended strength of correct 
ingredients (e.g., ±10% of the labeled strength)''. 

There may be variability from the labeled strength of a CNSP. The acceptable range is listed in the applicable monograph for 
official articles. The acceptable range is ±10% of the labeled strength for nonofficial articles (i.e., 90-110%). 

20. This section defines altering a drug or bulk drug substance as nonsterile 
compounding. It is unclear whether flavoring a manufactured liquid would fall 
under this category or whether the preparation of premeasured kits, such as 
FIRST Magic Mouthwash and FIRST Omeprazole, would be required to meet the 
standards of this chapter. 

Flavoring a manufactured product is compounding and must be conducted under compounding standards in accordance with 

the exemptions for compounding in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, otherwise the drug product would be deemed 

adulterated under the Act. Compounding standards apply to the assembly of premeasured kits. 

21. When repackaging capsules into unit dose containers using a robotic 
system, is the BUD limited to 180 days? 

Repackaging nonsterile conventionally manufactured drug products is outside the scope of <795> so the BUD limits in Table 4 

do not apply. See <1178> Good Repackaging Practices for recommendations. 

Personal Hygiene and Garbing 

22. What garb is required for nonsterile compounding? 
Gloves must be worn for all compounding activities. Other garb (e.g., shoe covers, head or hair covers, facial hair covers, face 

masks. and gowns) should be worn as required by the facility's standard operating procedures (SOPs). Garb is recommended 
for the protection of personnel and to minimize the risk of CNSP contamination. The garb must be appropriate for the type of 

compounding performed. The garbing requirements and frequency of changing the garb must be determined by the facility 

and documented in the facility's SOPs. 
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2 Are gloves required to be wiped or changed before 
beginning to compound a CNSP with different components? 

3. 

The chapter recommends wiping or replacing gloves before beginning to compound a CNSP with different components to 

minimize the risk of cross-contaminating other CNSPs and contaminating other objects. General Chapter <795> does not 

describe the use of specific wipes or agents to use for wiping gloves. Facilities must determine whether gloves should be 
changed or replaced and the appropriate wipe/agent to use if they are wiped. 

24. Can gowns be reused for multiple days if not soiled? 

If gowns are worn, they may be re-used if not soiled. If gowns are visibly soiled or have tears or punctures, they must be 

changed immediately. Facilities must determine the frequency for changing gowns. 

' 

Buildings and Facilities 

25. ls a compounding space required to be in an enclosed room (i.e., with walls 
and doors)? 

No. While a room may be used as the compounding space, the chapter does not require a separate room. The chapter 
requires a space that is specifically designated for nonsterile compounding. A visible perimeter should establish the 

boundaries of the nonsterile compounding area. 

26. What is considered an appropriate temperature range to store CNSPs or 
components? 

The storage area must be maintained at a temperature that is appropriate for the CNSPs and components. The storage 
conditions for the CNSP would be dependent on the assigned beyond-use date (BUD) and CNSP-specific properties (see 

<795>, 10.2 Parameters to Consider in Establishing a BUD). The storage conditions for components may be provided by the 
manufacturer or vendor on the labeling and/or specified in the USP monograph for that component (see also <659>). 

27. Since reconstitution and repackaging are not considered compounding and 
are out of scope of the chapter, can they still be performed in the designated 
compounding space? 

Yes, other activities may be performed in the compounding space when compounding is not occurring. The chapter requires 
that a compounding space be designated for nonsterile compounding, however, the space is not required to be dedicated 

for sole use in compounding. Other activit ies may occur in the compounding space, but they must not be occurring in the 
space at the same time as compounding. 
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Cleaning and Sanitizing 

28. Can non-compounding personnel clean and sanitize the compounding 
space? 

Facilities must determine the appropriate personnel for cleaning and sanitizing the compounding space. The chapter does 

not specify who may perform the cleaning and sanitization procedures. However, the chapter does specify that knowledge 

and competency must be demonstrated initially and at least every 12 months for those that are cleaning and sanitizing. 

29. Is daily cleaning only required when nonsterile compounding has 
occurred? 

Cleaning and sanitizing of the surfaces in the nonsterile compounding area(s) must occur on a regular basis at the 

minimum frequencies specified in Table 1 or, if compounding is not performed daily, it must be performed before initiating 
compounding. 

30. What is the difference between cleaning and sanitizing? 

Cleaning is the process of removing substances (e.g., organic and inorganic material) from objects and surfaces, normally 

accomplished by manually or mechanically using water with detergents or enzymatic products. Sanitizing is the process of 
reducing, on inanimate surfaces, the number of all forms of microbial life including fungi, viruses, and bacteria. 

31. Why does sterile compounding per <797> require cleaning daily, whereas 
for nonsterile compoundingr cleaning is required at the beginning and end of a 
shift? 

Cleaning and sanitizing of the surfaces in the nonsterile compounding area(s) must occur on a regular basis at the minimum 

frequencies specified in Table 1or, if compounding is not performed daily, it must be performed before initiating compounding. 

Cleaning is required at the beginning and end of each shift in <795> due to the particle-generating nature of nonsterile 

compounding. Sterile compounding is less particle-generating than nonsterile, and compounders sanitize after preparing each 

batch of CSPs. There is greater risk of cross-contamination from particle-generation for nonsterile compounding. 

32. If the dedicated compounding area is in the middle of a room (i.e., 
dedicated cartr island), does this mean we have to clean walls and storage 
shelving? 

The designated person can define in an SOP what specifically constitutes the 'compounding area' that is specifically designated 

for nonsterile compounding. Defining the compounding area will determine what surfaces require cleaning and sanitizing per 
Table 1. 
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Equipment and Components 

33. Are containment ventilated enclosures (CVEs} required for non sterile 
compounding? 

No. The chapter requires facilities to assess particle-generating activities (e.g., weighing, measuring, or other manipulation 

of components) to determine whether a closed-system processing device is needed. The chapter does not require a closed

system processing device but does require facilities to perform a process evaluation to determine whether a device is 
needed. A closed-system processing device reduces the potential exposure to personnel and contamination to the facility 

from airborne particles that weighing, measuring, or otherwise manipulating components could generate. A CVE is one 

example of a closed-system processing device; other examples include BSCs and single-use containment g love bags. 

34.Why are APls required to be obtained from an FDA-registered facility and 
components other than APls only recommended to be obtained from an FDA
registered facility? 

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires compounded preparations to be prepared from bulk drug substances 
that are obtained from FDA-registered facilities. The Expert Committee recognizes that there may be some components other 

than APls that cannot be obtained from an FDA-registered facility, thus, it is a recommendation that these components be 

obtained from an FDA-registered facility but is not a requirement. 

35. What does it mean when Purified Water is printed in italics? 

It means the Purified Water is an official article and must meet the applicable monograph (e.g., Purified Water, USP). 

36. When is the use of distilled water acceptable? 

Purified Water, distilled water, or reverse osmosis water should be used for rinsing equipment and utensils. Note that Purified 

Water or better quality, e.g., Sterile Water for Irrigation, must be used for compounding CNSPs when formulations indicate the 

inclusion of water. 

37. If Sterile Water for Irrigation is used as a component in a CNSP, what is the 
BUD of the Sterile Water for Irrigation once opened? 

Purified Water or better quality, e.g., Sterile Water for Irrigation, must be used for compounding CNSPs when formulations 

indicate the inclusion of water. Since sterility is not required, Sterile Water for Irrigation may be used until its labeled expiration 

date if it is stored in its original container per the manufacturer's recommendations. 

38. Our Board of Pharmacy inspector is questioning our use of Sterile Water for 
Irrigation in place of Purified Water in CNSPs. Does USP reference this in other 
general chapters? 

Purified Water or better quality, e.g., Sterile Water for Irrigation, must be used for compounding nonsterile drug preparations 

when preparations indicate the inclusion of water. Per <1231> Water for Pharmaceutical Purposes, 3.2.4, Sterile Water for 

Irrigation may be used in other applications that do not have particulate matter specifications, including where Purified Water is 

indicated but where access to a validated water system is not practical. 
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39. FDA prescribing information for a specific brand of 
Sterile Water for Irrigation says, ~'Sterile Water for Irrigation is not potable 
water and is not intended for oral administration." If Sterile Water for Irrigation 
is labeled as non-potable, may it be used as a component in a CNSP intended 
for oral administration? 

Sterile Water for Irrigation, USP is prepared from Water for Injection that is sterilized and suitably packaged. It contains no 
antimicrobial agent or other added substance. Water for Injection is water purified by distillation or a purification process that is 

equivalent or superior to distillation in the removal of chemicals and microorganisms. It is prepared from water complying with 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency National Primary Drinking Water Regulations or with the drinking water regulations of 
the European Union or of Japan or with the World Health Organization's Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality. Per <1231> Water 

for Pharmaceutical Purposes, Sterile Water for Irrigation, USP 'may be used in other applications that do not have particulate 

matter specifications, where bulk Water for Injection or Purified Water is indicated but where access to a validated water system 
is not practical, or where somewhat larger quantities are needed than are provided as Sterile Water for Injection: However, if 
Sterile Water for Irrigation is labeled as non-potable, it must not be used in oral preparations. 

Per <1231> 
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40. Is there any guidance on reverse osmosis (RO) systems, such as testing and 
maintenance requirements? 

Water from RO systems that is used as a component in CNSPs must meet the monograph requirements for Purified Water 

including <643> Total Organic Carbon and <645> Water Conductivity. RO systems must be maintained per manufacturer's 
recommendations. 
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41. Regarding the statement, uonce removed from the original 
container, any component not used in compounding (e.g., excess after 
weighing) should be discarded and not returned to the original container to 
minimize the risk ofcontaminating the original container", given the risk of 
contamination that this could present, why isn't the ''should" a ''must"? 

There may be instances (e.g., drug shortages, controlled drugs) when discarding excess component is not possible. Personnel 
who perform weighing procedures must be trained and demonstrate knowledge and competency on handling components to 
minimize the risk of contamination, and avoid using excessive materials. 

42. What organizations certify BSCs or CVEs? 

The Compounding Expert Committee removed all references to specific professional organizations and facilities must 
determine the appropriate certification guide to use for certifying their equipment. Some examples of organizations that 
provide certification guidance include the Controlled Environment Testing Association (CETA), NSF International, and American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). 

43. Are these terms interchangeable: API, drug substance, drug 
product, active ingredient? 

For the purposes of USP Chapters <795> and <797>, a bulk drug substance and an active pharmaceutical ingredient are 
the same. They are defined in the glossary of USP <795> and <797> as: Any substance or mixture of substances intended to 
be used in the compounding of a preparation, thereby becoming the active ingredient in that preparation and furnishing 
pharmacological activity or other direct effect in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in humans 
or animals or affecting the structure and function of the body. 

A conventionally manufactured drug product is not an API but is typically manufactured from an APl(s). There is no statutory or 
USP definition for active ingredient, but the term is used generically in USP when referring to the active ingredient in either a 
conventionally manufactured drug product or API (e.g., when labeling a CSP or a CNSP). 

For the purposes of the USP Compounding Chapters, a drug product is the same as a conventionally manufactured product and 
defined as: A pharmaceutical dosage form, usually the subject of an application approved by the applicable national regulatory 
agency, that is manufactured under current good manufacturing practice conditions. Drug products and conventionally 
manufactured products are not CSPs or CNSPs. 

Master Formulation and Compounding Records 

44. Does a new master formulation record (MFR) need to be made for different 
batch sizes of final CNSP (e.g., same ointment of 120 grams and 60 grams)? 
Yes, an MFR must be created for each unique preparation of a CNSP. 
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45. How specific must the description of the container closure 
be in the MFR? 

A thorough description of the container closure would be considered best practice, which ideally would also include the 
material of composition that is in contact with the compounded preparation. The size of the container closure may vary 

depending on quantity of prescription dispensed. For example, "White opaque HDPE airless pump." There should be enough 
detail so the selection of that container closure could be made by someone else. 

Labeling 

46. Are all CNSPs required to be labeled, regardless of whether they are 
dispensed? 

Yes. CNSPs must be labeled with the information specified in 9. Labeling regardless of whether or not they are dispensed. 
Labeling provides the information of the package contents. 

Establishing Beyond-Use Dates 

47. What is water activity (aw)? 

Put simply, water activity is the measure of free water that is available to participate in chemical reactions such as hydrolysis or 

may provide an environment that can support microbiological growth. See <922> and <1112> for more detailed information. 

48. Are compounders expected to measure the aw of CNSPs to determine the 
BUD? 

No, the chapter does not require compounders to measure aw for CNSPs. aw is intended to be used as a guide for assigning 
BUDs. General Chapter <795> provides examples of dosage forms that have an aw < 0.6 and those that have an aw~ 0.6. 

Additionally, General Chapter <1112> Application of Water Activity Determination to Nonsteri/e Pharmaceutical Products provides 
a list of products and corresponding aw in Table 2. 

49. Why is the BUD for nonaqueous oral liquid dosage forms with an aw < 0.6 
(e.g., oral suspensions or solutions) limited to 90 days? 

Although many nonaqueous preparations, including anhydrous oil preparations, may be stable for a long period of time, this 

is not consistently demonstrated for all nonaqueous formulations. For example, a stability-indicating assay of doxycycline 

compounded in oil exhibited degradation before 90 days. Additionally, there are other ingredients that may oxidize or otherwise 
react with the fatty acids in the oil. The chapter provides a conservative approach due to examples where preparations in oil are 

not stable for 180 days. Further, the chapter allows the BUD of CNSPs to be extended up to 180 days if there is a stability study 
using a stability-indicating assay (see <795>, 10.5 Extending BUDs for CNSPs). 
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50. If a stability study shows that a CNSP isstable for longer 
than 180 days, can that BUD be assigned? 

No. General Chapter <795> specifies that the BUD for CNSPs may be extended up to a maximum of 180 days if there is a stability 
study (pL1blished or unpublished) using a stability-indicating analytical method for the APl(s), CNSP formulation, and material 

of composition of the container closure that will be used. If the CNSP is aqueous, the chapter additionally requires testing for 

antimicrobial effectiveness for extending BUDs beyond those contained in Table 4 (see 70.5 Extending BUDs for CNSPs). 

However, if there is a USP-NF compounded preparation monograph for the CNSP, and the preparation is labeled to indicate 

that it meets the monograph specifications, the BUD must not exceed the BUD specified in the monograph. As stated in General 

Notices 3.10, monograph requirements supersede the requirements of General Chapters. 

51. If I extend the BUD beyond those described in Table 4. BUD 
L.imitby Type ofPreparation in the Absence ofa USP-NFCompounded 
Preparation Monograph or CNSP-Specific Stability Information, why does the 
CNSP have to be tested for antimicrobial effectiveness? 

The chapter allows an extension of BUD if there is stability data supported by a stability-indicating study. Although the 
CNSP may be stable, the CNSP may be susceptible to microbial proliferation especially from prolonged and repeated use. 

Antimicrobial effectiveness testing is recommended and only needs to be performed once for a particular CNSP. If a range of 
concentration is used in the same CNSP formulation and stored under the same conditions, the antimicrobial effectiveness test 

can be conducted for the highest and lowest concentrations. The results can be extrapolated for the concentrations within the 
range studied (e_g., bracketed study design). 

52. ls there a difference between testing stability with a strength 
(potency) over time or a stability-indicating method? 

Yes, a strength (potency) over time test determines the amount of active ingredient in a preparation, however, it may not 

be able to separate the active ingredient from its degradation products and impurities for quantitation depending on the 

analytical methods used for the test. A stability-indicating method will be able to quantitate the active ingredient and its 

degradation products or related impurities in the preparation by separating the active ingredient from its degradation products 

and impurities, and to show a change in the concentration of the active ingredient with increasing storage time. A stability

indicating method is used to determine stability of a drug and used to establish the beyond-use date. (See article, "Strength and 
Stability Testing for Compounded Preparations.") 

53. What is the difference between a BUD and an exph·ation date? 

Beyond-use dates (BUDs) and expiration dates are not the same. Expiration dates are assigned by manufacturers based on 

analytical and performance testing of the sterility, chemical and physical stability, and packaging integrity of the conventionally 

manufactured product, API, or added substance. Expiration dates are specific to a particular formulation in its container and at 

stated exposure conditions of illumination and temperature. Section 14.1 Terminology in USP <797> and Section 10.1 Terminology 

in USP <795> define an expiration date as: The time during which a product can be expected to meet the requirements of the 

USP-NF monograph, if one exists, or maintain expected quality provided it is kept under the specified storage conditions. 

Beyond-use dates are assigned by compounders and apply to CSPs and CNSPs. The Terminology sections in USP <797> and 

<795> define a BUD as: Either the date, or hour and date, after which a compounded preparation must not be used. The BUD is 
determined from the date and time that preparation of the compounded preparation is initiated. 
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54. What is the BUD of a stock solution with no API? 

Section 10.4 states, For CNSPs prepared from one or more compounded components, the BUD should generally not exceed the 

shortest BUD of any of the individual compounded components. However, there may be acceptable instances when the BUD of 

the final CNSP exceeds the BUD assigned to compounded components (e.g., pH-altering solutions). If the assigned BUD of the 

final CSP exceeds the BUD of the compounded components, the physical, chemical, and microbiological quality of the final CSP 
must not be negatively impacted. 

Examples of acceptable instances may include use of a pH-altering solution that has a 24 h BUD or preparing a methylcellulose 
or similar suspension (14 day BUD) for use during the same shift in CNSPs that are preserved (35 day BUD). 

55. How may a BUD beyond USP <795> limits be assigned to a stock solution 
withnoAPI? 

Information may be found in the Stability Study Reference Document posted here. In general, the following tests must be 
considered: 

• Appearance (e.g., appearance, color, clarity, and particulates) 

• Antimicrobial effectiveness testing (USP <51>) for aqueous preparations 

• pH 

Microbiological tests for water-containing formulations (aw~ 0.6) 

<61> Microbiological Examination of Nonsterile Products: Microbial Enumeration Tests 

• <62> Microbiological Examination ofNonsterile Products: Tests for Specified Microorganisms 

56. How do I choose an appropriate preservative for my CNSP? 

Preservative selection is dependent on the level of potential microbiological growth over the intended period of the BUD 

(amount of preservative in preparation must be sufficient to protect the preparation through the end of the BUD), the p H of the 

preparation being preserved (the preservative must have effectiveness at the pH of the preparation), specific microbiological 

organisms with which the preparation could be exposed (preservative system must be effective against the microbiological 
organism(s) that have a potential to propagate in the preparation), and chemical compatibility with the API and other excipients. 

57. Given the water activity examples in Table 3, and the fact that these do 
notcover all formulation possibilities, how does a pharmacist determine total 
water activity of multi-ingredient compounds, and how should a pharmacist 
determine when water activity testing is needed? 

Pharmacists can always reference <922> and <1112> for more information regarding aw and its determination. The chapter 

does not require a compounded preparation to be tested for water activity, but aw is the determining factor in categorizing 

a preparation as aqueous or nonaqueous. The table was meant to provide actual examples of formulations tested for water 

activity to assist the pharmacist in determining if a prepa ration would likely be squarely in the aqueous or nonaqueous category. 
It is also important to note that waters of hydration do not affect water activity. When in doubt, the best course of action to 
know water activity would be to test it. This is a one-time test for the specific preparation. 
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58. How is the BUD of a CNSP affected by pH-modifiers or other 
stock solutions that are used as components? 

For CNSPs prepared from one or more compounded components, the BUD should generally not exceed the shortest BUD of 
any of the individual compounded components. However, there may be acceptable instances when the BUD of the final CNSP 
exceeds the BUD assigned to compounded components (e.g., pH-altering solutions). If the assigned BUD of the final CNSP 
exceeds the BUD of the compounded components, the physical, chemical, and microbiological quality of the final CSP must not 

be negatively impacted. 

59. Must the stability studies used to extend BUDs to 180 days be published? 

No. Any stability study that meets the requirements of a stability-indicating assay method can be used, whether published or 
unpublished, to extend beyond-use dates up to 180 days for a CNSP. To learn the requirements for a stability-indicating assay 
method, visit the Stability Study Reference Document posted here. 

60. When must <51> testing be performed? 

<51> testing should be performed to verify a formulation for a multiple-dose preparation is capable of meeting the antimicrobial 
effectiveness testing requirements. Changes in package size, container closure system, or preparation components may 
necessitate repeating the <51 > testing. Testing is not necessary for every batch. 

61. Must antimicrobial effectiveness testing results be provided by an FDA
registered facility? 

The designated person(s) may rely on antimicrobial effectiveness test ing results provided by an FDA-registered facility or 
publ ished in peer-reviewed literature as long as the CNSP formulation (including any preservative) and container c losure 
materials of composition are the same as those tested (unless a bracketing study is performed). Outside of the United States, 
facilities must comply with the laws and regulations of the applicable regulatory jurisdiction. 

62. Can unpublished antimicrobial effectiveness testing results be used? 

Yes. Com pounders are not required to perform their own USP <51> Antimicrobial Effectiveness Testing on each compound 
prepared. They may perform or contract the study themselves, or they may use published or unpublished peer-reviewed 
literature results or USP <51> results performed in an FDA-registered facility provided that the CNSP or CSP preparation 
(inc luding any preservative) and container closure system are exactly the same as those that produced the preparation that 
produced the test results. Antimicrobial effectiveness testing may also be performed in what is known as a bracketing study 
by testing a low concentration and a high concentration of the active ingredient in the formulation to establish preservative 

effectiveness across various strengths of the same formulation. The concentration of all other ingredients (inc luding 
preservatives) must be the same throughout the bracketing study. 
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<795>: Adding Flavor to Conventionally 
Manufactured Nonsterile Products 

November 1, 2022 

Disclaimer: This document is intended to be a resource regarding adding flavor to conventionally manufactured nonsterile 
products. This informational document is intended to supplement USP General Chapter <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding 
– Nonsterile Preparations. This supplemental document is not part of the chapter, is not a comprehensive overview of the 
chapter, and is not intended to be used in place of the chapter. This document is not oficial United States Pharmacopeia 
– National Formulary (USP–NF) text and is not intended to be enforceable by regulatory authorities. Users must refer to the 
USP–NF for oficial text. 

Questions may be sent to CompoundingSL@USP.org. 

Background and Introduction 
USP General Chapter <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding — Nonsterile Preparations provides oficial standards for 
compounding quality nonsterile preparations. Nonsterile compounding is defined as combining, admixing, diluting, pooling, 
reconstituting other than as provided in the manufacturer’s labeling, or otherwise altering a drug product or bulk drug 
substance to create a nonsterile preparation. 

Adding components (such as flavors) not stipulated in the labeling to conventionally manufactured products is compounding 
as defined in <795> and has been within the scope of <795> since the chapter was first published in 2004. Flavors are organic 
chemicals with reactive functional groups including acids, alcohols, aldehydes, amides, amines, esters, ketones, and lactams. 
The efect of adding these substances, even in very small quantities or concentrations, to conventionally manufactured 
products is unpredictable due to the potential for a variety of chemical reactions. 

Adoption of USP standards in compounding and ensuring compliance with the requirements of these standards is the 
responsibility of the applicable regulatory jurisdiction. USP has no role in enforcement. 
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Assigning Beyond-Use Dates (BUDs) 
BUD limits in <795> are based on the ability of a preparation to maintain chemical and physical stability and to 
suppress microbial growth. In the absence of stability data, BUDs must not exceed any of the following: manufacturers’ 
recommendations, expiration date(s) of component(s), and BUD limits in <795>. In addition to stability data, aqueous 
preparations require passing antimicrobial efectiveness testing (see Antimicrobial Efectiveness Testing <51>) to extend 
BUDs beyond <795> BUD limits. 

Table 1. BUD Limit by Type of Preparation in the Absence of a USP−NF Compounded Preparation 
Monograph or CNSP-Specific Stability Informationa 

Type of Preparation BUD (days) Storage Temperatureb 

Aqueous Dosage Forms (a  ≥ 0.60) w

Nonpreserved aqueous dosage formsc 14 Refrigerator 

Preserved aqueous dosage formsc 35 Controlled room temperature or refrigerator 

Nonaqueous Dosage Forms (a  < 0.60) w

Oral liquids (nonaqueous)d 90 Controlled room temperature or refrigerator 

Other nonaqueous dosage formse 180 Controlled room temperature or refrigerator 

a A shorter BUD must be assigned when the physical and chemical stability of the CNSP is less than the BUD limit stated in the table (see 10.4 CNSPs Requiring Shorter BUDs). 
b See Packaging and Storage Requirements <659>. 
c An aqueous preparation is one that has an aw ≥ 0.6 (e.g., emulsions, gels, creams, solutions, sprays, or suspensions). 
d A nonaqueous oral liquid is one that has an aw < 0.6. 
e Other nonaqueous dosage forms that have an aw < 0.6 (e.g., capsules, tablets, granules, powders, nonaqueous topicals, suppositories, and troches or lozenges). 

Documentation Requirements 
Documentation may be written or electronic and must include: 

` SOPs on each aspect of the compounding operation, QA and QC programs, and identity of designated person(s) 

` Personnel Training and Competency Assessments as applicable to assigned tasks 

` Master Formulation Record for each unique formulation 

` Compounding Record each time a preparation is compounded 

` Component receipt 

` Temperature monitoring of storage area(s) 

` Cleaning and Sanitizing logs 

Summary 
Following the requirements in <795> when compounding, including when adding flavor to conventionally manufactured 
nonsterile products, will help to minimize harm to patients that could result from 1) excessive microbial contamination, 2) 
variability from the intended strength of correct ingredients (e.g., ±10% of the labeled strength), 3) physical and chemical 
incompatibilities, 4) chemical and physical contaminants, and/or 5) use of ingredients of substandard quality. 

Please refer to <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding — Nonsterile Preparations for complete requirements. Questions may 
be sent to CompoundingSL@USP.org. 
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Overview: Sections

1) INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
2) PERSONNEL TRAINING AND EVALUATION  
3) PERSONAL HYGIENE AND GARBING 
4) BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES 
5) CLEANING AND SANITIZING 
6) EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS 
7) MASTER FORMULATION AND COMPOUNDING RECORDS 
8) RELEASE INSPECTIONS AND TESTING 
9) LABELING 
10) ESTABLISHING BEYOND-USE DATES (BUD)
11) SOPS
12) QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL
13) CNSP PACKAGING AND TRANSPORTING
14) DOCUMENTATION 
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Section 1. Introduction And Scope 

 Scope Added information on types of Compounded Nonsterile 
Preparations (CNSP) for humans and animals

 Removed handling of hazardous drugs and added references to 
General Chapter <800> Hazardous Drugs – Handling in Healthcare 
Settings. 

 Affected Personnel and Settings Added roles and responsibility of the 
designated person 
 Designated person (DP) = one or more individual responsible and accountable for 

the performance and operation of the facility and personnel: Must have an SOP 
describing

 All places where CNSPS are prepared, not limited to pharmacies

2-23 6
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Section 2. Personnel Training and Evaluation

 All personnel who compound or have direct oversight must be trained, demonstrate 
knowledge and competency prior to performing independently, and must undergo 
annual refresher training. 

 Designated person is responsible for implementing a training program and 
evaluating competency. This must be documented and retained. 
 Should monitor and observe compounding activities
 Must take immediate corrective action if deficient practices are observed as described in 

SOPs 
 The designated person or an assigned trainer may perform training and observation
 Upon completion of training, the designated person or trainer must document successful 

completion of training and competency assessments
 Sole compounders must document training and demonstrate competency

2-23 7
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Section 2. Personnel Training and Evaluation

 Proficiency must be demonstrated in at least the following core 
competencies:
 Hand hygiene
 Garbing
 Cleaning and sanitizing
 Component selection, handling, and transport
 Performing calculations
 Measuring and mixing
 Proper use of equipment and devices selected to compound 

CNSPs
 Documentation of the compounding process (e.g., Master 

Formulation Records and Compounding Records)
2-23 8
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Section 3. Personal Hygiene And Garbing 

 Compounding personnel must maintain appropriate personal 
hygiene, evaluate risk of potential contaminating conditions and 
report to the DP, who will evaluate if the personnel should be 
excluded from compounding

 Before entering a designated compounding area, compounding staff 
must remove any items that are not easily cleanable and that might 
interfere with garbing. At a minimum, personnel must:
 Remove personal outer garments 
 Remove all hand, wrist, and other exposed jewelry or piercing that can interfere 

with the effectiveness of the garb or hand hygiene
 Remove headphones and earphones
 The designated person may permit accommodations provided the quality of the 

environment and the CNS will not be affected. 

2-23 11
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Section 3. Personal Hygiene And Garbing 

 Hand Hygiene, the use of alcohol-based hand rub alone is 
not sufficient
 Wash hands with soap and water for at least 30 seconds
 Dry hands with disposable towels or wipers
 Allow hands and forearms to dry thoroughly before donning 

gloves
 Gloves must be inspected for punctures tears or holes and 

replaced
 Gloves should be wiped or replaced before beginning a 

CNSP with different components
2-23 12
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Section 3. Personal Hygiene And Garbing 

 Other garb requirements are determined by the facility. It should be 
worn as needed to protect personnel or prevent contamination
 Garb must be stored to prevent contamination (e.g., away from sinks to avoid 

splashing onto garb). 
 Visibly soiled garb or garb with tears or punctures must be changed immediately
 May reuse gown for one shift if not soiled and retained in the compounding area. 
 Gloves, shoe covers, hair covers, facial hair covers, face masks, or head 

coverings, may not be reused and must be replaced with new ones
 Non-disposable garb such as goggles should be cleaned with 70% IPA before re-

use

2-23 13
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Section 4. Buildings And Facilities



Designated compounding area is required:

Be specifically designated for non-sterile compounding (SOP, LOD). 
 Cannot be used for other activities during nonsterile compounding
 Areas used to compound hazardous CNSPs must not be used for 

compounding nonhazardous CNSPs.
 Have surfaces resistant to damage from cleaners and sanitizing 

agents and arranged in a way to prevent cross contamination form 
other areas.

 Should not be carpeted. 
 Maintained in a clean, orderly, and sanitary condition, and in a 

good state of repair.

2-23 18
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Section 4. Buildings And Facilities

 Facilities:
A source of hot and cold water and an easily accessible sink 

must be available for compounding. 
 The plumbing system must be free of defects.
 Should use purified water, distilled water or RO water to rinse equipment 

and utensils
 All components, equipment, and containers must be stored off the 

floor and in a manner that will prevent contamination and permit 
inspection and cleaning of the compounding and storage area.

 Storage area temperature must be monitored daily when open 
and results must be store or logged and retrievable.

2-23 19
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Why USP Chapter 795 and Regulations
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 Cleaning and Sanitizing
 All surfaces must be cleaned and sanitized:

 On a regular basis and as specified in the chapter
 Before compounding if compounding does not occur daily
 After a spill or if visibly soiled

 When cleaning and sanitizing are separate steps, cleaning comes first
 Effectiveness, compatibility and residue must be considered when 

selecting agents
 Both cleaning and sanitizing must be documented.

2-23 22
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Section 6. Equipment, Supplies  And 
Components 

 Equipment and Supplies
 Must be suitable for the type of compounding process
 Must be stored in a manner to minimize the risk of contamination
 Must be located to facilitate their use, maintenance and cleaning
 Must be cleaned after compounding
 Maybe dedicated or disposable
 Must be inspected prior to use

 If appropriate verify for accuracy as recommended by the manufacturer or at least 
every 12 months, whichever is more frequent

 Surfaces that contact components must not
 Be reactive, additive or sorptive
 Alter the quality of the CNSP

2-23 27
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 If weighing, measuring or manipulating components which may 
become airborne, you must evaluate if a closed system measuring 
device is required

 Closed system measuring devices include
 Biological Safety Cabinets (BSC)
 Containment ventilated enclosures

 BSCs and CVEs must be
 Certified every 12 months or/and directed by the manufacturer and 

all applicable laws and regulations
2-23 28
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Section 6. Equipment, Supplies  And 
Components 

 Component Selection
 Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients  (APIs)
Must comply with the USP-NF Monograph if there is one
Certificate of Analysis must show compliance with specifications

 For compounding in the US, must be sourced from an FDA registered 
facility

 For compounding outside the US, must be sourced from a facility 
which complies with local laws and regulations

 Active pharmaceutical ingredient (API): Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used in the 
compounding of a preparation, thereby becoming the active ingredient in that preparation and furnishing 
pharmacological activity or other direct effect in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease 
in humans and animals or affecting the structure and function of the body.

2-23 29
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Section 6. Equipment, Supplies  And 
Components 


 Should have a COA which verifies it meets the USP-NF monograph 

and any additional specifications
 Compounding in the US

 Should be manufactured by an FDA registered facility
 If it cannot be obtained from an FDA facility, the designated person 

must select a suitable component for the intended use
 For compounding outside the US, must comply with the local 

laws and regulations
2-23 30
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Section 7. Master Formulation And 
Compounding Records 

Master Formulation Records (MFR)
A MFR must be created for each unique formulation of 

a CNSP
Any changes or alterations to the MFR must be 

approved and documented according to the facilities 
SOPs

CNSPs must be prepared according to the MFR
The preparation information is documented on a 

compounding record (CR)
2-23 31
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Section 7. Master Formulation And 
Compounding Records 

Master Formulation record must include at least the 
following:
 Name, strength or activity, and dosage form of the CNSP
 Identities and amounts of all components; if applicable, relevant 

characteristics of components (e.g., particle size, salt form, purity 
grade, solubility) 

 Container closure system(s)
 Complete instructions for preparing the CNSP including 

equipment, supplies, and description of compounding steps
 Physical description of the final CNSP
 Beyond-use date (BUD) and storage requirements
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Section 7. Master Formulation And 
Compounding Records 

Master Formulation record must include at least the 
following:
 Reference source to support the assigned BUD
 If applicable, calculations to determine and verify quantities 

and/or concentrations of components and strength or activity of 
the API(s)

 Labeling requirements (e.g., shake well)
 Quality control (QC) procedures (e.g., pH testing, visual 

inspection) and expected results
 Other information needed to describe the compounding process 

and ensure repeatability (e.g., adjusting pH, temperature)
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Section 7. Master Formulation And 
Compounding Records 


 Be created for all CNSPs
 Be reviewed for completeness before the CNSP is release
 Name or other unique identifier of person completing the review 

and date of the review
 Permit traceability of all components in case of a recall or quality 

issue
A MFR may be used as the basis for a 

compounding record
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Section 7. Master Formulation And 

Compounding Records 

A CR  mmustust include at least the following: 
Name,  strength  or activity,  and dosage  form  of the  CNSP 
Date—or  date  and time—of  preparation of  the  CNSP 
Assigned  internal identification  number (e.g., 

prescription, order,  or lot number) 
A method  to identify the  individuals  involved in  the 

compounding process  and individuals  verifying the  final 
CNSP 

Name, vendor  or manufacturer, lot number, and 
expiration date  of each  component 
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Section 7. Master Formulation And 
Compounding Records 

 A CR must include at least the following:
 Weight or measurement of each component
 Total quantity of the CNSP compounded
 Assigned beyond-use date (BUD) and storage requirements
 If applicable, calculations to determine and verify quantities 

and/or concentrations of components and strength or activity of 
the API(s)

 Physical description of the final CNSP
 Results of quality control procedures (e.g., pH testing and visual 

inspection)
 MFR reference for the CNSP
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Section 8. Release Inspections and 
Testing 

 Elements of release inspection must include: 
 Physical appearance is as expected. 

 Checked for certain characteristics (e.g., emulsions must be checked for phase separation
 CNSP and labeling match compounding records 
 Inspection of container–closure integrity (e.g., checking for leakage, cracks in the 

container, or improper seals)
 All checks and inspections, and any other tests necessary to ensure the 

quality of the CNSP (e.g., pH, assays), must be detailed in the facility’s SOPs 
and the MFR and completed before release, and documented as 
completed.

 Defective CNSPS must be immediately discarded or marked and 
segregated to prevent release or dispensing
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Section 9. Labeling 

 Label: A display of written, printed, or graphic matter on 
the immediate container of any article and must
contain.
 Assigned internal identification number (e.g., prescription, barcode or lot 

number)
 Chemical and/or generic name(s), or active ingredient(s), and amounts 

or concentrations
 Dosage form
 Total amount or volume
 Storage conditions
 BUD, the date, or the hour beyond which the preparation cannot be used 

and must be discarded
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Section 9. Labeling 

Labeling on the CNSP should display:
Route of administration
 Indication that the preparation is compounded
Any special handling instructions
Any warning statements that are applicable
Name and contact information of the compounding 

facility if the CNSP is to be sent outside of the facility or 
healthcare system in which it was compounded
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Section 10. Establishing Beyond-
Use Dates 

 Expiration Date = applies to conventionally manufactured drug 
products 

 Beyond use date (BUD) = the date or time beyond which a CNSP must 
be discarded (not used). The date or time is determined from the date or 
time when the preparation was compounded. 

 Parameters to consider when establishing a BUD
 Chemical and physical stability of the API and other added components
 Compatibility of container-closure system 
 Degradation of container-closure system 
 Potential for microbial proliferation 

 If there is a USP–NF compounded preparation monograph for 
the CNSP, the BUD specified in the monograph must be used, 
unless a shorter BUD is required.
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Section 10. Establishing Beyond-
Use Dates 

 Maximum BUD by 
Type of Preparation in 
the absence of CNSP-
Specific Stability 
Information. 

 Must be in a 
packaged in tight, 
light-resistant 
containers.

Aw= water activity 42

Type of Preparation BUDs Storage Temperature 
Solid dosage forms 
(Capsules, tablets, granules, 
powders)

180d Controlled room 
temperature 

Preserved aqueous 
dosage forms 

35d Controlled room 
temperature 

Non-preserved 
aqueous dosage Aw > 
0.6  
(emulsions, gels, creams, 
solutions, sprays, or suspensions)

14d Refrigerator 

Nonaqueous dosage 
forms 
Aw ≤ 0.6 
(suppositories, ointments, fixed 
oils, or waxes)

90d Controlled room 
temperature
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Section 10. Establishing Beyond-
Use Dates

 Extension of the BUD:
 Max 180 day with a stability study (published or unpublished) using 

a stability-indicating assay for the specific API, CNSP, and 
container–closure that will be used

 Aqueous CNSP must first be tested for antimicrobial effectiveness at 
the end of the proposed BUD

 CNSPs requiring a shorter BUD:
 Cannot be extended past the expiration date or BUD of any 

component in the CNSP
 APIs or ingredients known to be susceptible to decomposition
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Section 11: Standard Operating Procedures

 Facilities preparing CNSPs must:
Develop SOPs on all aspects of the compounding operation

All personnel who conduct or oversee compounding
Must be trained on the facility’s SOPs
Are responsible for ensuring that facility SOPs are followed

One or more persons must be designated to ensure 
SOPS are fully implemented

 The designated person(s) must ensure follow-up occurs 
if problems, deviations or errors are identified
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Section 12. Quality Assurance and 
Quality Control

 Quality assurance (QA): A system of procedures, activities and oversight 
which ensures the compounding process consistently meets quality 
standards

 Quality control (QC): The sampling, testing, and documentation of results 
that, taken together, ensure that specifications have been met before 
release of the CNSP.

 Must have a formal, written QA and QC program that establishes a system of 
adherence to procedures, prevention and detection of errors and other 
quality problems, and appropriate corrective actions when needed. The 
SOPs must describe the roles, duties and training of the personnel responsible 
for each aspect of the QA Program.

 The overall QA and QC program must be reviewed at least once every 12 
months by the designated person, results of review must be documented, 
and action taken as necessary
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Section 12. Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control

 Notification About and Recall of Dispensed CNSPs
 Facility must have an SOP and procedures in place to

 Determine when a recall must be initiated, investigate and document the 
reason

 Recall any unused product and quarantine remaining stock
 Investigate if other lots are affected and recall if necessary
 Determine the severity of the problem and urgency for implementation
 Determine the distribution of any affected CNSP
 Identify patients who have received the CNSP
 Report the recall to the appropriate regulatory bodies as required
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Section 12. Quality Assurance and 
Quality Control

 Complaint Handling and Adverse Event Reporting
 Facilities must develop and implement SOPs for receiving, acknowledging and 

handling complaints and adverse event reports
 Must designate one or more persons to be responsible for handling complaints 

and adverse event reports
 Adverse events must be reported in accordance with the facilities SOPs and all 

laws and regulations. If there is suspected patient harm, the patients and providers 
potentially affect must be informed.

 Complaints may include:
 Concerns or reports on the quality and labeling of a CNSP
 Possible adverse reactions to a CNSP
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Section 12. Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control

 Complaint Handling
 The designated person must ensure that each complaint is reviewed to 

determine if a complaint indicates a potential quality problem
 Must initiate and complete a thorough investigation into the cause of a quality 

problem
 Must consider whether the quality problem extends to other CNSPs
 Must implement corrective action, if necessary, for all potentially affected CNSPs

 Consider whether to 
 Initiate a recall of affected/potentially affected CNSPs
 Cease non-sterile compounding under all underlying problems have 

been corrected
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Section 13: CNSP Packaging and Transporting

 Packaging and Transporting of CNSPS:
 Personnel should select and use packaging materials that will maintain the physical and 

chemical integrity and stability of the CNSPs
 SOPs must describe the packaging of CNSPs
 Packaging materials must simultaneously protect:

 CNSPS from damage, leakage, contamination and degradation
 Personnel from exposure

 If transporting CNSPs, the facility must have SOPs that describe:
 The mode of transportation
 Any special handling instructions
 Whether temperature monitoring devices are needed
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Section 14. Documentation

 All facilities where CNSPs are prepared must have and maintain written or electronic 
documentation to demonstrate compliance with this chapter.

 Must include, but is not limited to, the following:
 Personnel training, competency assessment, and qualification records including corrective 

actions for any failures

 Equipment records (e.g., calibration, verification, and maintenance reports)

 Receipt of components

 SOPs, Master Formulation Records, and Compounding Records

 Release testing, including corrective actions for any failures

 Results of investigations and corrective actions
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Section 14. Documentation



 R

Documentation required cont’d:
ecords of cleaning and sanitizing the designated area

 Temperature logs

 Accommodations to personnel compounding CNSPs

 Information related to complaints and adverse events including  corrective actions taken

 Any required routine review (e.g., yearly review of QA/Q, yearly review of chemical hazard and 
disposal information)

 Records must be legible and stored in a manner that prevents their deterioration and/or 
loss

 All required CR for a particular CNSP must be readily retrievable for at least 2 years after 
preparation or as required by applicable regulatory bodies.
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Questions? 
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Title 16. Board of Pharmacy 

Proposed Regulation 

Proposed changes to the current regulation language are shown by strikethrough for deleted language 
and underline for added language. 

Amend title of Article 4.5 and Repeal sections 1735, 1735.1, 1735.3, 1735.4, 1735.5, 1735.6, 1735.7, 
and 1735.8 of Article 4.5, adopt a new title for and amend section 1735.2, adopt new titles and 
sections 1735, 1735.1, 1735.3, 1735.4, 1735.5, 1735.6, 1735.7, 1735.8, 1735.9, 1735.10, 1735.11, 
1735.12, 1735.13, and 1735.14 of Division 17 ofTitle 16 of the California Code of Regulations to read 
as follows: 

Article 4.5 Nonsterile Compounding iR PhaFmaeies 
17~!i. COA'l(lOYREliRg iR bieeRseEl Pharmaeies 
!a) "CoA113ouAeling" FReans aAy of the following acti>,ities occurring in a lieeRseel pl9arFAae·r, by er 1,1nEler 
the slalr,iewision of a lieeRsed pharFRaeist, r,iursuant ts a prescriptioA: 

(1) Altering Hie dosage form er eleliverv systeFR of a drlalg 

{2) Altering t19e strength of a Elrng 

{3) CoFRaiRiRg eomr,oRents or active ingreElients 

!4) Pre13aring a eompeuRded Elr1,1g preparatieR freFR el9eFRieals or eulk Elrug suestaRees 

!b) "Com(lounEling" does not ineluEle reeeRstitutien sf a Elrug pursuant ts a manufact1,1rer's direction{s), 

Rer does it iRcluEle t19e sale act of taelet splitting er erushiAg, capsule epeniAg, or t19e aElElition of 
flavering ageAt{s) ts enhance palataei lit'f. 

!c) The paraR1eters aREl requiremeRts stateEl by Article 4.13 {Section 1735 et seq.) appl·t to all 
eompo1ainEiing practices. AdElitienal paraFReters anel requirements a13plieaele solely to sterile 

coFRpo1aineling are stateel lly Article 7 {SectioR 1751 et seq.). 

A1aithorit)' eiteel: SectioRs 4QQ5 anel 4127, Business aRd Prefessions Coele. Reference: Sections 4QQ5, 

4Q:i!e, 4G:i!7, 4Q51, 4Q52,anel 4127, BusiRess and Professions CoEle. 

1735. Compounding Definitions. 

In addition to the definitions contained in United States Pharmacopeia (USP) General Chapter 795 titled 

Pharmaceutical Compounding- Nonsterile Preparations "USP Chapter 795" for the purposes of this 

article, the following definitions apply to this article and supplement the definitions provided in USP 
Chapter 795. 

(al "Approved labeling" means the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) approved labeling in 
accordance with sections 201.56 and 201.57 of title 21. Code of Federal Regulations that contains 

FDA approved information for the diluent. the resultant strength, the container closure system. and 

storage time. 
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(bl "Essentially a copy ofa commercially available drug product" means all preparations that are 
comparable in active ingredients to commercially available drug products. except that it does not 
include any preparations in which there has been a change. made for an identified individual 
patient, which produces for that patient a clinically significant difference, as determined by a 
prescribing practitioner. between that compounded preparation and the comparable commercially 
available drug product. 

(cl Designated person(s) means one or more individuals assigned by the pharmacist-in-charge to be 
responsible and accountable for the performance and operation of the facility and personnel as 
related to the preparation of the compounded nonsterile preparations ("CNSP" for the purposes of 

this article). Nothing in this definition allows for the designated person to exceed the scope of their 
issued license. When the designated person is not the pharmacist. the Pharmacist-in-Charge (PIC) 
must review all practices related to the operations of the facility that require professional 
judgement. 

(c) "Diluent" means a liquid with no pharmacological activity used in reconstitution, such as water or 
sterile water for injection. 

(d) "Integrity" means retention of strength until the beyond use date provided on the label when the 
preparation is stored and handled according to the label directions. 

(el "Product" means a commercially or conventionally manufactured product evaluated for safety and 
efficacy by the FDA in accordance with the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act. 

(f) "Quality'' means the absence of harmful levels of contaminants. including filth, putrid, or 

decomposed substances, or the absence of active ingredients other than those listed on the label, or 
the absence of inactive ingredients other than those listed on the master formulation record as 
specified in USP Chapter 795. 

(gl "Repackaging" means the act of removing a product or preparation from its original primary 
container and placing it into another primary container, usually of smaller size without further 
manipulation, when the act is not done pursuant to a prescription. 

{i) "Strength" means amount of active ingredient per unitofa compounded drug preparation. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 

of the Business and Profession Code. 

17:IS,1. COAll)OYAr.liAe 9efiRitiOR5 
fa) "AAte aFea" meaAs aA area witl=i ISO Class 8 er better air quality 1111:iere 13erssAAel l=iaml h•1gieAe aAEI 
garbiAg 13reeeelures, stagiAg ef esmponents, anel ether higl=i 13articulate generatiAg aeti¼'ities are 
13erf:ormeel, that is aeljaeent to tile area elesignateel for sterile csm13sunaing. It is a transitisn area tllat 
begiAs the s•1stematie reauetien of particles, !')reveAts large fluctuatisns in air tem13erature ans 
13ressures iA the cleanrsem, anel maiAtaiAs air flews frsm eleaA ts elir1¥ areas. ISO Glass 7 er better air 
quality is reEjuirea fer aAte areas 13re't'ieling air to a negatio1e !')ressure ream. 
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(b) "BeyoAd use date" R'leaRs the date, or Elate aREI time, after which aEIR'linistration of a eomflOl,lnEleEI 
Elrl,jg 13re13aration shall not llegin, the 13re13aration shall not ee dis13ensed, anEI the i;ire13aration shall not 
Ile storeel (ethertllan for quaraAtine fll,lFfleses). 

{c) "Biolegical Safety CalliAet (SSC)" R'leaRs a veAtilateEI caeinet for G0R'lflounEliAg sterile drug 
f)re13aratiens, ha...ing an 013eA front with iAward airflow for 13ers0Rnel iiretectioA, ElowAwarEI HEP.'\ 
filtereEI laminar airflow for 13roduct 13rotection, ana HEPA filtered e111:lausted air for environmental 
13rotection. Where hazardous drugs are 13rei;iared, tl:ie exhaust air from tl=le biological safot>{ cabiAet 
sl::iall be a1313ro19riately reme•,,eel i9y 19ro13er1.,. desigAea el!ternal euilding e11hausting. This e>lternal 
exhaust slloula be dedieated to one BSC or CACI. 

d) "Bulk drug substance" means any substance that, wllen used in tl=le 13reJlaration of a COR'lfl&undeEI 
Elrug prei;iaration, iirocessiAg, or 13aekaging of a elrug, is an acti>.•e ingredient or a finished Elosage forFR 
of the dr1:1g, but the term does not include an•( intermeaiate used in tl=le s•ynthesis of such substances. 

e) "Cleanroom or clean area or bulfor area" means a room or area wltl=I HEPA filtered air that provides 
ISO Class 7 or setter air Ejl:lality where the 19rimary engineering contrnl (PEC} Is i;ih•tslcally located. 

1) For nonhazarelous com1901:1nEling a flOSiti'le f)ressure differential of Q.Q2 to Q.QS inch 'Nater 
column relative to all aeljacent spaces is required. 
2) ~or hazardous comflOUAding at least 30 air changes i;ier hour of 1-!EPA filtereel SUflfll'f air and 
a negative riressure of between O.Ql to 0.Q3 inehes of water col1:1mn relative to all adjacent 
s13aces is required. 

(f) "Cornf)ouRding .'\septic Containment Isolator (Cl',CI)" means a unidirectional HEPA filtered airflow 
COR1floundiRg asefjtiG isolator (CAI) eesigned to flrO\'iee worl1er f)roteetion from e11posure to 
uneesirable le,..els of airborne drug tlcirougi:lout ti:le com13ounding and material transfer 13recesses and 
to f)roviee aR asef)tic environmeRt for eomflOUAding sterile 19reflarations. Air excl=lange witR ti:le 
surrouneliAg en'liroAment si:loulel not occur unless the air is first 13assed through a rnierobia I retentive 
filter (HEPA minimum) S'(Stem Gapable of containing aireorRe concentratioAs of tl=le ph•,«sleal size ane 
state of ti:le dFUg being eompouAded. 1.a.<lciere hazardous Elrugs are 19repareel, the e11ha1:1st air from the 
isolator shall be aJli;iropriately removed by flFOflerlv designed mlterAal buileliAg exhaust. This mlternal 
ei11::!a1:1st si:lould ee eeElicated to one SSC or CACI. Air within the CACI sl:lall not Ile recirEl:llaMd nor 
t1:1rbuleAt. 

{g) "ComrioundiRg Asefltic Isolator {CAI)" means a form of iselator Sflecificall•t' elesignee for 
nonha;iardeus coR'lpounding of flRarmaceutical ingreeients or i;iref)arations wl::iile lalatl=led v,•itl=I 
uniElireetioRal t-lEPA filtereEI air. It is designed to maiAtaiA an aseptie compouneing environFRent within 
tl=le isolator thro1:1ghout the Gornpo1:1neiRg and material transfer flrocesses. Air e11ehange into the 
isolator from tl=le surrouAding environment sl::iould Aot occur unless the air has first passed thro1:1gh a 
microeial retentive filter (HEPA minimum) s\•stern Ga19aele of containiAg airborne concentrations of the 
ph•tsical size an El state of ticie drug eeing comflOuneeEI. Air witlciin the CAI sl=lall not be recirculated Aer 
t1:1reulent. 
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i:l) "Gontrelleel colel ternperahire" Fl'!eans 2 ElegFees to S Elegrees C (~§ elegrees to 4e ElegFees F). 

(i} "GeAtrelleel freezer temperature" means 2!i elegrees to 1Q degrees C ( B degrees to 14 Elegrees F} 
or at a FaAge OtRerwise speeifieel t;iy tRe pRarmaeeutieal maAu~cturer(s) for tRat proeluet. 

m"CoAtrolleEl roeFR temperaturn" meaAs 20 elegrees to 25 elegrees C(€iS Elegrees to 77 Elegrees F). 

(I<) "Cow/ or esseAtially a eepy" of a eomrnereially a11ailaele elrug proeuct iAelueles all preparatioAs that 
are eeFAparatile in aeti>.•e iAgreelieAts to ceFAmereially a11ailallle Elr1a1g pFBelucts, eneept that It Elees Rot 
iAclude aAy prel')aratioAs in WRieh ti:iere has been a cRange, maee for an ielentifieel inelivielual patieAt, 
'""RiCA proeluees fer tRat patient a eliAieally significant eli#erenee, as eleterrniAeEl B'/ a l')reserieing 
practitioner, Between that eoml')otcmeleel !')reparation anel ti:le comparaele eommeFeially a~•ailallle elrug 
proelalet. 

(I} "E>ail\1' meaAs oeeurring eveFy elay the pi:larmaey is operatiAg, eHeept wRen eaily meAitoriAg of 
refrigerator anel freezer temperat1a1re are req1a1ireel, tRen Elally means every 24 !<lours. 

m) "E)isplaeemeAt airflow methoel" means a concept WRieR lltilizes a low press1a1re Eli#erential higR 
airflow priAeiple to maintaiA segregation from tRe aejacent aAte area ey meaAs of specific press1a1re 
EliffereAtials. Tl<lis priAciple of ElisplaeemeAt airflow SR all require aA air veloeit'( of 10ft per FAiAYte er 
mere, fro FA fleer to ceiliAg aAEI wall t o wall, from the eleaA area across the liAe of demarcatieA iAto tRe 
a Ate area. Tl:le ElisplaeemeAt coAeept may not ee llseel to maiAtaiA clean area reqlliremeAts for sterile 
compounels wl:lieR origiAate from aRy iAgreelient that was at aA~• time ROA sterile, regardless of 
iAter~•eAiAg sterilizatieR of ti:ie ingreelieAt, or for Razarelous eompeuAels. 

(A} "Dosage llAit" FReans a qYaAtity sufficieAt far oAe aelministration to one patieAt. 

{a) "EEJuiprnent" rneans items that FAYSt Ile ealillrateel, rnaiAtaiAeel or 13erioelieally certifieel. 

!'I) "~irst air" meaAS the air exiting ti<le HEPA filter in a 1o1nielirectional air stream tl:lat is essentially 
particle ffee. 

(ei) "Glo¥eel fingertip sampling" rneaAs a 13rocess whereby eempouneling personRel ligi:ltl•,' press eaei:l 
fiAgertip anel th1o1me of each haRel onto ap13ropriate growth meelia, wl:lieh are theR ineubateel at a 
tem13erature anel for a tiR'le perioel eonelllei¥e ts multiplieatioR of FAicroorgaAisms, aRel tl:leR mmmiReel 
fur growtl:l of mieFoorgaAisms. 

r) "Jala;iarelolls" meaAs all aAti Reo13lastle ageRts ielentifieel lly Hie NatieAal IRstitute for Oeeu13atienal 
Safety aAd Mealth (~IIQS~I) as meetiAg the criteria for a i<lazarelous elrug aml aRy other elrugs, 
eom13euRels, er materials ielentifieel as ha;iarEleus ey the Jll:larmaeist in eRarge. 

{s) "Integrity" FAeans retention of patency uAtil tRe eeyoAEl use elate provieled en Hie laeel, so leAg as 
the 13re13aration is stored and hanelleel aeeereliAg to ti:le label direetioAS, 
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(t) "lot" means ene er more eernpeundea Elrug f)ref)aration(s) f)Fef)area eluring ene uninterruf)ted 
contiRllOlls e,•cle of cornf)01,meling from one or more common active ingreelient(s). 

M"Meelia fill test" means a test useel to rneas11re tlrn effieacy of cornjleunaing f)ersennel in ase13tic 
techniq1;1es whereb~• eemjlounding f)reeedures are mirnicl~eel using a growth bases rneelia ana then the 
resulting jlrejlaratien is e¥aluateel for sterility. The meelia fill test must mimic the mast eomjlleK 
cornf)ollnding f)rocedures f)erformeel ay the f)harmaey. 

(11) "~Ian sterile to sterile aateh" means any cornf301;1neled drug f)Fe13aration containing two (2) or more 
elosage blnits y•ith any ingredient that was at any time non sterile, regardless of interYening sterilization 
of tfciat ingredient. 

(w) "Parenteral" means a 13reparatien of elrugs adminlstereel in a manner etfcier tl:\an tl:\reugl:\ the 
eligestive traet. It does not (x) "Personal preteeti>Je eeiuif)ment" means clothing or devices that protect 
tfcie ernple·,ee from ei1posure to compounding ingreelients anel/er potential teKins anel rninimiZce the 
centarniRation of com1301;1neled 13re13arations. Tfciese inelt1de shoe covers, head and facial hair co¥ers, 
faee masks, gowns, anel gle¥es. 

y) "Potency" means active ingreelient strengtl:\ 'Nitfciin +/ 10% {er the range Sf)ecifieel in USP37~1r32, 
37tfci Re>Jision, Through 2nd Sup13lement leffecti•re December 1, 20H) of the laheleel amount. Sterile 
injectable 13roablcts com13oblndeel soleIvfrom eomrnerciall•t manufaetureel sterile f)harrnaceutical 
f)roducts in a health care facility licensee under section 1250 efthe lalealth anel Safety Ceele are eKem13t 
from this definition. For those ei<em13t, the range shall be calculateel anel elefineel in the master formYla . 

(z) "Preparation" means a elrug er nutrient cem13ouneled in a licensed pllarmacy; tile 13ref"aration ma'f 
er ma•r net be sterile. 

aa) "Prescriber's office" or "f)resGriber office" means an office or suite of offices in ,,,..l:licll a 13rescriber 
reg1;1larly sees patients for outpatient aiagnosis and treatment. This eleflAitien eloes net incluele any 
hos11ital, 11harmae1( , or ether facility, whether or net separately licensee!, tl:lat may be affiliated with, 
a€ijaeent to, er co ewneel by, the f)rescriber's f)Factiee environment. 

ab) "Primaf)' EAgineering Control (PieC)" means a de•;ice that pro,..ieles an ISO Class 5 or better 
en•,irenment threugll tile use of non tyrbulent, unielireetienal MEP.'\ filtereel first air for comf)oYneling 
sterile 13re13arations, Eimmf)les of PEG de¥ices include, but are net limited to, laminar airflow 
werkbenclles, eiological safety cabinets, sterile eomf)ouneling automated robots, corn110unding ase13tic 
isolators, and eomf)OYneling asef)tic coAtainment isolators. 

ac) "Precess •;alielation" means elemenstrating that when a 13recess is re13eateel within Sf)ecifieel limits, 
the 13roeess will consistently 13roel1,1ce 13reparatiens com13lying witl:l 13reeleterrnineel reEjuirements. If any 
as13ect of tile precess is changeel, the 13rocess wo1;1lel neeel to be reYalielateel. 

(ael) "Preeluct" means a commercially manufactblreel arng er nutrient evalYateel for safety anel efficacy 
eytlle FDA. 
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,ae) "Ol,lalit'/' meaRs Hie abseAee sf t'larmf1,1I le·..els ef eentamiAaRts, inel1c1diAg liltR, 131,1trid, OF 

eleeor:n13osed s1,10staAees, the absenee ef actiue iRgredieRts other than these listed BR the la eel, aREI the 

aasenee sf inactive iAgredieAts stl'ler tl=iaA these listed eA tl'le master form1,1la dee1,1meRt. 

,af) "Segregated sterile eom1301,1nding area" means a designated space fer sterile ts sterile 
esR1pe11neling where a PEG is loeated within either a deffiarcateel area !at least three foot 13erimeter) er 

iA a separate ream. S11el'I area er ream shall not rnntain and st'lall be vsid of acti·,.ities and FAaterials 

that are eictraneeus te sterile eoFA13eunding. Tl:ie segregated sterile eeFA1301,1nding area sl=iall net be iA a 

leeation tl:iat llas wmialed winde•AJs er doors tl=iat eonneet ts tl=ie outdeers, in a leeatien with high 

traffic flow, or in a locatien that is adjacent te eenstr1,1etien sites, warnhouses, er food 13reparation. Tl'le 
segregated sterile eompounding area shall Aot Rave a sink, ether than aA eR:iergeAcy eye washing 

station, locateEI .,...,ithin t"1ree feet ef a PEG. The segregated sterile cempouAding area sl'lall ee restrieted 
to pre13aration of sterile to sterile eom13ouAEleel pref')aratiens. iAcluele tepical, sue lingual, reetal er 

lmeeal ro11tes of aelministratien. 

,1) The llUD ef a sterile drng preparatien maele in a segregated sterile cornpe11nding area is 
limiteel to 12 h011rs or less as defined by seetien 1751.ll(d). 

(2) When tile PEG in t"1e segregated sterile eempeuneliAg area is a Cl'I or a CACI anel tl'le 
eloE11rnentatien preYideel by tl=ie man11foct1c1rer shews it FAeets the requirements listeel in seetien 

1751.4(f)(l) (3), the assigneel BYE> shall eomf')ly with section 1751.ll(a b) er (el). 
(ag) "Strength" means aFR011nt ef aeti11e ingredient f3er 1,1Rit of a EOFRpe1,1naed drug f3Fef3aratien 

"1:1thority citea: lieetions 499a an£! 4127, Business anel ProfessieAs Ceele. Reference: Sectiens 4995, 

4936, 4037, 4051, 4052, aREl 4127, BusiRess anel Prefossiens Coele. 

1735.1. Introduction and Scope - Nonsterile Compounding 

In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 795, the preparation of CNSP shall meet the following 

requirements of this article. 

(al For the purposes of this article, nonsterile compounding occurs, by or under the supervision of a 

licensed pharmacist, pursuant t o a patient specific prescription. 

(bl Repackaging of a conventiona lly manufactured drug product shall be not considered compounding 

but must be compliant with USP General Chapter 1178 titled Good Repackaging Practices. 

(c) Reconstitution of a conventionally manufactured drug product in accordance with directions that 

have not been Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved in accordance with 21 U.S.C.A Section 

3S5 is considered compounding and this article applies. 

(di Unless otherwise provided in this article. no CNSP shall be compounded unless the CNSP is 

compounded for an identified individual patient based on the receipt of a valid prescription order 

or a notation, approved by the prescriber, on the prescription that a compounded preparation is 
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necessary for the identified patient and the CSNP otherwise meets the requirements of section 

503A ofthe Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. section 353a}, as applicable. 

(el Notwithstanding subdivision (el, a limited quantity of CNSP may be prepared and stored in advance 

of receipt of a patient specific prescription document where. and solely in such quantity, as is 

necessary to ensure continuity of care for individual patients of the pharmacy based on a 

documented history of prescriptions for those individual patients. 

(fl In addition to prohibitions and requirements for compounding established in federal law pursuant 
to 21 U.S.C. section 353a, no CNSP shall be prepared that: 

[l} Is essentially a copy of one or more commercially available drug products. unless: 

(Al the drug product appears on an ASHP (American Society of Health-System Pharmacists} or 
FDA Drug Shortages Database that are in short supply at the time of compounding and at 
the time of dispense. or 

(Bl the compounding of that CNSP is justified by a specific, documented medical need made 
known to the pharmacist prior to compounding A copy of the documentation of the 
shortage or the specific medical need shall be maintained in accordance with Business and 
Profession Code section 4081 for three years from the date of receipt of the 
documentation. 

(2) Is made with any component not intended for use in a CNSP for the intended patient 

population. 

(l=½g} Prior to allowing any CNSP to be compounded. the pharmacist-in-charge shall complete a self

assessment consistent with the requirements established in section 1715. 

(ih) In addition to the provisions provided in Section 1707.2, consultation shall be provided to the 
patient and/or patient's agent concerning safe handling and disposal of the CNSP and related 

supplies furnished to the patient and/or patient's agent. 

Hi} CNSPs with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives shall be prepared in compliance 
with Health and Safety Code section 1602.5. 

(l~j} CNSPs considered to be hazardous drugs as defined in USP Chapter 800 titled Hazardous Drugs -
Handling in Healthcare Settings shall be handled in compliance with that Chapter and relevant 
provisions of Pharmacy Law. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4105. 4126.8 and 4169. 4301, 

4306.5 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 

1735,2, Compo11nEling limitatioRs anEI Req11irements; Self Assessment 

{al [xce13t as specifiee! in {b) ;ma (cl, RO ar1,1g J;lreparatioR shall be eoR1po1,1Rded J;1rior to receiJ;lt by a 
J;lharmaey of a valid prescription for an inaiviE11,1al patient where tRe prescriber has appro.,.eel 1,1se of a 
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EOR'lpOYREleEI Elri,ig 13reparatieA eitl=ler orally or iA writiRg. Where ap13re>Jal is giveR erall•/, that ap13ro¥al 
shall 13e AsteEI SA the prescriptieR prier to EOR'lpeuAEliAg. 

{13) Apl9arFAaey may prepare aREI store a liR'liteEI quaRtity of a eompouRdeEI Elrug preparatioR iR 
aEl,.,ance of receipt of a patieRt specific prescriptioR where aREI solely iR such quaRtity as is necessary to 
eRsure coAtiRuity of care for an iEleRtified population of J3atieAts of the pharmacy based on a 
ElocumeAteel history of presEriJ3tieAs for tl=lat fjatieRt pepulatieR. 

l(c) A "reasonable quantity" that may be furnished to a prescriber for office use by the prescriber as 
authorized by Business and Professions Code section 4052, subdivision (a)(l), means that amount of 
compounded drug preparation tha t: J 

(1) Is ordered 13y tl=le prescriber or the prescriber's agent using a purchase order er etl=ler 
doeumentatien received by the pharmacy prier to furnishing that lists the number of patients 
seeA or to 13e see A iR tl=le prescri13er's office for whom tl=le drug is Reeeleel er aRticipateEI, anel 
the eiuaAtity for eaeR patient diat is sufficient for effiee adrniRistration; anel 
{2) Is delivered to the prescri13er's office aAd sigRed for by tl=le prescriber or the prescriber's 
ageAt; aAd 
1(3) Is sufficient for administration or application to patients solely in the prescriber's office, or 
for furnishing of not more than a 120-hour supply for veterinary medical practices, solely to the 
prescriber's own veterinary patients seen as part of regular treatment in the prescriber's office, 
as fairly estimated by the prescriber and documented on the purchase order or other 
documentation submitted to the pharmacy prior to furnishing; aR4 [ ___ _ _ 
(q) n1at the pharmacist has a creelil31e 13asis for eenelueling it is a reasonable quantity for office 
l!Se considering the intended use of the compounded medicatieR and the nature of the 
13rescril3er's practice; aAel 
,si WitR regard to any iAdi.,.id1;1al prescril3er to w19em tRe pharmacy furnis"1es, and witl=l regard 
te all fjresEril3ers to wheR'l tl=le pliarR'lacy furnisl=les, is an aR'l9llAt which tRe pharR'lacy is ca13able 
of ceR'lpe1;1nding in coR'lpliance with flharmace1;1tical standards for iAtegrity, peteAcy, qualitv 
aRd streAgtli of the cem13euRded dnig preparation; aAd 
(€i) Dees not ellceed an arnoi,int the pharmacy can reasenal31y and safely wrnpe~md. 

{d) No plclarrnacy or pl=larrnaeist shall compounel a dnig preparatieR tl=lat: 

{1) Is elassifieel 13y tlcle FDA as demonstrably elifficlllt to eompo~rnd; 
{2) Appears en an FE)A list of dnigs t"1at Rave 13eeR withdrawn or removed frorn the rnarket 
13ecause Sl!EA elrugs or compoAeAts of Sl!ER dr1;1gs 19ave 13een found to be unsafe er not 
effeeti•;e; er 
(3) Is a copy er esseAtially a copy of oAe er mere commercially available elrug products, unless 
that drug product a13pears en an J\S~P ,American Society of Healtl=l Systern P"1arR'lacistsl er FDA 
list of drugs that are in short su13ply at the time of COR'lJ30l!AdiAg and at t"1e time of dis13ense, 
and t19e compounding of t19at el rug preparation is justified 13y a speEific, de61s1R'lented medical 
need R'lade known to the pharmacist prier to cem13eunding. The fll=larrnacy shall retain a copy of 
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the elornrnentation of the shortage anel tl:1e speeifie medieal nee el in the pharmae11 recorels for 
three ·tears from tl:le elate of reeeipt of ttle doc1a1mentation. 

(e) A elrng 13reparation sl:iall net be eoFRpe1a1neleel until tl:ie flRarmacy Ras first prepared a »Jritten FRaster 
formula eloeurnent tlciat inclueles at least the following elements: 

(1) Active ingreelients to be 1a1seel. 
(2) Equipment to be useel. 

(3) Ttle ma)Eimblm allowable beyenel use elate for tl:le prei,iaration, anEI tl:le rationale or 
reference source jYstifying its determination. 
(q) lnaetitJe ingreelients to be useel. 
(li) Specific and essential eompouneling steps blsed to prepare the elrng. 
(a) Quality reviews required at each ste19 in 19reparation of tlcie drug. 
(7) Post eem13ouneling precess or procedures requireel, if any. 
(8) Instructions for storage anel hanelling of tlcie eomi,ioundeel dr1a1g 13re19aration. 

(f) Where a pharmacy does not routinely eompo1,1nel a partic1,1lar drug pre13aration, the master form1a1la 
reeerel fer tlciat j3reparation ma11 be reeoreled on the prnseription document itself. 

(g) The pl=larmaeist flerforming or super¥ising eompo1,1neling is responsible for the integrity, potenc11, 
q1,1ality, anel labeleel strength of a eompoundeel elrug pre13aratien until the beyonel 1a1se elate inelicateel 
on tl=le label, se long as label instn,ictions for storage anel lcianelling are followeel after the flreparation is 
elispenseel. 

(h) All chemicals, bull1 elrug sblbstanees, elrug preel1a1ets, anel other eemflonents useel for elrblg 
eornpo1a1neling sl:iall ee storeel anel 1a1seel accorEling to eompenelia anel other ai,iplieable requirements to 
maintain tl=leir integrity, potency, q1,1ality, anel labeled strengtl=l. 

(i) every cornpebineleEI El rug weparation sl=lall be gi>ren beyonel blSe elate reflresenting the elate or date 
anEI time beyond whicl=l tl=ie cem13oblneled Elrbig pFeparation SRobilel not be blSeel, storeEI, transporteel OF 
aElministereel, anel determined based on tl=ie proiessional jblelgment of tl=le pRaFrnaeist performing or 
5UflOF¥ising tRe eompo11nEling. 

(1) For non sterile compoundeel drblg preparation(s), tlcie beyonel use Elate shall not e*ceed any 
oftl=le following: 

(A) tl=le shortest el~fliration date er be•tonel use elate of an•f ingreelient in the 
eompo1,1nE1ed elrng pFeparation, 

(B) tl=le chemical stability of anv one ingredient in the eornpoundeel elrug preflaration; 
(C) tlcie chemical stabilit•t of tlcie combination of all ingFedients in the eompo11neleel elrng 
flreparation, 

(Q) for non aq1,1eo1a1s fornrn!ations, 18Q elays or an exteneleel elate estaelisl:ied by the 
plciaFmacist's reseaFCl=l, analysis, and eloc1a1mentation, 
(E) foF water containing oral foFFAbilatiens, 1q days er an ei(teneleEI elate established by 
the phaFmacist's research, analysis, and elocuFAentation, and 
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{F) for water ceRtaiAiRg tepieal/derFRal aRd FRueesal li11uiel aAd seFRisolid ferFRulatioRs, 
30 days or aR eicteAded date establisl:led by tl:le pl:larFRacist's researcl:l, aAalysis, a A el 
eloeuFReRtatioA. 

(G) A pl:larFRacist, usiRg his or her prefessieAal j1:;1dgFReRt FRay establisl:l aA eKteAded date 
as pro•t'ided iR {O), {E), aml ff), if the pl:larFRacist researel:les by coRsultiAg aRd applyiAg 
drng specific aAd geAeral stability eleeuFReRtatieA aAd literat1:;1re; aRal•tzes sucl:l 
ElocuFReAtatieR and literatl:lre as >Nell as t"1e otAer factors set fertA in this subelivisieA, 
aAd FRaiRtains elocuFRentatien of t"1e researe"1, aAal•ysis aREI eoAelusioA. TAe faeters the 
p"1arFRacist FRl:!st aRaly2e iAeluele: 

(i) the Rature ef tAe dr1:1g aAel its Elegradation FRec"1aRisFR, 
(ii) tAe elesage forFR aAEI its eoFRpoAeRts, 
(iii} the potential fer FRicrobial preliferatieR in the pref3arati0A, 
(iv) t"1e eoAtaiAer iR wl:lieh it is packaged, 
(v) t"1e eMf3ecteel sterage 60Aditiens, aRd 
(vi) the inteRdeel eluratioA of therapy. 

OocuFRentatieA efthe f3Aarmacist's research and c1Ralysis s1:1f3pertiAg aA eirteAsieA FR1:1st 13e 
FRaiAtained iR a readily retrieval31e forn1at as f3art efthe FRastederFR1:;1la. 
{2) Fer sterile COFRf3euReleEI elrng f3ref3arati0Rs, t"1e be•yeAd Yse date shall Rot eicceed aAy of the 
fellowiRg: 

(A) TAe shortest expiratioA date or 13eyoml use elate of aAy iAgredient in the sterile 
eeFRpounded drug prodlclct pref3aratioR, 
(B) The eheFRical stability of anv one ingreElieRt iA H1e sterile coFRpeuneled dnig 
preparation, 

(C) The chemical stal3ility ef the ceFRbinatioA ef all ingredients iA tl:le sterile 
coFRpouRded dr1:1g weparatioA, aAd 
{O} Tl=ie beyoREI use date assigAeEI for sterility in sectieR 1751.S. 

(3) For sterile eempoumled dn,1g preparatieAs, entensien of a beyond 1o1se Elate is only allo>Nal31e 
wheA suJ;Jported by the followiRg: 

(.'>.) MetheEI Suitability Test, 
(B} Container Clos1o1re IAtegrity Test, anEI 
(C} Stability Studies 

(q) IR aelditioA ta the reeiuiremeAts ef f3aragraph three (3), the dr1:1gs or eeFRpolclnEled El rug 
preparatieRs testeEI anEI stuElieEI sl=iall be iEleAtieal iR iRgreelieAts, specific anEI esseAtial 
COFRl30uREiiRg steps, qlclality reviews, aREI f3aelcaging as the fiAished drug or eoFRpo1o1AEleEI drug 
preparatieR. 
(S) Shorter elatiRg than set farth iR this subsectien may be useel if it is deemeEI appropriate iA 
the 13rofessi0Aal juelgment ef tAe respoAsible pharmacist. 

mThe pharmacist f3erferming er supervisiRg eemJ;Jo1o1ndiAg is respoAsible for the pre13er preparatien, 
labeling, storage, aAEI Elelivery of tl=ie cornpa1o1RdeEI elrug preparatioR. 

(k) Prior to allewiAg aAy El rug pred1:;1ct preparatieR to be COFRp01:1neleEI iA a pharFRacy, the f3harFRaeist 
iA charge shall coFRplete a self assessment far cempelclnEling pfiarmacies Eleveleped by the boarel 
(IRcorporateel by refereRce is "Community PharFRaey & 1-lespital 01:1tpatieRt Pharmacy CempouREliRg 
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Self Assessment" i:orffi 17M 39 Rev. 02/12.) as reei1,1ireel sy Section 171S ofTitle Hi, DivisioA 17, of tAe 
CaliforAia Coele of Reg1,1lations. Tl:lat form centains a first section ap13licasle to all coFA1301a1nding, anel a 
seconel section applieallle to sterile injectallle compouAEling. TAe first section FA1,1st ee coFApleted b•t 
tl:le 13harmacist in cl:large sefore any corn13ouneling is 13erformeel in tl=ie ptiarR'taC'/. Ttle seconel section 
m1,1st be eam13leteel b•t the ptlarmacist in charge before aAy sterile compo1a1Aeling is 13erformeel in the 
pAarrnae>/. Tl:le applicable sections of tlaie self assessment sl:lall s1a1bseei1,1entl•t be corn13leteel eefore J1,1ly 
1 of each odd n1,1FAbereel year, wittlin 30 days oftAe start date of a Rew 13harR'lacist in CAarge or 
cl:lange of location, aAd wittlin 30 days of tAe iss1,1ance of a new 13harmacy license. Ttle 13rimaPf p1,1r13ose 
ofttle self assessment is to promote compliaAce througl=i self mmrnination and eel1a1eation. 

(I) Packages of ingreelients, eotl:1 acti•;e and inactive, that laclE a s1,113plier's el<piration date are s1a1sjeet to 
the following limitations: 

{1] s1,1cf:t ingreelients cannot ee 1,1seel for any non sterile compo1,1ndeel Elrng preparation more 
than tf:tree (3) '{ears after tf:te date of receipt b'f ttle pharmacy. 
(2) s1,1clai ingredients cannot 13e 1a1sed for an•t sterile cornpo1,1neleel elrng preparation more than 
(1) 'fear after tf:te elate of reeeipt B'f the pharmacy. 

/\uttiority cited: Sections 100S and 1127, B1a1siness and Professions Coele. Reference: Sections 10GS, 
1036, 1037, 10/31, 10S2, and 1127, B1,1siness anel Professions Code. 

1735.2. Personnel Training and Evaluation 

In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 795, the preparation of CNSP shall meet the following 
requirements of this article. 

(a) In addition to USP Chapter 795's requirements, training, evaluation. and requalification procedures 
for personnel who compound or who have direct oversight of personnel performing compounding, 
verifying, and/or handling a CNSP shall also address the following topics: 

(1) Quality assurance and quality control procedures, 

(2) Container closure and equipment selection, and 

(3) Component selection and handling. 

(bl A pharmacist responsible for, or directly supervising, the, compounding of CNSPs, shall 
demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary to ensure the integrity. strength, quality. and labeled 
strength of a CNSP as described in the facilities SOPs as referenced in section 1735.11. 

(cl A "reasonable quantity" that may be furnished to a prescriber for office use by the prescriber as 
authorized by Business and Professions Code section 4052, subdivision (a)(l), means that amount of 
compounded drug preparation that: 

(1) Is sufficient for administration or application to patients solely in the prescriber's office,-or 
for furnishing of not more than a 120-hour supply for veterinary medical practices, solely to the 
prescriber's own veterinary patients seen as part of regular treatment in the prescriber's office, 
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as fairly estimated bythe prescriber and documented on the purchase order or other 
documentation submitted to the pharmacy prior to furnishing. 

{dl Compounding personnel. or personnel with direct oversight over personnel performing 
compounding. verifying and/or handling a CNSP. who fails any aspect of training or demonstrated 
competency. shall not be involved in the compounding process until after successfully passing 
reevaluations in the deficient area(s) detailed in the facility's standard operating procedures {"SOPsl 
for nonsterile compounding as described in section 1735.11. 

(el Any person assigned to provide the training specified in this section shall obtain training and 
demonstrated competency in any subject in which the person will provide training or observe and 
measure competency described in the facilities SOPs as referenced in section 1735.11. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036. 4037, 4051, 4052. 4057. 4076. 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301. 4306.5 
and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 

17~§.~. Recerdkeeping af Compounded Drug Preparations 
(a) Fer each cempeunsed srug 13reparatien, pl:iarmacy records shall include: 

(1) Tl=le master formula decuffient. 
(2) A cempounding log consisting of a single seC\Jment containing all ofthe following: 

(A) Name ans Strengtl=l ef the ceFllpeuneleel elrug pFeparation. 
(8) The elate tl:ie elrug preparation was compmmded. 

(C) The identity ef any 13harrnac'I personnel engaged in compeunding U1e drug 
pre13arati0A. 

(D) The ieleAtity eht-ie 19harmaeist reviewing tl:ie fiAal elrug pre19aratien. 
(le) The Ejuantity ef eact-i iAgredient useel in compounding the srug preparation. 

F) The manufacturer, e1113iratien date anel lot numBer of each coFllpenent. lftl'le 
manufacturer name is eleFAenstraBly unavailaBle, the name of the supplier ma'/ Be 
suestituted. If the manufacturer dees net supply an eiEpiration date fer any cernpenent, 
the recerels shall inel1,1se tl:le date ef receipt ef tl:le component in the pharmacy, ans the 
limitatiens ef section 1735.2, suBeli><isien (I) sl:lall appl¥, 

(i) ""empt from the reEjuirernents in tl:iis paragraph (1735.3(a)(2)(F)) are sterile 
in a single let for asministration within seventy two (72) hems te a patient in a 
t-iealth care facility licensed under section 1259 ef the Health and Safoty Code 
and stereel in acrnrdance \'1itl:l standards for "Reelispenseel GiPs" found in 
Cl:lapter 797 oftl:ie United States Pl:iarrnaeepeia ~latienal Forrnulary {USP37 
PlF32) Tt-ireugt-1 2nel Sup13lement (37tl=l Re"ision, leffecti11e DecemBer 1, 2914), 
l:lereBy incerperateel By reference. 

(G) A pharmac>( assigned uniEjue reforence er lot number for the compounded drug 
proeluct preparation. 
1-l) Tl=le eeyend use sate or Beyenel use date anel time ef the final eompounses Elrug, 
e11pressed in tl'le cempeunding dec1,1ment in a stanelard elate anel time format. 
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I) The fiRal quaRtity or amouRt of Elrug 13reparatioR compouRElea far aispeRsiRg. 

(J) QoeumeRtatioR of q1;1ality reviews aAEI required 13ost eoR'1130uAEiiAg process aAel 
13roceaures. 

(b) Pharmacies shall maintain recorels of the proper acquisition, storage, ana aestructioA of chemica ls, 
bull( elrug substanrns, arng 13roducts, anel com13oneAts useel in com1301:JREiiRg. 

{c) Aeti>,e ingredients sl=lall be obtaineel from a sup13lier registereel with the FooEI anel Qrug 
11 dministratioR (FQI',). All other el=lemicals, bull< elrng substances, anel elrug 13roducts used to eompounel 
Elr1,1g 13reparations sl=lall be obtained, wt=ienever possible, fro1n FQA registered su1313liers. The 13harrnac'( 
shall acql:lire and retain Eertifieates of purity or analysis, eitl=ler written in !;nglisl=I er translateEI into 
!;Rglish, fer ERernicals, bulk Elnig Sl:lbstances, and el rug proElucts useel in compounding. Certificates of 
13urity or aRalysis are not requireel for Elrug products H1at are a1313ro1,ed by tl=le FQA. An•t certificates of 
13urity or aRal•tsis acquireel by the pl=larmacy shall be matched to ti=le corres130nding cl=lemieal, bulk drug 
substance, er elrug preelucts receiYeel. 

(d) Pharmacies sl=lall maintain and retain all records requireel by H1is article in ti=le 131:iarmacy in a reaelily 
retrie•;able form far at least three years from the date tl=le record was last in effect. If only recoreleel 
and storeel electronically, en R'lagnetic meelia, er in any other comput erized form, tRe reeorels si=lall be 
maiRtaineEI as specified by Business and Professions Cede section 4070 subsection (c). 

Authorit>/ cited: Sections 400§, 4127, and 41a9, Business and Professions Code. Reference : Sections 
400§, 4056, 10H, 40lil, 40§2., and 4127, Blclsiness anel Professions Code. 

1735.3. Personnel Hygiene and Garbing 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 
established by USP Chapter 79S. 

(al Prior to admitting any personnel into a compounding area, the supervising pharmacist shall evaluate 

compounding personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos or oozing sores. 
conjunctivitis. active respiratory infection or and other medical conditions to determine if such 

condition could contaminate a CNSP or the environment ("contaminating conditions"). After such 
evaluation and determination the supervising pharmacist shall not allow personnel with potentially 
contaminating conditions to enter the compounding area. 

(b) A gown and fa ce mask shall be used whenever a closed system processing device is required. 

(cl Disposable garb shall not be shared by staff and shall be discarded after each shift and when soiled. 
Garb removed during a shift must be maint ained in the compounding area. 

(dl Gloves shall be wiped or replaced before beginning a CNSP that has different components. 

(el Non-disposable garb shall be cleaned with a germicidal detergent and sanitized with 70% isopropyl 
alcohol before re-use. 
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(fl Any garbing accommodations provided by the designated person shall be documented and the 

record shall include the name of the individual granted the accommodation. date granted and 

description of the reasons for granting the accommodation. The record shall be retained in 

accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076. 4081. 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 
of the Business and Profession Code. 

173S,4, Laheling ef Cempeunded Drng Preparatiens 

(a) E;ae:l=i eoffipo1o1ndeei eirug preparation shall be affi1Eeei with a eontainer label prior to dispensing tl=iat 
contains at least: 

(1) Plarne of the compounding pl:iarn,acy anei eiispensing 131:iarffiacy {if eiifferent); 

2) Naffie (brand or generic) anei strength, volume, or weigl:it of each active ingreelient. For 

admixeei II/ sol1,1tions, tl=ie intra,,enous solution utiliced shall Ile included; 

(3) Instructions for storage, hanelling, and administration. For aelmilmel IV solutions, the rate of 
infusion shall be inclueleel; 

(q) The beyond use date for the el rug preparation; 
(5) The elate eornpmmdeel; and 

6) The lot numeer or 13harFAacy reference nuFAber. 

(b) Any cornpouneled efrug pre13aration elispenseel ts a patient or reaelied fer elispensing to a 13atient 

shall also include on the label the information reEJuired uneier Business and Professions Code section 
4076 ans California Coeie of Reg1:1lations, title 16, section 1707.§. 

(e) Any compoundeel eirug preparation eiispensed to a patient or reaelieel for elispensing to a patient 

st:iall also include, on the eontainer label or on a receipt JlFOvieieel to tl:ie patient, a statement tl=iat tl=ie 
elrug has seen eompouneleel by the pharmacy. 

(el) Prior to elispensing elr1:1g preparations eompouneleel into 1:1nit elese containers that are too small or 

otherwise impractical for full compliance with subelivisions (al, (b), anel (c) shall be labeleel with at least 

the naFAe of the compouneling pharmacy anel dispensing pharmacy, if elifferent, the name(s) ofthe 

acti¥e ingreelient{s), Strengt19, vol1:1rne or weight of tl9e preJlaration, Jlharmacy reference er lot number, 

anel beyonel use elate, anel shall not ee s1:1eject to minimuffi font sice requireFAents. Once dispenseel, 
01:1ter pacl~aging must eemply with 1755A (a) (c). 

{e) All hazarelo1:1s age11ts sl9all bear a special label which states "Ct:leF!'lotherapy Dispose of Properly" or 
"l,lazarelaus Dispose of Pro13erly." 
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Autlrnrity eited; Seetion5 4005 and 4127, Business and Professions Code. Referenee: Sections 4005, 
4036, 4Q37, 4051, 4052, 4076 and 4127, Business ana Professions Coae. 

1735.4. Building and Facilities 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

(al A sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of a restroom or water closet. 

{bl Purified water, distilled water, or reverse osmosis water shall be used for rinsing equipment and 
utensils. 

(cl No CNSP shall be compounded if it ls known, or reasonably should be known. that the 
compounding environment fails to meet criteria specified in USP Chapter 795 or the pharmacy's 
written SOPs referenced in section 1735.11. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301. 4306.5 
and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 

~.li, Camp011RaiRE1 Palieies aREI Praeeawres 
(a) AA'{ pt:tarmacy eAgaged iA eompouAding st:tall maiAtalA written policie5 aml proeedures for 
eoFApouAEling tt:tat estaelist:tes prneurement proeeElures, FAetRoElologies for tt:te forFRkllatian aAd 
campo1a1Ading of Elrugs, facilities an El eEtuipment eleaAing, maintenance, operation, and ott:ter standard 
operating proeedYres related to eorn13ounding. Any FAaterial failure to follow tRe pRarmac•/s written 
policies aRd proeeeures sictall eonstitute a easi5 fer Eli5eipliRaP( aetioA. 

(e) TRe policies anEI flroeeaure5 5Rall ee re,,ieweEI aml sueh review st:tall ee doeumeAteEI on an annual 
basis by the pf:larrnaelst in ef:large. TJ:1e policies and proeeaklres sRall be upElated wf:lenever £Ranges in 
polieies anEl proeeEluFes are implernenteEl. 

(e) The 19olieies anEl proeeElures sf:lall ineluEle at least the following: 
1) ProeeElures for notifying staff assigAed to eompoumling EhJties of anv eRanges in flOlicies. 
2) A written fllan for reeall of a disjalenseEI eom,iouneeEI arug prepaFation ·1•Rere subseEtuent 
demonstrates tt:te potential for aelverse effeets witt:t eontlnuea use. The plan sRall ensure that 
all affeeteEl Eloses ean ee aecounteEl foF during tl:le reeall anEl st:tall 13ro•,iEle ste,is to iEleAtify 
,,.,,Rieh 13atients reeeivea tt:te affeeteEl lot or eorn,iouAEleEl drug preflaration(sj. 
3) ProeeElures for maintaining, storiAg, ealibrating, cleaning, anEl EllsinfeetiAg eEjulprnent useEI in 
, anEl fortrainlng on tt:tese proceElures as 19art of tt:te staff training anEl com,ietenev evaluation 

~ 
(4) ProeeElures for evaluating, rnaintaiAing, certifyiAg, eleaniAg, an El disinfeetiAg the facility 
(pl=rrsieal plant) tised for eornpouAaing, aAd for training on tJ:iese 19roeedures as part of tJ:ie staff 
training an El e:omfleteney eYaluation j,JF0Ee5s. 
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{SJ DoemnentatioR ehhe methoelolog',' useel to validate iRtegrity, 13oteRcy, eiualit',', and labeled 
strength of cornpoundeel erl:lg 13reparations. TF1e methoelolog,r rnust ee appro13riate to 
cern13oundeel drng pre13arations. 

(€ii DoeumentatioR of the metf:loelology anel ratioRale or reference sol:lree useel to eletermine 
appropriate beyone l:lse elates for compouneleel erug 13reparations. 

(7) Dates aRel signatures reflecting all annual reviews of the policies and proceell:lres by the 
pAarmaeist in charge. 

8) Dates anel signatl:lres accom13anying any revisiens to the pelicies anel 13rocedl:lres appreveel ay 
pharmacist in charge. 

9) Policies anel preceeures for sterage ef compounded drug preparatiens in the pharmacy anel 
daily elocurnentation of all room, refrigerator, and freezer tern13eratures witf:lin the pharmacy. 
10) Policies and preceelures regareing ensl:lring apprepriate fl:lnctioning ef refrigeration ele11ices, 
refrigeration ele•~ice ten1peratures, and actieRs te tal1e regardiRg any out of range teffiperature 
variatieRs within the pharmacy. 

(11) Pelicies and procedures for proper garbing wheR compounding with hai!ardous proelucts. 
shall include wt:ien to l:ltilize eou'31e sAoe covers. 

Al:ltheriW cited: Sections 4005 and 4127, Business and ProfessioRs Coele. Reference: Sections 4005, 

40~€i, 40~7, 4051, 4052, 4127, and 4301, Business anel Professions Code 

1735.S. Cleaning And Sanitizing 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by 
USP Chapter 795. 

(al In addition to the documentation requirements in USP Chapter 795, the facility's documentation of 
each occurrence of the cleaning and sanitizing of the compounding area shall include a record of 
the identity of the person completing the cleaning and sanitizing as well as the product name of the 
cleaning and sanitizing agents used. 

(bl Any cleaning or sanitizing agents used by the facility to meet the requirements in this article shall 
be used in accordance with manufacturers' specifications. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037. 4051, 4052, 4057. 4076. 4081, 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 
of the Business and Profession Code. 

17S!S 6 CornpownElil:ig FaEilities anEI i;q1,1iprnent 

{a) Any pAarrnacy engages in csrn13ol:lneling shall n1aintain written elocumeRtation regareliRg tAe 
facilities anel equipment necessary fer safe and accurate cornpouneing ef compel:lneed clrl:lg 
preparations. TAis SAall incluele recorels of FRainteRance anel cleaning sfthe facilities ancl eeiuiprnent. 
'JIJl=-iere a13plicable, this st-iall alss incll:lde recerels of certificatioR{s) offacilities or eeiuipment. 

{b) Any eeiuiprneRt used to esmpoune dr1a1g preparations shall ae storeel, used, ffiaintaiReel, anel 
cleaneel in acsordance with manufacturers' specifications. 
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c) Any eetuipFAent that weighs, FAeas1:1res, er transfors ingredients used ta eempo1:1nd srug pre19aratiens 
for which calibratien er adjustment is apprapriate SRall be calibrated 19rier to 1:1se, en a sehedule and by 
a method deterfflined by Hie man1,1factblrer's speeifieations, te ens1,1re accuracy. E>ernmentatien ef 
eacl:i S!lCA calibration shall be recorded in a forffl wl:iicl:i is net alterable ans tl:iese recerds af calibratieri 
shall be maintained anEI retaineEI in the 13harrnacy. 

(d) Any 19harrnacy engaged in any hazard01,1s Elr1,1g eom19ounEling shall maintain written dernmentatien 
regarsing a1313rewiate cleaning ef facilities and eet1,1i13ment ta preYent cress contan:iinatian witl'I nan 
hazardous dr1:1gs. 

(el Hazardous drug cem13ounding sl:iall be cempleted in an externally e1Ei=la1,1steel ph1fsically separate 
roon:i with tl=ie fallawing reei1,1irements: 

(1) Minim1,1m ef 30 air cl:ianges per heur e1Ecept diat 12 air cAanges 13er ha1:1r are acce13table far 
segregated compo1,1nding areas wiU1 a BSC er CACI when products are assigned a BUE> af 12 
ha1,1rs or less or i.,,•hen nan sterile pred1,1cts are een:ip01,1neled; ana 
2) Maintaines at a negatiYe wess1,1re ef 0.01 to 0.03 incl:ies ef water cel1:1mn relati•,e ta all 
aEljacent spaces (rooms, abe•,<e ceiling, and cerriders); ans 
(3) ") ~er sterile camJ3a1,1nsing, each BSC or CACI shall also be eitternally exl'la1,1sted. •,· 
(Bl ~er nansterile compOlmding, a llSC, a CACI, or otl:ier containment Yentilated encles1,1re sl'lall 
be useEI and shall eitl'ler 1,1se a red1,1nElant lalellAfilter in series or be eiEternally exha1,1sted.; ~er 
p1,1rfloses eftl:iis paragra19i=I, a rnntainment ventilated encles1,1re means a f1,11I or partial 
enclasure that 1,1ses ventilation flrinciples ta capt1,1re, contain, and rema•,e airberne 
centaminarits tl:iro1,1gh high efficiene>t' flartie1,1late air (1-l!:PA) filtratian anel ts 13revent tAeir 
release into the werl( en"'ironment. 
eacl:i P!:C in tl:ie raen:i shall alse be eicternally vented; and 
4) All surfaces "'ithin the raen:i sl:iall be smeetl:i, seafflless, irnpervie1,1s, and nan sl:iedding. 

(f) When, ceFRplianee witl:i tl:ie Jan1a1ary 1, 2017 arnendn:ients to Article 4.5 or .'\rticle 7, reEJ1,1ires 
physical canstrnctien or alteration ta a ·facility er pl:iysical enYirenment, the board er its designee n:iay 
grant a wai><er of s1,1el:i rnn:ipliance fer a fleriad af time to permit 51:jCl:i ph','sical cl:iange(s). Applicatian 
for any waiYer shall be made by the licensee in writing, and tl=ie reei1,1est sl:iall ielentify tl:ie provisian(s) 
reetuiring ph>/sical eonstr1,1ction or alteratien, an El tl:ie tiFReline for any s1,1cl:i cl:iange(s). Tl:ie beard er its 
designee may grant the waiYer when, in its discretion, gooel ca1,1se is demonstrated for s1,1ch waiYer. 

Autherity citeel: Sectiens 100S and 1127, Business and Prefessiens Ceele. Refefence: Sections 100li, 40~a, 4037, 
40§1, 40§2 anel 4127, BusiFJess and Prefessiens Cede. 

1735.6. Equipment And Components 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

(al Any equipment used to compound a CNSP shall be used in accordance with the manufacturer's 
specifications. 
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(bl Any component used to compound a CNSP shall be used and stored in accordance with all 

federal laws and regulations and industry standards including the manufacturers' specifications 

and requirements. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052, 4057, 4076, 4081, 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 

of the Business and Profession Code. 

173S,7, TFainiAg sf Cempe1rnding Staff 
(a).'\ pi::larA1aC\' eRgaged iR eempetdRdiRg shall rnaiRtaiR deetdR'!entatieR demeRstrating ti::lat peFseRRel 
invel~•ed iR cempe11ndiRg ha•,e tl:ie skills ana traiAing FeE111ire€1 te prepeFly am1 aec1a1rately perferni tl:ieir 
assigReEl respoRslbilities ana dornrneRtation ElerneAstrating tl:iat all persennel invel,..ed iR 

COA'lJ:!Btdneing are trainee! IA all aspects ef policies a Ad proceatires. Tl=ils trainiRg si::lall iRch,iEie btit is Rat 
limitea to support personRel (e.g. instlttitienal envirenmental services, ROtdselrnepiRg), mainteRance 

staff, s1:1pervising pl=iarrnaclst and all etl:iers wloiose jabs are related to tl=ie eoR'!peunaing J;)rocess. 

{b) Tloie J;)harrnacy shall develep anEi maintain aR ongoing competency evaltdatioR precess for pharrnac•( 
persenRel in\·olveEI in cernpouneing, aREI sl:iall rnaintain docuA'lentatien of an•t and all training related 
to cefl'lpo,mciing 11ndertal1en by pharmacy personnel. 

(c) Pharmacy persoAnel assigned to cernpotdneing dtities si::lall demonstrate lmewledge abe11t 
precesses anEI procedures used in cempotdnEiing prier te compo1:1ndiAg an·t eln:1g preparatlen. 

Autl'lority citeEi: Sections 400S and 4127, 811siness anEI Professiens CoEie. Reference: Sectiens 4005, 
4036, 40~7, 4051, 40S2 and 4127, B1:1siness anel Professiens Gede 

1735.7. Master Formulation and Compounding Records 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition t o the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

(a) A CNSP shall not be compounded until the pharmacy has first prepared a written master 
formulation record in compliance with Section 7.1 of USP Chapter 795 and identified in that 

document the following additional elements: 

{ll The referenced source material (e.g., peer reviewed article. published scientific book) used to 

support the assigned beyond-use date (BUD): each source referenced shall be readily 
retrievable at the time of compounding and shall be maintained for three years from t he date 

each CNSP is dispensed. 

(2) Instructions for storage and handling of the CNSP. 
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(bl Where a pharmacy does not routinely compound a particular drug preparation, t he master 
formulation record for that preparation may be recorded on the prescription document itself. This 
record shall comply with USP Chapter 795 standards and this section. 

(cl A compounding record shall be a single document. The document shall satisfy the compounding 
record requirements in Section 7.2 of USP Chapter 795. as well as the following: 

Ill The date and time of preparation. The time of preparation is the time when compounding the 
CNSP started, which also determines when the assigned BUD starts. 

(2l The manufacturer. lot number, and expiration date for each component. 

{3) The assigned internal identification number shall be unique for each CNSP. 

(4) The total quantity compounded shall include the number of units made and the volume or 
weight ofeach unit. 

(5) The identity of each person performing the compounding, have direct oversight of 
compounding, and pharmacist verifying the final drug preparation. 

Note: Authoritv cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005. 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036. 4037, 4051. 4052, 4057. 4076. 4081, 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 

of the Business and Profession Code. 

17~5.8, CompouRdiRg Quality AssuFance 
{a) ARY 13haFFnacy eAgageel In CSFAf3Slmeling shall maintain, as part ef Its writteR 13olieies and 
13recedures, a ,..ritten quality assurance plaA eleslgneel ta FRenitor anel ensure the integrity, patency, 
quality, anel laeeleel strengtl:i sf cernpeuReleel elrng preparatieRs. 

(e) Tl:ie quality assurance plan shall incluele writteR preceelures fer \'erification, FAORitoring, anel review 
of tl:le aeequacy of the eompmmding pFBcesses anel sl:lall alse inch,iele written eloct:imentatien of review 
ofthose precesses ey iiualifieel pl:iarmacy personnel. 

{e) The iiuality asst:iraRce plan sl:lall inGl1a1de written stanelards fer qllalitati•1e anel qt:iantitati¥e anal·(sis 

ef cempellneleel elrug preparatioRs te enst:ire integrity, patency, iit:iality, aRel laeeled streRgtl:l, inclt:ieling 
tf:le frequency ef testing. All qualitatiYe and qt:iantitative anal►fsis reperts fer compollAeleel elrt:ig 

preparatiens sl:iall l;ie retaineel l;i·t the pharmae'p' anel maintalneel aleng with tl:ie cempet:iRellRg leg anel 
rnaster ~ermt:ila eleeumeAt. The quality assurance plan sl:lall include a schedule fer reutine testing and 
analysis sf specifieel cornpot:ineleel drt:ig preparatiens to ens1a1re integrit>(, poteRC't', quality, and laeeleel 
streRgtf:l, en at least aA anRual easis. 

{d) Tl:ie eit:iality assurance plan shall inclt:iele a "'Fitten preceelt:ire fer scl:ieduleel actien in the event any 
cempet:ineleel drug preparatien is e·,er disce\'ered te ee Olaltsiele rninimt:iFR stanelarels fer integrity, 
petenon eit:iality, er lal;ieleel strength. 
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{e) Tl:ie q1Jality assYraAce 13laA shall iAcl1,1de a wriUen 13reeed1,1re for res13ending te e1,1t ef raAge 

teFAperat1e1re variatieAs within the ptlarFAacy and within patient care areas ef a lrnspital where 
furn isl:ied ar1e1g is ret1,1rnea for reaispensing. 

Authority cited: Seetiens 4005 and 11127, 1!11siAess and PrefessieAs Cede. Reference: Seetiens 11005, 
4036, 4037, 4051, 4052 and 1127, B1,1siness anEI Prefessiens Cede. 

1735.8. Release Inspections and Testing 

The requirements of this section apply t o nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 

established by USP Chapter 795. 

A pharmacist performing or supervising the nonsterile compounding by other authori:i:ed personnel Is 

responsible for the integrity, quality. and labeled strength of a CNSP unt il the beyond-use date 

indicated on the label provided the patient or the patient's agent follows t he label instructions 

provided on the CNSPfor storage and handling after receiving the CNSP. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005, 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4036.5. 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 
and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 

1735.9. Labeling 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 

established by USP Chapter 795. 

(a) A CNSPs label shall also include the following: 

(1) Route of intended administration, and 

(2) Name of compounding facility and dispensing facility (if different). 

(bl A CNSPs Labeling shall also include: 

(1) Any special handling instructions, 

(2) Any applicable w arning statements, and 

(3) Name, address. and phone number of the compounding facility if the CNSP is to be sent 

outside of the facility or healthcare system in which it was compounded. 

(cl Any CNSP dispensed to a patient or readied for dispensing t o a patient shall also include on the 

label t he informat ion required by Business and Professions Code section 4076 and section 
1707.5. 

Note: Authority cited: Sect ions 4001.1, 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037, 4051, 4052, 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 

of the Business and Profession Code. 
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1735.10. Establishing Beyond-Use Dates 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

(al Beyond-use dates (BUDs) assigned with only a date shall expire at 11:59 p.m. on that date. 

(bl A CNSP's BUDs shall not exceed: 

{1} The chemical and physical stability data of the active pharmaceutical ingredient /API) and any 
added component in the preparation. 

(2} The compatibility and degradation of the container-closure system with the finished 
preparation {e.g .. possible leaching. interactions. and storage conditions). 

[3) The shortest remaining expiration date or BUD of any of the starting components, or, 

(4} The potential for microbial proliferation in the CNSP. 

(cl If a licensee chooses to use antimicrobial effectiveness testing results provided by an current FDA
registered drug establishment or outsourcing facility or published in current peer-reviewed 

literature sources. the reference {including the raw data and testing method suitability), shall be 
readily retrievable in accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081 in its entirety for 

three years from the last date the CNSP was dispensed. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057. 4076, 4081, 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 
of the Business and Profession Code. 

1735.11. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs} 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 

established by USP Chapter 795. 

(al The facility's standard operating procedures (SOPs) for nonsterile compounding shall be followed 
and shall: 

(1) Comply with USP Chapter 1163, Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical Compounding. 

(2) In addition to the SOPs required in USP Chapter 1163, Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical 
Compounding. SOPs must also be developed to describe the following: 

{Al Methods by which the supervising pharmacist will ensure the quality of compounded drug 
preparations. 
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(Bl Procedures for handling, compounding. and disposal of infectious materials. The written 
policies and procedures shall describe the pharmacy protocols for cleanups and spills in 
conformity with local hea Ith jurisdictional standards. 

{Cl The methods a pharmacist will use to determine and approve the ingredients and the 
compounding process for each preparation before compounding begins. 

[Dl The method for complying wit h any other requirements specifically required to be 
addressed in the facility's SOPS as described in this article. 

(bl The SOPs shall be reviewed on an annual basis by the pharmacist-in-charge. Such review shall be 
documented by the pharmacist-In-charge consistent with the facility's SOPs. The SOPS shall be 
updated any time changes are made to compounding processes, facility changes or other changes 
occur that impact the CNSP. Such SOP changes shall be disseminated to the affected staff prior t o 
implementation. 

(cl Failure to follow w ritten SOPs shall constitute a basis for enforcement action. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052. 4057. 4076, 4081, 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 

of the Business and Profession Code. 

1735.12. Quality Assurance And Quality Control 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition t o the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

(al The quality assurance program shall also comply with section 1711 and the st andards contained in 
USP Chapter 1163, entitled Quali ty Assurance in Pharmaceutical Compounding. In addition to 
compliance with those standards, the program shall include in its SOPs the following: 

(ll A written procedure for scheduled action, such as a recall. in the event any compounded drug 
preparation is discovered to be outside the expect ed standards for integrity. quality. or labeled 
strength. 

(2) A written procedure for responding to out-of-range temperature variations within the 
medication st orage areas where a furnished drug may be returned for furnishing t o another 
patient. 

(bl The Board shall be notified in writing within 72 hours of the facility's receipt of a complaint or the 
occurrence of an adverse drug event involving a CNSP. 

le) All complaints related to a potential quality problem with a CNSP and all adverse events shall be 
reviewed by t he pharmacist-in-charge within 72 hours of receipt of t he complaint or occurrence of 
the adverse event. Such review shall be documented and dated as defined In the SOPs. 
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Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005, 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037. 4051. 4052, 4057. 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 
of the Business and Profession Code. 

1735.13. Packaging and Transporting 

The requirements of this section apply to non sterile compounding in addition to the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

There shall be written procedures recorded in the facility's SOPs (as described in Section 1735.lll 
describing validated processes for storage. shipping containers and transportation of temperature 
sensitive CNPSs to preserve quality standards for integrity, quality and labeled strength. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037, 4051, 4052. 4057. 4076. 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 
of the Business and Profession Code. 
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1735.14. Documentation 

The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 
established by USP Chapter 795. 

{a) Facilities shall maintain each record required by USP Chapter 795 or this article. in a readily 
retrievable form. for at least three years from the date the record was created or relied upon to 
meet the requirements of this article. 

(bl Records created shall be created and maintained in a manner to provide an "audit trail" to the 
Board that includes a detailed, chronological record of all revisions and updates made by the 
facility's personnel of each record document in accordance with this section. To meet the "audit 
trail" requirement of this section, each record must include the original document created, each 
subsequent version of that document showing change to the original document. an identification of 
individual who made the change. and the date of each change. 

Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 

Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037, 4051. 4052, 4057. 4076. 4081, 4105. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 

4332 ofthe Business and Profession Code. 
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	DRAFT ENFORCEMENT AND COMPOUNDING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
	DRAFT ENFORCEMENT AND COMPOUNDING COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 
	DATE: January 23, 2023 
	LOCATION: Pursuant to the provisions of Government Code section 11133, neither a public location nor teleconference locations are provided. 
	COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: Maria Serpa, Licensee Member, Chair Renee Barker, Licensee Member Seung Oh, Licensee Member Ricardo Sanchez, Public Member 

	COMMITTEE MEMBERS NOT 
	COMMITTEE MEMBERS NOT 
	PRESENT: Indira Cameron-Banks, Public Member Jig Patel, Licensee Member, Vice Chair 
	STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: Anne Sodergren, Executive Officer Eileen Smiley, DCA Staff Counsel Debbie Damoth, Executive Manager Specialist 
	I. 
	I. 
	Call to Order, Establishment of Quorum, and General Announcements 

	Chairperson Maria Serpa called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. Dr. Serpa reminded all present that the Board is a consumer protection agency. Dr. Serpa advised the meeting was being conducted with participation through WebEx and being webcast. The meeting moderator provided updated WebEx instructions. 
	Chairperson Serpa took roll call. Members present included: Renee Barker, Licensee Member; Seung Oh, Licensee Member; Ricardo Sanchez, Public Member; and Maria Serpa; Licensing Member. A quorum was established. 

	II. 
	II. 
	Public Comments on Items Not on the Agenda/Agenda Items for Future Meetings 

	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to provide comments for items not on the agenda. 
	DRAFT Enforcement and Compounding Committee – January 23, 2023 Page 1 of 42 
	A representative of the CRA/NACDS raised an issue that state of emergency would be ending February 28, 2023, and all Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) waivers would be ending on that date not including Board of Pharmacy waivers that end at the end of May 2023. The representative added the DCA waiver that allows pharmacy technicians to perform COVID immunization and testing expires February 28, 2023. However, the federal Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness (PREP) Act allows pharmacy technicians to
	Members were surveyed to see if an item should be added to a future agenda to the Committee or Board; however, no comments were made. 

	III. 
	III. 
	Approval of October 4, 2022, Enforcement and Compounding Committee Meeting Minutes 

	Chairperson Serpa referenced the draft minutes for the October 4, 2022, Enforcement and Compounding Committee Meeting. 
	Members were provided an opportunity to provide comments on the draft minutes; however, no comments were made. 
	Motion: Approve the October 4, 2022, Committee Meeting Minutes as presented in the meeting materials 
	M/S: Oh/Sanchez 
	Members of the public were provided with an opportunity to provide public comment; however, no comment was provided. 
	Support: 4 Oppose: 0 Abstain: 0 Not Present: 2 
	Committee Member 
	Committee Member 
	Committee Member 
	Vote 

	Barker 
	Barker 
	Support 

	Cameron-Banks 
	Cameron-Banks 
	Not Present 

	Oh 
	Oh 
	Support 

	Patel 
	Patel 
	Not Present 

	Sanchez 
	Sanchez 
	Support 

	Serpa 
	Serpa 
	Support 



	IV. Discussion and Consideration and Possible Action on Self-Assessment Forms 
	IV. Discussion and Consideration and Possible Action on Self-Assessment Forms 
	Chairperson Serpa advised the dynamic nature of the pharmacy law generally results in the need to update the self-assessment forms on an annual basis to incorporate law changes made at either the state or federal level. Dr. Serpa referred to the meeting materials containing four self-assessments provided for review. Staff was recommending action on only one of the self-assessment forms, 17M-112 related to Automated Drug Delivery Systems noting staff recommended that the remainder of the forms be completed t
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the proposed changes and agreed with staff recommendation offered for self-assessments included as agenda item IV a-c, including the Community Pharmacy/Hospital Outpatient Self-Assessment, Hospital Pharmacy Self-Assessment and Wholesaler/Third Party Logistics Provider Self-Assessment. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided members an opportunity to comment on both the recommendation offered to use the section 100 process as a means to update these three forms as well as recommended changes on the forms themselves. Dr. Serpa noted that the meeting materials and slides summarize the changes offered in these forms. 
	Members were provided the opportunity to comment. 
	Member Oh requested clarification on the Community Pharmacy Self-Assessment/Hospital Outpatient Pharmacy Self-Assessment. Dr. Oh noted in added 
	1.24about temporary closure might cause confusion when a pharmacy is closed for a pharmacist’s lunch break. Dr. Oh requested that it was clarified this closure was for temporary closure of a pharmacy facility and did not include closure of the pharmacy for lunch breaks. 
	Member Oh commented on the language in 22.3.7 about inventory reconciliation that “An inventory reconciliation report must be prepared for any identified controlled substances lost no later than three months after discovery of the reportable loss.” was a very legal nuance. Dr. Oh wanted to emphasize the 
	discovery of the reportable loss so to make it clear that it is for “reportable” loss and not all loss. Dr. Oh noted the term “loss” was confusing to pharmacists and wanted to clarify it was for “reportable” loss. Dr. Oh also commented on 22.3.8 about “inventory activities” which was different from reconciliation. 
	Member Oh commented 22.5 was supposed to be removed and incorporated in 
	22.3.9 noting both were not correct. Dr. Oh added the Hospital Pharmacy Self-Assessment was correct. 
	Member Oh commented that the sections being removed were still helpful and was hopeful the information could still be left on the website as optional for the blood products. 
	Chairperson Serpa would work with staff to combine 22.5 and 22.3.9. Dr. Serpa was not sure how to provide 27 and suggested possibly as an FAQ. Dr. Serpa noted the intent was to remove the details but keep the references as previous public comment indicated it didn’t apply to everyone. Dr. Oh inquired how many pharmacies provided bloodborne products and how many remote dispensing pharmacies there were in California. Ms. Sodergren provided there were few remote dispensing pharmacies and given the number in Ca
	Chairperson Serpa was not sure how to make Dr. Oh’s first two comments clearer other than bolding/highlighting. Dr. Oh hoped the first sentence could be clearer regarding the intent of the regulation for closure and reconciliation. Dr. Serpa agreed when going through the Section 100 process to be mindful of the issues. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment. 
	A member of the public inquired what was defined as considered a loss related to inventory reconciliation. Dr. Serpa referred to 21.14 that specified the regulatory language. 
	A representative from CVS Health commented there was a mention on community form concerning remote work that may be premature to address. The representative was also curious why it was not consistent with Hospital Self-Assessment Form based on the Board’s recent interpretation that drastically restricts remote work also pertains to hospitals. 
	A retired pharmacist commented meeting participants may not understand the Section 100 process and  suggested discussion. Counsel Smiley advised the information covered in the Chairperson’s opening remarks; no additional information was required. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the proposed changes and agreed with the changes and the possible motion offered in the meeting materials related to the automated drug delivery system self-assessment. Dr. Serpa noted the meeting materials and slide highlight the changes. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised the Committee must address this self-assessment differently than the prior three, because the regulation section, CCR section 1715.1 that includes this self-assessment for, and the form itself are currently going through the rulemaking process. Dr. Serpa advised the comment period closed on December 27, 2022, and comments received during the comment period would be considered by the full Board during the February 2022 Board Meeting. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided the review and discussion was limited to just the new changes being recommended noting the changes were highlighted in the meeting materials and were reflected in the form. Dr. Serpa added deleted text was shown by italicized double strikethrough and added language is shown as italicized wavy underline. Dr. Serpa noted easy examples to highlight both were included on the first page of the form where the “note” and text added shown as italicized and wavy underline was a new change 
	Chairperson Serpa provided the review and discussion was limited to just the new changes being recommended noting the changes were highlighted in the meeting materials and were reflected in the form. Dr. Serpa added deleted text was shown by italicized double strikethrough and added language is shown as italicized wavy underline. Dr. Serpa noted easy examples to highlight both were included on the first page of the form where the “note” and text added shown as italicized and wavy underline was a new change 
	received during the comment period, to ensure compliance with the government code, it was very important that comments were limited to only the new changes. 

	Members were provided the opportunity to provide comment. 
	Member Oh requested clarification on the Note on page 1 that confirmed one for was required for an entity with many non-licensed ADDS in a hospital. 
	Motion: Recommend approval of the proposed amendments to self-assessment form 17M-112 and incorporate the proposed amendments into the rulemaking package and initiate a 15-day comment period, authorize the Executive Officer to take all steps necessary to complete the rulemaking, make any non-substantive changes to the package, and adopt self-assessment form 17M-112. 
	M/S: Oh/Barker 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, comments were not made. 
	Support: 4 Oppose: 0 Abstain: 0 Not Present: 2 
	Committee Member 
	Committee Member 
	Committee Member 
	Vote 

	Barker 
	Barker 
	Support 

	Cameron-Banks 
	Cameron-Banks 
	Not Present 

	Oh 
	Oh 
	Support 

	Patel 
	Patel 
	Not Present 

	Sanchez 
	Sanchez 
	Support 

	Serpa 
	Serpa 
	Support 


	V. Discussion and Consideration of Barriers to Timely Case Resolutions 
	V. Discussion and Consideration of Barriers to Timely Case Resolutions 
	Chairperson Serpa recalled one of the Committee’s strategic objectives was to determine and reduce barriers to timely case resolutions to improve consumer protections. Dr. Serpa provided there were many steps involved in an investigation 
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	and the egregiousness of the violations, if any, would in large part determine the outcome of the matter. Dr. Serpa noted later in the meeting, the Committee will be discussing enforcement statistics but would like to highlight that only about 7 percent of the Board’s investigations result in referral to the Office of the Attorney General for discipline. Dr. Serpa highlighted this as there appears to be a perception that the formal discipline taken by the Board constitutes a significant portion of its inves

	Chairperson Serpa referred to information included in the meeting materials and on the meeting slide were recommendations offered by staff that would remove barriers:  
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Amend BPC 4081 to require maintenance and release of staffing schedules, job duty statements, consultant reports, and policies and procedures related to pharmacy personnel and pharmacy operations as part of the records that must be maintained; and 

	• 
	• 
	Amend BPC 4105 to require maintenance and release of staffing schedules, job duty statements, consultant reports, and policies and procedures related to pharmacy personnel and pharmacy operations as part of the records that must be readily retrievable. 


	Chairperson Serpa noted that the barriers identified and changes offered appear to be consistent with the policy of the legislature and believed the changes were appropriate. Dr. Serpa agreed with the staff recommendations and thanked supervising inspector staff for bringing these recommendations to the Committee for consideration. Dr. Serpa supported staff drafting statutory language for future consideration. 
	Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members  of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa noted Committee consensus and agreed to work with staff to bring statutory language to a future meeting. 


	VI. Overview of Federal Requirements for Compounding under the Provisions of 503A 
	VI. Overview of Federal Requirements for Compounding under the Provisions of 503A 
	Chairperson Serpa advised licensees of the Board generally must comply with a myriad of state and federal laws noting at times, a licensee may be so focused on a specific section of the law that they may forget the larger picture and other 
	Chairperson Serpa advised licensees of the Board generally must comply with a myriad of state and federal laws noting at times, a licensee may be so focused on a specific section of the law that they may forget the larger picture and other 
	provisions of law that may be relevant. Dr. Serpa noted this was seen in several areas of pharmacy practice but it was quite pronounced in compounding. Dr. Serpa advised to serve as a reminder of some of the federal legal requirements for compounding, Board Counsel Eileen Smiley provided an overview of the requirements for authorized individuals for qualify for some exemptions to federal law under provisions of section 503A. 

	Ms. Smiley provided an overview of federal requirements for compounding and the need for exemptions for compounding. Ms. Smiley reviewed the 503A exemption and provided a summary of the 503A exemption. Ms. Smiley reviewed how state requirements also apply. 
	Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments 
	were made. 
	Members  of the public were provided the opportunity to comment. Ms. Smiley reminded participants that pending enforcement issues would not be discussed. However, no public comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa thanked Ms. Smiley for her presentation. 
	The Committee took a break from 9:54 a.m. – 10:01 a.m. Chairperson Serpa took roll call. Members present included: Renee Barker, Licensee Member; Seung Oh, Licensee Member; and Maria Serpa; Licensing Member. A quorum was not established. As indicated on the agenda, in the event a quorum of the Committee was unable to attend the meeting, or the Committee was unable to maintain a quorum once the meeting is called to order, the members present may, at the Chair’s discretion, continue to discuss items from the 
	Member Sanchez arrived at 10:06 a.m. A quorum was established. 

	VII. Presentation on USP General Chapter 825, Regarding Radiopharmaceuticals 
	VII. Presentation on USP General Chapter 825, Regarding Radiopharmaceuticals 
	Chairperson Serpa advised the Committee would hear a presentation from Supervising Inspector Christine Acosta on the new USP 825 Chapter related to Radiopharmaceuticals. Dr. Serpa noted the provisions of this chapter become effective November 1, 2023. 
	Supervising Inspector Christine Acosta reviewed definitions, generators, PECs, and conventionally manufactured kits, preparation, and dispensing. Dr. Acosta reviewed 1. Introduction; 1.1 Nonsterile Radiopharmaceuticals; 1.2 Sterile Radiopharmaceuticals; 2. Radiation Safety Considerations; 2.4 Radiation Contamination Control; 4. Personnel Qualifications, Training and Hygiene; 4.1 
	Aseptic Qualifications; 4.2 Re-Evaluations, Retraining and Requalification; 4.5 Hand Hygiene and Garbing for Buffer Areas and Segregated Radiopharmaceutical Processing Area; 5.1 Facility Design and Environmental Controls; 5.2 Creating Areas to Achieve Easily Cleanable Conditions; 5.3 Water Sources; 5.7 Environmental Controls; 6. Microbiological Air and Surface Monitors; 6.1 General Monitoring Requirements; 6.2 Monitoring Air Quality for Viable Airborne Particulates; 6.3 Monitoring Surfaces for Viable Partic

	12.2Labeling; 13. Repackaging; and 14. Quality Assurance and Quality Control. 
	12.2Labeling; 13. Repackaging; and 14. Quality Assurance and Quality Control. 
	Members were provided the opportunity to comment. 
	Member Barker inquired about the qualifications for the workers in 4.1 Aseptic Qualification that Qualifications may be conducted at a different site if all SOPs are identical for the applicable job function. Dr. Barker noted that it varies from how training for sterile compounding. Dr. Acosta provided in the scope of radiopharmaceutical, the primary engineering control (PEC) will always be a biological safety cabinet where it could be different in a hospital practice setting using different PECs. Dr. Acost
	Member Barker mentioned having experience with someone who was learning aseptic technique but trying to manipulate with lead gloves as part of a qualification to don sterile gloves on top of lead gloves and inquired if Dr. Acosta came across that situation. Dr. Acosta had not seen a lead glove and was not sure how the needle would be manipulated. Dr. Acosta noted it was the balance of protecting the person and the stability of the product. Dr. Acosta was accustomed to seeing people using sterile gloves. 
	Member Barker inquired about the stages when the frequent application of sterile isopropyl alcohol would be done and if the sterile alcohol was exposed in the hood. Dr. Acosta indicated in her experience it was in the biological safety cabinet or in a cart next to it where hands are sprayed after coming out of the ISO 5 similar to a regular USP 797. Cleaning and disinfecting were to be done on a regular basis but the more isopropyl alcohol can be sprayed the better. 
	Member Barker was unfamiliar with the dose calibrator and inquired how the crucible calibrator calibrates the dose. Dr. Acosta explained there was a pully system that had the syringe or vial and calculates the radiopharmaceutical activity. The math equation is done for what is needed during the time needed. Dr. 
	Barker asked if the needle was capped after the dose was drawn. Dr. Acosta believed the needle was removed but wasn’t able to verify. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	VIII. Discussion and Consideration of Proposed Addition to Title 16, California Code of Regulations Section 1738 related to Radiopharmaceuticals 
	VIII. Discussion and Consideration of Proposed Addition to Title 16, California Code of Regulations Section 1738 related to Radiopharmaceuticals 
	Chairperson Serpa advised the Committee would begin work to review the various USP chapters and review current and proposed regulations that may be necessary to implement, clarify, or make more specific requirements related to those respective chapters. Dr. Serpa believed it was appropriate that any such regulations mirror the structure of the respective chapters. Dr. Serpa noted as the Board is a consumer protection agency and as the Committee considered the development of the regulations, the work must be
	Chairperson Serpa intended to discuss each section first as a committee, and then ask the moderator to open the lines for public comment with the refining of the language through the discussion with the understanding that any language we amended at the meeting would be reviewed by counsel. Dr. Serpa added after public comment, Dr. Serpa would summarize comments received for each section and the Committee can determine if additional changes to the proposed language was appropriate. Dr. Serpa requested staff 
	Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised the first proposed change was the proposed repeal of CCR sections 1708.3 through 1708.5 with the new regulations as proposed would be established in a new section 1738. Dr. Serpa believed this was appropriate and would make compliance easier for licensees by having information centralized. 
	: 
	Repeal

	1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 

	A radioactive drug is any substance defined as a drug in Section 201(g)(1) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act or a radioactive biological product This definition includes non-radioactive reagent kits and nuclide generators does not include drugs such as carbon-containing compounds, potassium-
	as defined in 21 CFR 600.3(ee) which exhibits spontaneous disintegration of unstable nuclei with the emission of nuclear particles or photons and includes any such drug or biological product which is intended to be made radioactive. 
	which are intended to be used in the preparation of any such substance but 
	containing compounds or potassium-containing salts which contain trace quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides. Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Section 4025, Business and Professions Code. 

	1708.4. Pharmacist Handling Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.4. Pharmacist Handling Radioactive Drugs. 

	A pharmacist handling radioactive drugs must be competent in the preparation, handling, storage, receiving, dispensing, disposition and pharmacology of radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear pharmacy course and/or acquired experience in programs approved by the Board. Education and experience in non-approved programs may be granted partial or equivalent credit, if, in the opinion of the Board, such programs provide the level of competence as approved programs or the Nuclear Pharmacy Competency 
	A pharmacist handling radioactive drugs must be competent in the preparation, handling, storage, receiving, dispensing, disposition and pharmacology of radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear pharmacy course and/or acquired experience in programs approved by the Board. Education and experience in non-approved programs may be granted partial or equivalent credit, if, in the opinion of the Board, such programs provide the level of competence as approved programs or the Nuclear Pharmacy Competency 

	1708.5. Pharmacy Furnishing Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.5. Pharmacy Furnishing Radioactive Drugs. 

	A pharmacy furnishing radioactive drugs is any area, place or premises described in a permit issued by the board where radioactive drugs are stored, processed, compounded, repackaged, or dispensed. A pharmacy exclusively furnishing radioactive drugs shall be exempt from the patient consultation area requirements of Title 16 Cal. Code of Regulations Section 1714(a) unless the Board finds that the public health and safety require their application. A pharmacist qualified under Section 1708.4 to furnish radioa
	A pharmacy furnishing radioactive drugs is any area, place or premises described in a permit issued by the board where radioactive drugs are stored, processed, compounded, repackaged, or dispensed. A pharmacy exclusively furnishing radioactive drugs shall be exempt from the patient consultation area requirements of Title 16 Cal. Code of Regulations Section 1714(a) unless the Board finds that the public health and safety require their application. A pharmacist qualified under Section 1708.4 to furnish radioa

	Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised the first new proposed section was CCR section 1738. Dr. Serpa provided the proposed language incorporates USP Chapter 825 into the regulation, providing clarity to the Board’s regulated public that the requirements of the Chapter must be met. Dr. Serpa added the authority for such a requirement was established in several sections of pharmacy law as detailed in the language. 
	Proposal to Add Article XX as proposed with the following: 
	Article XX Radiopharmaceutical-Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging 
	1738. Radiopharmaceuticals – Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging 
	This article applies to radiopharmaceuticals as defined in USP Chapter 825.  In addition to the requirements provided in this Article, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with the standards established by United States Pharmacopeia General Chapter 825, titled Radiopharmaceuticals – Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging (“USP Chapter 825” for the purposes of this Article). 
	Necessity: Clarity to the regulated public about the requirements to comply with the Section consistent with authority established in the law and the requirements of the Chapter. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided CCR section 1738.1 as proposed reinforces the applicability of the USP Chapter 825 and the definitions included within the chapter. Dr. Serpa added it further provides additional definitions for terms used in the chapter and proposed regulations that were not otherwise defined. Dr. Serpa noted providing these definitions ensures members of the regulated public have a 
	clear understanding of the Board’s definitions when applying both the provisions of 
	the chapter and the board’s regulations. 
	The proposed definitions include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Added substances 

	• 
	• 
	Designated person 

	• 
	• 
	Component 

	• 
	• 
	Diluent 

	• 
	• 
	Processing, processed or processing activity 

	• 
	• 
	As well as requirements for use of technologies, techniques, materials, and procedures not described in USP 825 as well as provisions for processing with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives. 


	1738.1 INTRODUCTION SCOPE AND COMPOUNDING DEFINITIONS 
	In addition to the definitions contained in USP Chapter 825, the following definitions apply to this Article and supplement the standards established in USP Chapter 825 when not otherwise provided in USP Chapter 825. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	 “Added substances” means ingredients that are necessary to compound a preparation but are not intended or expected to cause a pharmacologic response if administered alone in the amount or concentration contained in a single dose of the compounded preparation. The term is used synonymously with the terms inactive ingredients, excipients, and pharmaceutical ingredients. 

	(b)
	(b)
	 “Designated person” means a pharmacist identified as assigned, responsible, and accountable for the performance and operation of the radiopharmaceutical processing facility and for personnel who prepare, compound, dispense, and repackage radiopharmaceuticals. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	“Component” means any ingredient used in the compounding of a preparation, including any active ingredient, added substance, or conventionally manufactured product. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	“Diluent” means a liquid with no pharmacological activity used in reconstitution, such as sterile water for injection. 

	(d)
	(d)
	 “Processing,” “processed” or “processing activity” means the preparation, compounding, repackaging, or dispensing of a radiopharmaceutical. 

	(e)
	(e)
	The use of technologies, techniques, material, and procedures not described in USP 825 shall be based upon published peer-reviewed literature or documents meeting FDA approved labeling requirements in accordance with sections 


	201.56 and 201.57 of title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, showing the 
	201.56 and 201.57 of title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, showing the 
	technologies, techniques, material, and procedures to be equivalent or superior to those described in USP Chapter 825. 

	(f) Processing with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives shall be done in compliance with Health and Safety Code section 1602.5. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided CCR proposed section 1738.2 related to Radiation Safety Considerations relied on the standards established in the Chapter. Dr. Serpa added the language will ensure the appropriate placement of equipment etc. to minimize disruptions of airflow. The language will require that disposable absorbent pads are changed to prevent cross-contamination and requires documentation within the SOP of the necessity of deviations. 
	1738.2 RADIATION SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
	In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall meet the following radiation safety requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	Radiation detectors and measuring devices, and other necessary equipment may be placed inside an ISO Class 5 PEC but must be placed in a manner that minimizes disruptions of airflow. Necessity:  To provide clarity and ensure the appropriate type and material is used.  The language establishes a requirement about what actions must be done versus should be done. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Disposable absorbent pads shall be changed after each type of radiopharmaceutical processing. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Any deviation made to lower radiation exposure to workers shall be 


	Necessity:  To provide clarity as the Chapter does not specify that pads must be changed. Changing pads is necessary to avoid cross contamination. 
	evaluated and documented in an SOP by the designated person prior to the deviation occurring.  Exceptions to the environmental controls requirements must be documented in the specific radioactive materials license conditions issued by the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, or a specific radioactive materials license issued by another state or the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to pursuant to section 32.72 
	Necessity: Provides clarity to ensure that SOPs document the need for deviations. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised CCR proposed Section 1738.3 establishes the standards for the immediate use of sterile radiopharmaceuticals and will ensure licensees have a clear understanding that the records required in the Chapter must be maintained consistent with the provisions of BPC section 4081. 
	1738.3. IMMEDIATE USE OF STERILE RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 
	The processing of radiopharmaceuticals for immediate use may only be done in a patient care setting meeting the applicable requirements in this Article. The patient care facility shall maintain all records required in Section 9 of USP Chapter 825 in accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided an opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised CCR section 1738.4 was related to personnel 
	qualifications, training, and hygiene. Dr. Serpa advised this section establishes requirements necessary for public protection while providing for professional judgement of the designated person to make site specific and person specific decisions on a case-by-case basis. Dr. Serpa noted the regulation was relying on appropriate SOPs to appropriately define how some processes may occur. 
	1738.4 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND HYGIENE 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Processing personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos or oozing sores, conjunctivitis, active respiratory infection or and other conditions which could contaminate a sterile radiopharmaceutical, or the environment shall not be allowed to enter the compounding area unless approved by the designated person. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	The pharmacist with direct oversight over personnel performing radiopharmaceutical processing shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary to ensure the integrity, potency, quality, and labeled strength of radiopharmaceuticals as defined in the facilities SOPs. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if the SOPs, facilities, and equipment are identical. 

	(d)
	(d)
	SOPs must clearly define the acceptable use and cleaning for reusable gowns that prevent possible contamination of the CSP and designated compounding area. However, laundered garb must not be reused beyond one day unless garb is laundered with a validated cycle. The facility’s SOPs must describe the process that must be followed should the facility allow for the reuse of garb. 

	(e)
	(e)
	Eyeglasses shall be cleaned as part of hand hygiene and garbing, consistent with the standards specified in the SOPs. 

	(f)
	(f)
	 Garb shall be donned and removed in an ante-area or immediately outside the SPRA. Donning and doffing garb shall not occur in the ante-room or the SPRA at the same time unless the SOPs define specific processes which must be followed to prevent contamination. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
	Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
	Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed the language strikes the right balance for radiopharmaceuticals and was comfortable with the proposed language as it specifically relates to radiopharmaceuticals in this section. Members were provided the opportunity to comment. 
	Member Barker inquired about subsection (c) regarding if the SOPs, facilities, and equipment were to be identical and if identical meant the exact same extending to the same brand, manufacturers, etc. Dr. Barker recommended clarification. Dr. Serpa noted in regulations, the Board is clarifying and making known what the California expectations are as USP is a little broader, whereas in California regulations state requirements more specifically. Dr. Acosta deferred to legal regarding the term “identical” as 
	(c)Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if the SOPs , facilities . 
	and
	are identical 
	, and equipment are identical

	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment. 
	A representative from CPhA commented in appreciation for discussion striving for clarity. 
	Chairperson Serpa believed the changes were appropriate and requested if the Committee had additional comments. The Committee reached consensus on the updated language for proposed CCR section 1738.4. 
	1738.4 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND HYGIENE 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Processing personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos or oozing sores, conjunctivitis, active respiratory infection or and other conditions which could contaminate a sterile radiopharmaceutical, or the environment shall not be allowed to enter the compounding area unless approved by the designated person. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	The pharmacist with direct oversight over personnel performing radiopharmaceutical processing shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary to ensure the integrity, potency, quality, and labeled strength of radiopharmaceuticals as defined in the facilities SOPs. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if the SOPs , facilities . 
	and
	are identical 
	, and equipment are identical


	(d)
	(d)
	SOPs must clearly define the acceptable use and cleaning for reusable gowns that prevent possible contamination of the CSP and designated compounding area. However, laundered garb must not be reused beyond one day unless garb is laundered with a validated cycle. The facility’s SOPs must describe the process that must be followed should the facility allow for the reuse of garb. 

	(e)
	(e)
	Eyeglasses shall be cleaned as part of hand hygiene and garbing, consistent with the standards specified in the SOPs. 

	(f)
	(f)
	 Garb shall be donned and removed in an ante-area or immediately outside the SPRA. Donning and doffing garb shall not occur in the ante-room or the SPRA at the same time unless the SOPs define specific processes which must be followed to prevent contamination. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
	Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
	Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided CCR Section 1738.5 establishes the requirements for facilities and engineering control. Dr. Serpa noted in addition to the standards established in the Chapter, among other changes the proposed regulation will require that the sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of the restroom or water closet. Dr. Serpa noted some of the regulation language was being included where the chapter was silent to provide clarity. Dr. Serpa provided an example of proposed 1738.5(
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. 

	1738.5. FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS 
	1738.5. FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	A sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of a restroom or water closet. 

	(b)
	(b)
	The temperature shall be monitored in SRPAs segregated radiopharmaceutical processing area and classified areas each day that processing is performed, either manually or by a continuous recording device. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Storage and elution of non-direct infusion radionuclide generators shall take place in an ISO Class 8 or better area. 

	(d)
	(d)
	(d)
	 If an SRPA is used: 

	(1)
	(1)
	(1)
	Except for walls, the SRPA’s visible perimeter shall be at least 1 meter from all sides of the PEC or in a separate room. 

	(2)
	(2)
	Surfaces within the SRPA shall be smooth, impervious, free from cracks and crevices, and non-shedding so they can be easily cleaned and disinfected and to minimize spaces in which microorganisms and other contaminants can accumulate. 

	(3)
	(3)
	Compounding shall not take place in the SRPA. 




	(e)(1) Testing and certification of all classified areas shall be completed by a competent individual. A competent individual is a technician who possesses a current accreditation issued by The Controlled Environment Testing Association (CETA), or under the direct supervision of an individual who possesses a current accreditation issued by CETA Certification shall be completed consistent with the provisions established in the USP Chapter 797, titled “Pharmaceutical Compounding—Sterile Preparations” (USP Cha
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	CETA standard(s) used to perform certification testing in all classified areas shall be recorded on the certification report as required and specified in USP Chapter 797. 

	(f)
	(f)
	SOPs shall specify steps to be taken if a classified area(s) fails to meet the specified ISO classification including the investigative and corrective actions, allowable activities, and retesting procedures. 

	(g)
	(g)
	All classified spaces and equipment must be recertified when there is any change in the Primary Engineering Control (PEC), or the compounding environment. For purposes of this subsection, a change includeswhen the PEC is moved, repaired or replaced, when the facility is modified in a manner that affects airflow or traffic patterns, or when improper aseptic techniques are observed. Further, SOPs must address the conditions under which recertification must also be completed when relocating a PEC. 

	(h)
	(h)
	Activities and tasks carried out within the SRPA and classified areas shall be limited to only those necessary for processing a radiopharmaceutical. 

	(i)
	(i)
	Food, drinks, and materials exposed in patient care and treatment areas must not enter SRPA or classified areas. 

	(j)
	(j)
	A dynamic airflow smoke pattern test must be performed initially and at least every 6 months for all classified spaces and equipment. All dynamic airflow smoke pattern tests shall be immediately retrievable during inspection. A copy of the test shall be provided to the Board’s inspector if requested in accordance with the timeframes set forth in Section 4105 of the Business and Professions Code. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Members were provided the opportunity to comment. The Committee discussed the term “water closet” and determined it was a term of trade used by Department of Health Care Access and Information formerly known as OSHPD and was consistent. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided CCR section 1738.6 incorporates the USP standards related to microbiological air and surface monitoring and as proposed include requirements that are silent in the chapter. Such an approach provided clarity to the regulated and ensures everyone has a clear understanding of the Board’s requirements. 
	1738.6. MICROBIOLOGICAL AIR AND SURFACE MONITORING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
	radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	SOPs shall specify steps to be taken for processing radiopharmaceuticals when the microbiological air and surface monitoring action levels are exceeded, including the investigative and corrective actions, allowable activities, and resampling procedures. 

	(b)
	(b)
	At a minimum, to trend for growth of microorganisms, during biannual (every 6 months) recertification, any microorganism recovered (growth) shall be identified at least to the genus species, regardless of the CFU count. Professional judgement shall be used to determine the appropriate action necessary to remedy identified trends regardless on the action level. Investigation of a microorganism growth must be consistent with the deviation identified and must include evaluation of trends. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	The designated person shall review the sampling results and identify data trends at least every time sample results are received. The designated person shall evaluate trends to determine if corrective action is needed. The results of the review shall be documented in the facility’s SOPs and readily retrievable during inspection in accordance with the requirements in section 1738.9. 

	(d)  
	(d)  
	Incubators must be calibrated and operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and temperatures must be monitored during incubation, either manually or by a continuous recording device, and the results must be reviewed and documented as described in the facility’s SOPs. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
	Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
	Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised CCR proposed section 1738.7 establishes provisions for cleaning and disinfecting again requiring compliance with the provisions of the Chapter as well as explicitly stating that the agents use must be done so consistent with the manufacturer’s specifications. Dr. Serpa added the regulation language as proposed prohibits the storage of reusable cleaning supplies within 1 meter of the PEC. This prohibition was included in Chapter 797 but was not included in 825. 
	1738.7. CLEANING AND DISINFECTING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	Cleaning, disinfection, and sporicidal agents shall be used in accordance with manufacturers' specifications and shall occur at the minimum frequencies listed in Table 5 of USP Chapter 825. Incubators must be cleaned at least monthly. 

	(b)
	(b)
	Reusable cleaning supplies shall not be stored within 1 meter of the PEC. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised CCR proposed section 1738.8 will provide additional requirements for assigning beyond use dates to provide clarity and address issues not specifically included in the Chapter. The Chapter provides the process performed but does account for the expiration date of the ingredients. This was a common violation found in compounding making inclusion appropriate as it provides clarity to the regulated public and not all manufacture package inserts allow for an extension of the use-by time
	1738.8. ASSIGNING BUD 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)A radiopharmaceutical CSP’s beyond-use date (BUD) shall not exceed the shortest BUD of any of its components. 
	(b)
	(b)
	(b)
	No radiopharmaceutical CSP shall be administered after the labeled BUD. A dose shall not be sent for a scheduled administration that would occur after the labeled BUD. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Extension of a conventionally manufactured kit with a suggested use-by time shall not exceed the BUDs in Table 7 of USP Chapter 825, for the sterility of the preparation or product. Prior to the extension of a suggested use-by time for a conventionally manufactured kit, the SOPs must document at a minimum the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	Factors which necessitate its extension, which shall include a full assessment of patient needs for the extension. 

	(2)
	(2)
	 Evidence which supports that the extension maintains the appropriate quality and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in individual monographs, and other applicable parameters as clinically appropriate. 


	For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are specific to each facility’s location and kit. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided CCR section 1738.9 relates to the documentation requirements. As proposed the language will establish a requirement for a compounding record if the facility is deviating from the manufacturers approved labeling and makes clear that records must meet the requirements established in BPC section 4081 and establishes an audit trail for revisions and updates of records. 
	1738.9. DOCUMENTATION 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	A record of a preparation must include a compounding record compliant with section 9.2 of USP Chapter 825. 

	(b)
	(b)
	(b)
	Records of preparation with minor deviations or compounding shall be a single document. The document shall satisfy the requirements of USP Chapter 825, as well as the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	The assigned internal identification number shall be unique for each 

	preparation. 

	(2)
	(2)
	The manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date shall be recorded for each component for CSPs. Documenting solely the National Drug Code (NDC) does not meet this requirement. 

	(3)
	(3)
	The total quantity compounded shall include the number of units made and either the volume or the weight of each unit. 

	(4)
	(4)
	 The identity of each person performing the compounding and pharmacist verifying the final drug preparation 

	(5)
	(5)
	When applicable, endotoxin level calculations and readings. 



	(c)
	(c)
	Records required by USP Chapter 825 or this Article, shall be maintained in a readily retrievable form, for at least three years from the date the record was created or relied upon. If only recorded and stored electronically, on magnetic media, or in any other computerized form, the records shall be maintained as specified by Business and Professions Code section 4081 and 4105. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Records created shall be created and maintained in a manner to provide an audit trail for revisions and updates of each record document as described in this subsection. Prior versions of each record must be maintained in a readily retrievable format (easily readable or easily rendered into an electronic or paper format that a person can read) and include the changes to the document, identification of individual who made the change, and the date of each change. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised CCR section 1738.10 establishes the standards for preparation noting in some instances, the proposed regulation will be requiring something that is permissive in the Chapter. Dr. Serpa added as proposed the language requires documentation when deviations from the manufacturers approved labeling occur in the specified areas. The proposed language also addresses requirements for blood components to avoid cross contamination. 
	1738.10. PREPARATION 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Processing nonsterile radiopharmaceutical shall: 

	(1)
	(1)
	(1)
	Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are made pursuant to subsection (c). 

	(2)
	(2)
	Only use an area which is suitably cleaned and is uncluttered. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Have documented processes in its SOPs for activities (e.g., cleaning) between the preparation cycles of different nonsterile products. 



	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Processing sterile radiopharmaceutical (including intravascular devices) shall: 

	(1)
	(1)
	(1)
	 Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are made pursuant to subsection (c). 

	(2)
	(2)
	Use at least the minimum environmental standards from section 7 of USP Chapter 825. 



	(c)
	(c)
	(c)
	When preparing radiopharmaceuticals with minor deviations (“preparation with minor deviations” as defined in the USP Chapter 825) an SOP shall at least define the circumstances which necessitated the deviation and all quality control testing requirements and limits. Such circumstances shall, at a minimum, include patient need or facts that support the deviation that maintains the appropriate quality and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in individual monographs, and other a

	For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are specific to each location and manufacturer. Preparations with minor deviations shall maintain the same ingredients but may differ in their proportions. A deviation from the ingredients or proportions thereof exceeds the provisions allowed under a minor deviation and is not allowed under this Article. 

	(d)
	(d)
	Equipment and supplies initially used for processing of blood components (included Red Blood Cells) shall be solely dedicated for processing of blood components. Equipment and supplies shall be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected, in accordance with section 1738.7, prior to initiation of the next patient’s prescription. 

	(e)
	(e)
	When processing blood components all garb must be removed and replaced for each patient. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 
	Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and 
	Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided CCR Section 1738.11 relates to compounding and as proposed adds language to ensure the regulated public understands the need to following requirements for RAM licensure related to specified areas. RAM licensure requirements should be specified per the above by CDPH or other comparable authority, NRC. Dr. Serpa added the proposed language also references federal requirements related to components and documentation requirements related specifically to bacterial endotoxin testing. 
	1738.11. COMPOUNDING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of 
	radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	All compounding of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all radioactive materials licensing requirements for appropriate radiation safety considerations issued by the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, another state licensing agency that issues specific radioactive materials licenses, or the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to pursuant to section 32.72 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and ut

	(b)
	(b)
	Any active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) or added component used to compound a radiopharmaceutical shall be obtained from an FDA-registered facility and shall be accompanied by a valid certificate of analysis (COA). This COA shall be, at minimum, in English. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Except for sterile radiopharmaceuticals made for inhalation or ophthalmic administration, prior to releasing a sterile radiopharmaceutical made from one or more nonsterile component(s) results of bacterial endotoxin testing shall be reviewed and recorded. Results shall be documented in the compounding record specified in Section 9.2 of the USP Chapter 825. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided as proposed CCR section 1738.12 establishes dispensing requirements and provides clarity around labeling requirements but does not appear to be understood for outpatient dispensing. 
	1738.12. DISPENSING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) All dispensed radiopharmaceutical doses shall be labeled with the information required by Business and Professions Code section 4076 and section 1707.5. Outer shielding labels shall contain the name and contact information of the dispensing pharmacy. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa advised as proposed CCR section 1738.13 proposes requirements for repackaging that will apply making mandatory labeling provisions that are included in the Chapter, but currently not required. 
	1738.13. REPACKAGING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	The inner container of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled with the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	Standard radiation symbol 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 

	(3)
	(3)
	The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 

	(4)
	(4)
	(4)
	Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 

	(b)The outer shielding of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled with the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	Standard radiation symbol 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 

	(3)
	(3)
	The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 

	(4)
	(4)
	Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	Volume, or number of units (e.g., capsules), as applicable 

	(6)
	(6)
	Product expiration or BUD (consistent with Table 7 of USP Chapter 825), as applicable 

	(7)
	(7)
	Special storage and handling instructions 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided as proposed CCR section 1738.14 proposes requirements for quality assurance and quality control as cross reference to the Board’s quality assurance requirement included in existing regulation as well as the requirement established in USP Chapter 1163 and includes a requirement for scheduled actions, such as recalls. Dr. Serpa added as proposed, the regulation establishes notification requirements for adverse drug events, establishes timeframes for review of specified complaints, a
	1738.14. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) The quality assurance program shall comply with section 1711 and the 
	standards contained in USP Chapter 1163, titled “Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical Compounding”. In addition, the program shall include a written procedure for any scheduled action, such as a recall, in the event that radiopharmaceutical processing is discovered to be outside the expected quality and purity of the radiopharmaceutical. 
	(b)The Board shall be notified in writing within 72 hours of a complaint or adverse drug event involving a radiopharmaceutical. 
	(c)
	(c)
	(c)
	All complaints related to a potential quality problem with a radiopharmaceutical and all adverse events shall be reviewed by the pharmacist-in-charge within 72 hours of receipt of the complaint or occurrence of the adverse event. Such review shall be documented and dated as defined in the SOPs. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Failure to follow written SOPs shall constitute a basis for enforcement action. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 125.9, 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	Chairperson Serpa reviewed the language as proposed and believed it was appropriate. Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Chairperson Serpa thanked everyone for their diligence during the review. Dr. Serpa advised at the next meeting, the Committee will follow the same process for USP Chapter 795. Dr. Serpa added after the Committee has completed all of the chapters and proposed regulations, the Committee will consider acting and offer a recommendation to the Board for action. 
	A summary of the reviewed and updated sections is provided for Board records. 
	: 
	Repeal

	1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.3. Radioactive Drugs. 

	A radioactive drug is any substance defined as a drug in Section 201(g)(1) of the nuclei with the emission of nuclear particles or photons and includes any such drug 
	A radioactive drug is any substance defined as a drug in Section 201(g)(1) of the nuclei with the emission of nuclear particles or photons and includes any such drug 
	Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act or a radioactive biological product as defined in 21 CFR 600.3(ee) which exhibits spontaneous disintegration of unstable 

	or biological product which is intended to be made radioactive. This definition includes non-radioactive reagent kits and nuclide generators which are intended to be used in the preparation of any such substance but does not include drugs such as carbon-containing compounds, potassium-containing compounds or potassium-containing salts which contain trace quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides. Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Section 4025, Business and Profes
	or biological product which is intended to be made radioactive. This definition includes non-radioactive reagent kits and nuclide generators which are intended to be used in the preparation of any such substance but does not include drugs such as carbon-containing compounds, potassium-containing compounds or potassium-containing salts which contain trace quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides. Authority cited: Section 4005, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Section 4025, Business and Profes


	1708.4. Pharmacist Handling Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.4. Pharmacist Handling Radioactive Drugs. 

	A pharmacist handling radioactive drugs must be competent in the preparation, handling, storage, receiving, dispensing, disposition and pharmacology of radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear pharmacy course and/or acquired experience in programs approved by the Board. Education and experience in non-approved programs may be granted partial or equivalent credit, if, in the opinion of the Board, such programs provide the level of competence as approved programs or the Nuclear Pharmacy Competency 
	A pharmacist handling radioactive drugs must be competent in the preparation, handling, storage, receiving, dispensing, disposition and pharmacology of radioactive drugs. He must have completed a nuclear pharmacy course and/or acquired experience in programs approved by the Board. Education and experience in non-approved programs may be granted partial or equivalent credit, if, in the opinion of the Board, such programs provide the level of competence as approved programs or the Nuclear Pharmacy Competency 

	1708.5. Pharmacy Furnishing Radioactive Drugs. 
	1708.5. Pharmacy Furnishing Radioactive Drugs. 

	involved in the furnishing of radioactive drugs shall be under the immediate and 
	A pharmacy furnishing radioactive drugs is any area, place or premises described in a permit issued by the board where radioactive drugs are stored, processed, compounded, repackaged, or dispensed. A pharmacy exclusively furnishing radioactive drugs shall be exempt from the patient consultation area requirements of Title 16 Cal. Code of Regulations Section 1714(a) unless the Board finds that the public health and safety require their application. A pharmacist qualified under Section 1708.4 to furnish radioa
	direct supervision of such a qualified pharmacist. Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. 

	Proposal to Add Article XX as proposed with the following: 
	Article XX Radiopharmaceutical- Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging 
	1738. Radiopharmaceuticals – Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging 
	This article applies to radiopharmaceuticals as defined in USP Chapter 825.  In 
	addition to the requirements provided in this Article, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with the standards established by United States Pharmacopeia General Chapter 825, titled Radiopharmaceuticals –Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging (“USP Chapter 825” for the purposes of this Article). 
	Necessity: Clarity to the regulated public about the requirements to comply with the Section consistent with authority established in the law and the requirements of the Chapter. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.1 INTRODUCTION SCOPE AND COMPOUNDING DEFINITIONS 
	In addition to the definitions contained in USP Chapter 825, the following definitions apply to this Article and supplement the standards established in USP Chapter 825 when not otherwise provided in USP Chapter 825. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	 “Added substances” means ingredients that are necessary to compound a preparation but are not intended or expected to cause a pharmacologic response if administered alone in the amount or concentration contained in a single dose of the compounded preparation. The term is used synonymously with the terms inactive ingredients, excipients, and pharmaceutical ingredients. 

	(b)
	(b)
	 “Designated person” means a pharmacist identified as assigned, responsible, and accountable for the performance and operation of the radiopharmaceutical processing facility and for personnel who prepare, compound, dispense, and repackage radiopharmaceuticals. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	“Component” means any ingredient used in the compounding of a preparation, including any active ingredient, added substance, or conventionally manufactured product. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	“Diluent” means a liquid with no pharmacological activity used in reconstitution, such as sterile water for injection. 

	(d)
	(d)
	 “Processing,” “processed” or “processing activity” means the preparation, compounding, repackaging, or dispensing of a radiopharmaceutical. 

	(e)
	(e)
	The use of technologies, techniques, material, and procedures not described in USP 825 shall be based upon published peer-reviewed literature or documents meeting FDA approved labeling requirements in accordance with sections 201.56 and 201.57 of title 21, Code of Federal Regulations, showing the technologies, techniques, material, and procedures to be equivalent or superior to those described in USP Chapter 825. 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	Processing with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives shall be done in compliance with Health and Safety Code section 1602.5. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.2 RADIATION SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
	In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall meet the following radiation safety requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	Radiation detectors and measuring devices, and other necessary equipment may be placed inside an ISO Class 5 PEC but must be placed in a manner that minimizes disruptions of airflow. Necessity:  To provide clarity and ensure the appropriate type and material is used. The language establishes a requirement about what actions must be done versus should be done. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Disposable absorbent pads shall be changed after each type of radiopharmaceutical processing. 

	Necessity:  To provide clarity as the Chapter does not specify that pads must be changed. Changing pads is necessary to avoid cross contamination. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Any deviation made to lower radiation exposure to workers shall be evaluated and documented in an SOP by the designated person prior to the deviation occurring.  Exceptions to the environmental controls requirements must be documented in the specific radioactive materials license conditions issued by the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, or a specific radioactive materials license issued by another state or the United States N


	Necessity: Provides clarity to ensure that SOPs document the need for deviations. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.3. IMMEDIATE USE OF STERILE RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 
	The processing of radiopharmaceuticals for immediate use may only be done in a patient care setting meeting the applicable requirements in this Article. The patient care facility shall maintain all records required in Section 9 of USP Chapter 825 in accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081. 
	1738.4 PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS, TRAINING, AND HYGIENE 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Processing personnel experiencing any of the following: rashes, recent tattoos or oozing sores, conjunctivitis, active respiratory infection or and other conditions which could contaminate a sterile radiopharmaceutical, or the environment shall not be allowed to enter the compounding area unless approved by the designated person. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	The pharmacist with direct oversight over personnel performing radiopharmaceutical processing shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary to ensure the integrity, potency, quality, and labeled strength of radiopharmaceuticals as defined in the facilities SOPs. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Aseptic qualifications from one premises may be used for another premises if the SOPs , facilities . 
	and
	are identical 
	, and equipment are identical


	(d)
	(d)
	SOPs must clearly define the acceptable use and cleaning for reusable gowns that prevent possible contamination of the CSP and designated compounding area.  However, laundered garb must not be reused beyond one day unless garb is laundered with a validated cycle.  The facility’s SOPs must describe the process that must be followed should the facility allow for the reuse of garb. 

	(e)
	(e)
	Eyeglasses shall be cleaned as part of hand hygiene and garbing, consistent with the standards specified in the SOPs. 

	(f)
	(f)
	 Garb shall be donned and removed in an ante-area or immediately outside the SPRA. Donning and doffing garb shall not occur in the ante-room or the SPRA at the same time unless the SOPs define specific processes which must be followed to prevent contamination. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 

	1738.5. FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS 
	1738.5. FACILITIES AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	A sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of a restroom or water closet. 

	(b)
	(b)
	The temperature shall be monitored in SRPAs segregated radiopharmaceutical processing area and classified areas each day that processing is performed, either manually or by a continuous recording device. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Storage and elution of non-direct infusion radionuclide generators shall take place in an ISO Class 8 or better area. 

	(d)
	(d)
	(d)
	 If an SRPA is used: 

	(1)
	(1)
	(1)
	Except for walls, the SRPA’s visible perimeter shall be at least 1 meter from all sides of the PEC or in a separate room. 

	(2)
	(2)
	Surfaces within the SRPA shall be smooth, impervious, free from cracks and crevices, and non-shedding so they can be easily cleaned and disinfected and to minimize spaces in which microorganisms and other contaminants can accumulate. 

	(3)
	(3)
	Compounding shall not take place in the SRPA. 




	(e)(1) Testing and certification of all classified areas shall be completed by a competent individual. A competent individual is a technician who possesses a current accreditation issued by The Controlled Environment Testing Association (CETA), or under the direct supervision of an individual who possesses a current accreditation issued by CETA Certification shall be completed consistent with the provisions established in the USP Chapter 797, titled “Pharmaceutical Compounding—Sterile Preparations” (USP Cha
	(2)
	(2)
	(2)
	CETA standard(s) used to perform certification testing in all classified areas shall be recorded on the certification report as required and specified in USP Chapter 797. 

	(f)
	(f)
	SOPs shall specify steps to be taken if a classified area(s) fails to meet the specified ISO classification including the investigative and corrective actions, allowable activities, and retesting procedures. 

	(g)
	(g)
	All classified spaces and equipment must be recertified when there is any change in the Primary Engineering Control (PEC), or the compounding environment. For purposes of this subsection, a change includeswhen the PEC is moved, repaired or replaced, when the facility is modified in a manner that affects airflow or traffic patterns, or when improper aseptic techniques are observed. Further, SOPs must address the conditions under which recertification must also be completed when relocating a PEC. 

	(h)
	(h)
	Activities and tasks carried out within the SRPA and classified areas shall be limited to only those necessary for processing a radiopharmaceutical. 

	(i)
	(i)
	Food, drinks, and materials exposed in patient care and treatment areas must not enter SRPA or classified areas. 

	(j)
	(j)
	A dynamic airflow smoke pattern test must be performed initially and at least every 6 months for all classified spaces and equipment. All dynamic airflow smoke pattern tests shall be immediately retrievable during inspection.  A copy of the test shall be provided to the Board’s inspector if requested in accordance with the timeframes set forth in Section 4105 of the Business and Professions Code. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.6. MICROBIOLOGICAL AIR AND SURFACE MONITORING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	SOPs shall specify steps to be taken for processing radiopharmaceuticals when the microbiological air and surface monitoring action levels are exceeded, including the investigative and corrective actions, allowable activities, and resampling procedures. 

	(b)
	(b)
	At a minimum, to trend for growth of microorganisms, during biannual (every 6 months) recertification, any microorganism recovered (growth) shall be identified at least to the genus species, regardless of the CFU count. Professional judgement shall be used to determine the appropriate action necessary to remedy identified 


	trends regardless on the action level. Investigation of a microorganism growth must 
	be consistent with the deviation identified and must include evaluation of trends. 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	The designated person shall review the sampling results and identify data trends at least every time sample results are received.  The designated person shall evaluate trends to determine if corrective action is needed. The results of the review shall be documented in the facility’s SOPs and readily retrievable during inspection in accordance with the requirements in section 1738.9. 

	(d)  
	(d)  
	Incubators must be calibrated and operated in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications and temperatures must be monitored during incubation, either manually or by a continuous recording device, and the results must be reviewed and documented as described in the facility’s SOPs. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.7. CLEANING AND DISINFECTING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	Cleaning, disinfection, and sporicidal agents shall be used in accordance with manufacturers' specifications and shall occur at the minimum frequencies listed in Table 5 of USP Chapter 825. Incubators must be cleaned at least monthly. 

	(b)
	(b)
	Reusable cleaning supplies shall not be stored within 1 meter of the PEC. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.8. ASSIGNING BUD 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)A radiopharmaceutical CSP’s beyond-use date (BUD) shall not exceed the shortest BUD of any of its components. 
	(b)
	(b)
	(b)
	No radiopharmaceutical CSP shall be administered after the labeled BUD. A dose shall not be sent for a scheduled administration that would occur after the labeled BUD. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Extension of a conventionally manufactured kit with a suggested use-by time shall not exceed the BUDs in Table 7 of USP Chapter 825, for the sterility of the preparation or product. Prior to the extension of a suggested use-by time for a conventionally manufactured kit, the SOPs must document at a minimum the following: 

	(1)
	(1)
	 Factors which necessitate its extension, which shall include a full assessment of patient needs for the extension. 

	(2)
	(2)
	Evidence which supports that the extension maintains the appropriate quality and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in individual monographs, and other applicable parameters as clinically appropriate. 


	For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are specific to each facility’s location and kit. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.9. DOCUMENTATION 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	A record of a preparation must include a compounding record compliant with section 9.2 of USP Chapter 825. 

	(b)
	(b)
	(b)
	Records of preparation with minor deviations or compounding shall be a single document. The document shall satisfy the requirements of USP Chapter 825, as well as the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	The assigned internal identification number shall be unique for each preparation. 

	(2)
	(2)
	The manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date shall be recorded for each component for CSPs. Documenting solely the National Drug Code (NDC) does not meet this requirement. 

	(3)
	(3)
	The total quantity compounded shall include the number of units made and either the volume or the weight of each unit. 

	(4)
	(4)
	 The identity of each person performing the compounding and pharmacist verifying the final drug preparation 

	(5)
	(5)
	When applicable, endotoxin level calculations and readings. 



	(c)
	(c)
	(c)
	Records required by USP Chapter 825 or this Article, shall be maintained in a readily retrievable form, for at least three years from the date the record was created or relied upon. If only recorded and stored electronically, on magnetic 

	media, or in any other computerized form, the records shall be maintained as specified by Business and Professions Code section 4081 and 4105. 

	(d)
	(d)
	Records created shall be created and maintained in a manner to provide an audit trail for revisions and updates of each record document as described in this subsection. Prior versions of each record must be maintained in a readily retrievable format (easily readable or easily rendered into an electronic or paper format that a person can read) and include the changes to the document, identification of individual who made the change, and the date of each change. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4081, 4105, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.10. PREPARATION 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Processing nonsterile radiopharmaceutical shall: 

	(1)
	(1)
	(1)
	Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are made pursuant to subsection (c). 

	(2)
	(2)
	Only use an area which is suitably cleaned and is uncluttered. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Have documented processes in its SOPs for activities (e.g., cleaning) between the preparation cycles of different nonsterile products. 



	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Processing sterile radiopharmaceutical (including intravascular devices) shall: 

	(1)
	(1)
	(1)
	 Follow manufacturer preparation instructions, unless minor deviations are made pursuant to subsection (c). 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Use at least the minimum environmental standards from section 7 of USP Chapter 825. 



	(c)
	(c)
	When preparing radiopharmaceuticals with minor deviations (“preparation with minor deviations” as defined in the USP Chapter 825) an SOP shall at least define the circumstances which necessitated the deviation and all quality control testing requirements and limits. Such circumstances shall, at a minimum, include patient need or facts that support the deviation that maintains the appropriate quality and purity (radiochemical purity and radionuclidic purity) as specified in individual monographs, and other a


	For the purposes of this section, the facility shall have SOPs that cover and are 
	specific to each location and manufacturer. Preparations with minor deviations shall maintain the same ingredients but may differ in their proportions. A deviation from the ingredients or proportions thereof exceeds the provisions allowed under a minor deviation and is not allowed under this Article. 
	(d)
	(d)
	(d)
	Equipment and supplies initially used for processing of blood components (included Red Blood Cells) shall be solely dedicated for processing of blood components. Equipment and supplies shall be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected, in accordance with section 1738.7, prior to initiation of the next patient’s prescription. 

	(e)
	(e)
	When processing blood components all garb must be removed and replaced for each patient. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.11. COMPOUNDING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	All compounding of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all radioactive materials licensing requirements for appropriate radiation safety considerations issued by the California Department of Public Health pursuant to section 30190 of Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations, another state licensing agency that issues specific radioactive materials licenses, or the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant to pursuant to section 32.72 of title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and ut

	(b)
	(b)
	Any active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) or added component used to compound a radiopharmaceutical shall be obtained from an FDA-registered facility and shall be accompanied by a valid certificate of analysis (COA).  This COA shall be, at minimum, in English. 

	(c)
	(c)
	Except for sterile radiopharmaceuticals made for inhalation or ophthalmic administration, prior to releasing a sterile radiopharmaceutical made from one or more nonsterile component(s) results of bacterial endotoxin testing shall be reviewed and recorded.  Results shall be documented in the compounding record specified in Section 9.2 of the USP Chapter 825. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.12. DISPENSING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) All dispensed radiopharmaceutical doses shall be labeled with the information required by Business and Professions Code section 4076 and section 1707.5. Outer shielding labels shall contain the name and contact information of the dispensing pharmacy. 
	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.13. REPACKAGING 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	The inner container of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled with the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	Standard radiation symbol 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 

	(3)
	(3)
	The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 

	(4)
	(4)
	(4)
	Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 

	(b)The outer shielding of a repackaged radiopharmaceutical shall be labeled with the following: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	Standard radiation symbol 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	The words “Caution—Radioactive Material” 

	(3)
	(3)
	The radionuclide and chemical form (generic name) 

	(4)
	(4)
	Radioactivity with units at time of calibration and the calibration time 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	Volume, or number of units (e.g., capsules), as applicable 

	(6)
	(6)
	Product expiration or BUD (consistent with Table 7 of USP Chapter 825), as applicable 

	(7)
	(7)
	Special storage and handling instructions 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	1738.14. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 
	In addition to the requirements in the USP Chapter 825, the processing of radiopharmaceuticals shall comply with all of the requirements of this section. 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	The quality assurance program shall comply with section 1711 and the standards contained in USP Chapter 1163, titled “Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical Compounding”. In addition, the program shall include a written procedure for any scheduled action, such as a recall, in the event that radiopharmaceutical processing is discovered to be outside the expected quality and purity of the radiopharmaceutical. 

	(b)The Board shall be notified in writing within 72 hours of a complaint or adverse drug event involving a radiopharmaceutical. 

	(c)
	(c)
	All complaints related to a potential quality problem with a radiopharmaceutical and all adverse events shall be reviewed by the pharmacistin-charge within 72 hours of receipt of the complaint or occurrence of the adverse event. Such review shall be documented and dated as defined in the SOPs. 
	-


	(d) 
	(d) 
	Failure to follow written SOPs shall constitute a basis for enforcement action. 


	Authority cited: Sections 4005, 4008 and 4008.2, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 125.9, 4005, 4126.8, 4301, 4306.5, and 4342, Business and Professions Code. 
	IX. Review and Discussion of Enforcement Statistics 
	Chairperson Serpa advised included in the meeting materials were enforcement statistics reflecting enforcement related activities between July 1 and December 31, 2022. Dr. Serpa summarized the Board received 1,839 complaints during this period and closed 1,459 investigations. The Board secured three (3) interim suspensions orders, two (2) automatic suspension orders and has been granted four 
	(4) penal code 23 restriction. 
	Chairperson Serpa provided as of January 1, 2023, the Board had 1,450 field investigations pending. Dr. Serpa noted the average days for various stages of the investigation process were included in the meeting materials. Dr. Serpa noted there had been a large increase in the supervisor review time and second level review time. Dr. Serpa believed was in part due to a vacancy at the supervising inspector level. Dr. Serpa added the Committee should monitor for improvement in both areas. Dr. Serpa hoped that as
	Members were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	Members of the public were provided the opportunity to comment; however, no comments were made. 
	X. Future Committee Meeting Dates 
	Chairperson Serpa reminded the next meeting was scheduled for February 15, 2023, noting the meeting will be conducted in person, in Sacramento and members of the public were welcome to attend either in person or via WebEx. Dr. Serpa advised the Board respectfully requested that individuals attending in person follow COVID protocols. 
	XI. Adjournment 
	The meeting adjourned at 11:35 a.m. 
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	General 
	General 
	1. Where can I find FAQs and other information on USP Compounding Standards? 
	For FAQs on USP Compounding Standards, please see below: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	General Chapter <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding-Nonsterile Preparations 

	• 
	• 
	General Chapter <797> Pharmaceutical Compounding-Sterile Preparations 

	• 
	• 
	General Chapter <800> Hazardous Drugs-Handling in Healthcare Settings 

	• 
	• 
	General Chapter <825> Radiopharmaceutica/s-Preparation Compounding. Dispensing, and Repackaging 

	• 
	• 
	Compounded Preparation Monographs (CPMs) 


	2. Where can I find information about how to interpret and apply General Chapters? 
	The General Notices and Requirements describe the basic assumptions, definitions, and default conditions for the interpretation and application of USP-NF content. For example, Section 2.30. Legal Recognition describes the legal recognition of USP and NF. Section 3.10.30 Applicability ofStandards to the Practice of Compounding describes when USP compounding practice standards are or are not applicable. 
	3. Can USP provide some clarity as to when a preparation needs to be prepared as sterile (CSP) as opposed to as nonsterile (CNSP)? 
	<795> and <797> both describe compounded preparations that are required to be sterile or can be prepared as nonsterile. In general, preparations designed to be delivered to any body space that does not normally freely "communicate" or have contact with the environment outside of the body, such as the bladder cavity or peritoneal cavity, are typically required to be sterile. Additionally, ophthalmic products and compounded aqueous inhalation solutions and suspensions are required to be sterile. Otic preparat

	Introduction and Scope 
	Introduction and Scope 
	4. What is the definition of nonsterile compounding? 
	For purposes of General Chapter <795>, nonsterile compounding is defined as combining, admixing, diluting, pooling, 
	reconstituting other than as provided in the manufacturer's labeling, or otherwise altering a drug product or bulk drug 
	substance to create a nonsterile preparation. 
	Figure
	5. To whom do the standards in General Chapter <795> apply? 
	The chapter applies to all persons who prepare compounded nonsterile preparations (CNSPs) and all places where CNSPs are prepared for human and animal patients. This includes but is not limited to pharmacists, technicians, nurses, physicians, dentists, naturopaths, and chiropractors, in all places including but not limited to pharmacies, hospitals and other healthcare institutions, patient treatment sites, and physicians' practice sites. Personnel engaged in the compounding of CNSPs must additionally comply
	6. How do I know what are requirements versus recommendations in the chapter? 
	Generally, requirements in a General Chapter are conveyed by use of the term "must". Recommendations are conveyed by use of the terms "should" and "may". 
	7. What does "official date" mean? 
	The USP "official date" indicates the date by which affected users are expected to meet the requirements of a particular standard. Ensuring compliance with the requirements of these standards is the responsibility of the applicable regulatory jurisdiction. USP has no role in enforcement. 
	All text in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) or National Formulary (NF} that has reached its official date is "official text:' Although all text of the USP-NF that has reached its official date is "official text," not all official text states requirements with which compendia! users must comply. Some official text is intended to assist or guide compendia! users or to serve informational purposes. 
	8. When dothe revisions to General Chapter <795> become official? 
	The revision of <795> published on November 1, 2022, will become "official" on November 1, 2023. The "official date" indicates the date by which affected users are expected to meet the requirements of a particular standard. However, ensuring compliance with the requirements of these standards is the responsibility of the applicable regulatory jurisdiction. Regulatory bodies such as state boards of pharmacy may have a different official date. USP has no role in enforcement. 
	9. Doesthechapter apply for breaking or cutting a tablet into smaller portions? 
	No, breaking or cutting a tablet into smaller portions is not required to meet the standards in this chapter. 
	10. Does the chapter apply for reconstitution of conventionally manufactured nonsterile products (e.g., compounding kits)? 
	Reconstitution of a conventionally manufactured nonsterile product in accordance with the directions contained in the manufacturer approved labeling is not required to meet the standards in this chapter. Reconstitution that is not performed according to manufacturer approved labeling is considered nonsterile compounding and is subject to the requirements in the chapter. Compounding kits are within the scope of the chapter unless they are FDA-approved and reconstitution is performed in accordance with the di
	11. Am I required to use purified water for reconstitution of a 
	Figure
	conventionally manufactured product? 
	Reconstitution of a conventionally manufactured nonsterile product in accordance with the directions contained in the manufacturer approved labeling is out of the scope of the chapter. As such, the chapter does not specify the quality of water to be used for reconstitution. Compounders can reach out to other resources, such as the regulatory bodies in their jurisdiction or the manufacturer of the products, for additional information. 
	12. Is administration out of the scope of the chapter? 
	The intent of the chapter is to establish minimum standards for practitioners when preparing compounded nonsterile preparations in order to minimize harm, including death, to human and animal patients. The scope of the chapter is intended to be limited to compounding and the standards are designed to help ensure a CNSP maintains its integrity up until the time when administration begins. Administration is out of scope of the chapter, and for purposes of <795>, is defined as the preparation of a single dose 
	13. Does the chapter address compounded radiopharmaceutical dosage forms? 
	No. Compounding of radiopharmaceuticals is not required to meet the standards of this chapter as they are subject to the requirements in General Chapter <825> Radiopharmaceutica/s-Preparation, Compounding, Dispensing, and Repackaging. 
	14.Are the temperatures in the chapter expressed in degrees Fahrenheitor Celsius? 
	Unless otherwise specified, all temperatures in the USP-NF are expressed in degrees centigrade (Celsius) (see also General Notices 8.180 Temperatures). 
	15. Are products manufactured by 5038facilities or conventionally manufactured products considered active pharmaceutical ingredients (APls)? 
	No. The term "API" refers to any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used in the compounding of a preparation, thereby becoming the active ingredient in that preparation and furnishing pharmacological activity or other direct effect in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease in humans or animals or affecting the structure and function of the body. Also referred to as Bulk drug substance. A conventionally manufactured drug product is not an API but is typically manu
	16. Why were the categories ofcompounding (simple, moderate, and complex} in the previouschapter eliminated in the new revision? 
	These categories of compounding were originally adapted from <1075> Good Compounding Practices in 2011. They often led to confusion among users on how to apply the criteria and the chapter did not provide standards on how to use these categories in applying the compounding standards. 
	Figure
	17.Who can be the designated person(s)? 
	The designated person is one or more individuals assigned to be responsible and accountable for t he performance and operation ofthe facility and personnel for the preparation of compounded nonsterile preparations (CNSPs). Facilities must determine whether they have one or more designated person, select the designated person, and determine how to allocate responsibility if there is more than one designated person. 
	18. Does the chapter apply for repackaging ofa conventionally manufactured product? 
	No, repackaging of conventionally manufactured drug products is not required to meet the standards in this chapter (see <1178> Good Repackaging Practices for recommendations). 
	19. Please clarify the phrase, "variability from the intended strength of correct ingredients (e.g., ±10%of the labeled strength)''. 
	There may be variability from the labeled strength of a CNSP. The acceptable range is listed in the applicable monograph for 
	official articles. The acceptable range is ±10% of the labeled strength for nonofficial articles (i.e., 90-110%). 
	20. This section defines altering a drug or bulk drug substance as nonsterile compounding. Itisunclear whether flavoring a manufactured liquid would fall under this category or whether the preparation of premeasured kits, such as FIRST Magic Mouthwash and FIRST Omeprazole, would be required to meet the standards of this chapter. 
	Flavoring a manufactured product is compounding and must be conducted under compounding standards in accordance with 
	the exemptions for compounding in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, otherwise the drug product would be deemed 
	adulterated under the Act. Compounding standards apply to the assembly of premeasured kits. 
	21. When repackaging capsules into unit dose containers using a robotic system, is the BUD limited to 180days? 
	Repackaging nonsterile conventionally manufactured drug products is outside the scope of <795> so the BUD limits in Table 4 
	do not apply. See <1178> Good Repackaging Practices for recommendations. 
	Personal Hygiene and Garbing 
	Personal Hygiene and Garbing 
	22. What garb is required for nonsterile compounding? 
	Gloves must be worn for all compounding activities. Other garb (e.g., shoe covers, head or hair covers, facial hair covers, face masks. and gowns) should be worn as required by the facility's standard operating procedures (SOPs). Garb is recommended for the protection of personnel and to minimize the risk of CNSP contamination. The garb must be appropriate for the type of compounding performed. The garbing requirements and frequency of changing the garb must be determined by the facility and documented in t
	2
	Are gloves required to be wiped or changed before beginning to compound a CNSP with different components? 
	3. 
	The chapter recommends wiping or replacing gloves before beginning to compound a CNSP with different components to minimize the risk of cross-contaminating other CNSPs and contaminating other objects. General Chapter <795> does not describe the use of specific wipes or agents to use for wiping gloves. Facilities must determine whether gloves should be changed or replaced and the appropriate wipe/agent to use if they are wiped. 24. Can gowns be reused for multiple days if not soiled? If gowns are worn, they 


	Cleaning and Sanitizing 28. Can non-compounding personnel clean and sanitize the compounding space? Facilities must determine the appropriate personnel for cleaning and sanitizing the compounding space. The chapter does not specify who may perform the cleaning and sanitization procedures. However, the chapter does specify that knowledge and competency must be demonstrated initially and at least every 12 months for those that are cleaning and sanitizing. 29. Is daily cleaning only required when nonsterile co
	Cleaning and Sanitizing 28. Can non-compounding personnel clean and sanitize the compounding space? Facilities must determine the appropriate personnel for cleaning and sanitizing the compounding space. The chapter does not specify who may perform the cleaning and sanitization procedures. However, the chapter does specify that knowledge and competency must be demonstrated initially and at least every 12 months for those that are cleaning and sanitizing. 29. Is daily cleaning only required when nonsterile co
	Equipment and Components 33. Are containment ventilated enclosures (CVEs} required for non sterile compounding? No. The chapter requires facilities to assess particle-generating activities (e.g., weighing, measuring, or other manipulation of components) to determine whether a closed-system processing device is needed. The chapter does not require a closedsystem processing device but does require facilities to perform a process evaluation to determine whether a device is needed. A closed-system processing d
	Equipment and Components 33. Are containment ventilated enclosures (CVEs} required for non sterile compounding? No. The chapter requires facilities to assess particle-generating activities (e.g., weighing, measuring, or other manipulation of components) to determine whether a closed-system processing device is needed. The chapter does not require a closedsystem processing device but does require facilities to perform a process evaluation to determine whether a device is needed. A closed-system processing d
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	39. FDA prescribing information fora specific brand of Sterile Waterfor Irrigation says, ~'Sterile Water for Irrigation is not potable water and is not intendedfor oral administration." IfSterile Water for Irrigation is labeled as non-potable, may it be used as a component in a CNSP intended for oral administration? Sterile Water for Irrigation, USP is prepared from Water for Injection that is sterilized and suitably packaged. It contains no antimicrobial agent or other added substance. Water for Injection 
	Per <1231> 
	Figure
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	40. Is there any guidance on reverse osmosis (RO) systems, such as testing and maintenance requirements? Water from RO systems that is used as a component in CNSPs must meet the monograph requirements for Purified Water including <643> Total Organic Carbon and <645> Water Conductivity. RO systems must be maintained per manufacturer's recommendations. November 1, 2022 
	41. Regarding the statement, uonce removed from the original container, any component notused in compounding (e.g., excess after weighing) should be discarded and not returned to the original container to minimize the risk ofcontaminating the original container", given the risk of contamination that this could present, why isn't the ''should" a ''must"? There may be instances (e.g., drug shortages, controlled drugs) when discarding excess component is not possible. Personnel who perform weighing procedures 
	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	45. 
	How specific must the description ofthe container closure 
	bein the MFR? A thorough description of the container closure would be considered best practice, which ideally would also include the material of composition that is in contact with the compounded preparation. The size of the container closure may vary depending on quantity of prescription dispensed. For example, "White opaque HDPE airless pump." There should be enough detail so the selection of that container closure could be made by someone else. Labeling 46. Are all CNSPs required to be labeled, regardle



	50. Ifa stability study shows that a CNSP isstable for longer 
	50. Ifa stability study shows that a CNSP isstable for longer 
	than 180 days, can that BUD be assigned? No. General Chapter <795> specifies that the BUD for CNSPs may be extended up to a maximum of 180 days if there is a stability study (pL1blished or unpublished) using a stability-indicating analytical method for the APl(s), CNSP formulation, and material of composition of the container closure that will be used. If the CNSP is aqueous, the chapter additionally requires testing for antimicrobial effectiveness for extending BUDs beyond those contained in Table 4 (see 7
	54. What is the BUD of a stock solution with no API? 
	Section 10.4 states, For CNSPs prepared from one or more compounded components, the BUD should generally not exceed the shortest BUD of any of the individual compounded components. However, there may be acceptable instances when the BUD of the final CNSP exceeds the BUD assigned to compounded components (e.g., pH-altering solutions). If the assigned BUD of the final CSP exceeds the BUD of the compounded components, the physical, chemical, and microbiological quality of the final CSP must not be negatively i
	November1, 2022 
	58. How is the BUD of a CNSP affected by pH-modifiers or other stock solutions that are used as components? For CNSPs prepared from one or more compounded components, the BUD should generally not exceed the shortest BUD of any of the individual compounded components. However, there may be acceptable instances when the BUD of the final CNSP exceeds the BUD assigned to compounded components (e.g., pH-altering solutions). If the assigned BUD of the final CNSP exceeds the BUD of the compounded components, the p
	November 1, 2022 
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	Disclaimer: This document is intended to be a resource regarding adding flavor to conventionally manufactured nonsterile products. This informational document is intended to supplement USP General Chapter <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding -Nonsteri/e Preparations. This supplemental document is not part of the chapter, is not a comprehensive overview of the chapter, and is not intended to be used in place of the chapter. This document is not official United States Pharmacopeia -National Formulary (USP-NF) tex
	Questions may be sent to CompoundingSL@USP.org. 
	Questions may be sent to CompoundingSL@USP.org. 


	Background and Introduction 
	Background and Introduction 
	USP General Chapter <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding -Nonsterile Preparations provides official standards for compounding quality nonsterile preparations. Nonsterile compounding is defined as combining, admixing, diluting, pooling, reconstituting other than as provided in the manufacturer's labeling, or otherwise altering a drug product or bulk drug substance to create a nonsterile preparation. 
	Adding components (such as flavors) not stipulated in the labeling to conventionally manufactured products is compounding and has been within the scope of <795> since the chapter was first published in 2004. Flavors are organic chemicals with reactive functional groups including acids, alcohols, aldehydes, amides, amines, esters, ketones, and lactams. The effect of adding these substances, even in very small quantities or concentrations, to conventionally manufactured products is unpredictable due to the po

	Assigning Beyond-Use Dates (BUDs) 
	Assigning Beyond-Use Dates (BUDs) 
	BUD limits in <795> are based on the ability of a preparation to maintain chemical and physical stability and to suppress microbial growth. In the absence of stability data, BUDs must not exceed any of the following: manufacturers' recommendations, expiration date(s) of component(s), and BUD limits in <795>. In addition to stability data, aqueous preparations require passing antimicrobial effectiveness testing (see Antimicrobial Effectiveness Testing <51>) to extend 8UDs beyond <795> BUD limits. 
	November 1, 2022 
	Figure
	Table 1. BUD Limit byType of Preparation in the Absence of a USP-NFCompounded Preparation Monograph or CNSP•Speclfic Stability lnformationa 
	Type of Preparation I BUD (daysl I Storage Temperature" Aqueous Dosage,Forms(a..t0.60) Nonpreserved aqueous dosage forms• 14 Refrigerator Preserved aqueous dosage forms0 35 Controlled room temperature or refrigerator NonaqueousDosage Forms fa,.< 0 .60) Oral liquids (nonaqueous)d 90 Controlled room temperature or refrigerator Other nonaqueous dosage forms• 180 Controlled room temperature or refrigerator 
	' A shorter BUD must be assigned when the physical and chemical stability ofthe CNSP is less than t he BUD limit stated in the table (see 10.4 CNSPs Requiring Shorter BUDs). See Packaging and Storage Requirements <659>. 'Anaqueous preparation is one that has an aw, 0.6 (e.g., emulsions, gels, creams, solutions, sprays, or suspensions). 
	0 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	A nonaqueous oral liquid isone that has an aw< 0.6. 

	• 
	• 
	Other nonaqueous dosage forms that have an a.< 0.6 (e.g., capsules, tablets, granules, powders, nonaqueaus topicals, suppositories, and troches or lozenges). 



	Documentation Requirements 
	Documentation Requirements 
	Documentation may be written or electronic and must include: 
	► SOPs on each aspect of the compounding operation, QA and QC programs, and identity of designated person(s) 
	► Personnel Training and CompetencyAssessments as applicable to assigned tasks 
	► 
	► 
	► 
	Master Formulation Record for each unique formulation 

	► 
	► 
	Compounding Record each time a preparation is compoL1nded 


	► Component receipt 
	► Temperature monitoring of storage area{s) 
	► Cleaning andSanitizing logs 

	Summary 
	Summary 
	The requirements in <795> must be followed, including when adding flavor to conventionally manufactured nonsterile products, to minimize harm, including death, to human and animal patients that could result from 1) excessive microbial contamination, 
	2) variability from the intended strength of correct ingredients {e.g., ±10% of the labeled strength), 3) physical and chemical incompatibilities, 4) chemical and physical contaminants, and/or 5) use of ingredients of inappropriate quality. 
	Please refer to <795> Pharmaceutical Compounding -Nonsterile Preparations for complete requirements. Questions may be sent to . 
	CompoundingSL@USP.org

	November 1, 2022 
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	Scope Added information on types of Compounded Nonsterile Preparations (CNSP) for humans and animalsRemoved handling of hazardous drugs and added references to General Chapter <800> Hazardous Drugs –Handling in Healthcare Settings. Affected Personnel and Settings Added roles and responsibility of the designated person Designated person (DP)= one or more individual responsible and accountable for the performance and operation of the facility and personnel: Must have an SOP describingAll places where CNS
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	All personnel who compound or have direct oversight must be trained, demonstrate knowledge and competency prior to performing independently, and mustundergo annual refresher training. Designated person is responsible for implementing a training program and evaluating competency. This must be documented and retained. Should monitor and observe compounding activitiesMusttake immediate corrective action if deficient practices are observed as described in SOPs The designated person or an assigned trainer m
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	Proficiencymustbe demonstrated in at least the following core competencies:Hand hygieneGarbingCleaning and sanitizingComponent selection, handling, and transportPerforming calculationsMeasuring and mixingProper use of equipment and devices selected to compound CNSPsDocumentation of the compounding process (e.g., Master Formulation Records and Compounding Records)2-238
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	Compounding personnel must maintain appropriate personal hygiene, evaluate risk of potential contaminating conditions and report to the DP, who will evaluate if the personnel should be excluded from compoundingBefore entering a designated compounding area, compounding staff mustremove any items that are noteasily cleanable and that might interfere with garbing. At a minimum, personnel must:Remove personal outer garments Remove all hand, wrist, and other exposed jewelry or piercing that can interfere wit
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	Hand Hygiene, the use of alcohol-based hand rub alone is not sufficientWash hands with soap and water for at least 30 secondsDry hands with disposable towels or wipersAllow hands and forearms to dry thoroughly before donning glovesGloves mustbe inspected for punctures tears or holes and replacedGloves shouldbe wiped or replaced before beginning a CNSP with different components2-2312
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	Other garb requirements are determined by the facility. It shouldbe worn as needed to protect personnel or prevent contaminationGarb must be stored to prevent contamination (e.g., away from sinks to avoid splashing onto garb). Visibly soiled garb or garb with tears or punctures must be changed immediatelyMay reuse gown for one shift if not soiled and retained in the compounding area. Gloves, shoe covers, hair covers, facial hair covers, face masks, or head coverings, may notbe reused and must be replac
	Other garb requirements are determined by the facility. It shouldbe worn as needed to protect personnel or prevent contaminationGarb must be stored to prevent contamination (e.g., away from sinks to avoid splashing onto garb). Visibly soiled garb or garb with tears or punctures must be changed immediatelyMay reuse gown for one shift if not soiled and retained in the compounding area. Gloves, shoe covers, hair covers, facial hair covers, face masks, or head coverings, may notbe reused and must be replac
	Other garb requirements are determined by the facility. It shouldbe worn as needed to protect personnel or prevent contaminationGarb must be stored to prevent contamination (e.g., away from sinks to avoid splashing onto garb). Visibly soiled garb or garb with tears or punctures must be changed immediatelyMay reuse gown for one shift if not soiled and retained in the compounding area. Gloves, shoe covers, hair covers, facial hair covers, face masks, or head coverings, may notbe reused and must be replac
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	Designated compounding area is required:
	Be specifically designated for non-sterile compounding (SOP, LOD). Cannot be used for other activities during nonsterile compoundingAreas used to compound hazardous CNSPs must notbe used for compounding nonhazardous CNSPs.Have surfaces resistant to damage from cleaners and sanitizing agents and arranged in a way to prevent cross contamination form other areas.Shouldnot be carpeted. Maintained in a clean, orderly, and sanitary condition, and in a good state of repair.2-2318
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	Facilities:A source of hot and cold water and an easily accessible sink mustbe available for compounding. The plumbing system must be free of defects.Should use purified water, distilled water or RO water to rinse equipment and utensilsAll components, equipment, and containers mustbe stored off the floor and in a manner that will prevent contamination and permit inspection and cleaning of the compounding and storage area.Storage area temperature mustbe monitored daily when open and results mustbe stor
	Facilities:A source of hot and cold water and an easily accessible sink mustbe available for compounding. The plumbing system must be free of defects.Should use purified water, distilled water or RO water to rinse equipment and utensilsAll components, equipment, and containers mustbe stored off the floor and in a manner that will prevent contamination and permit inspection and cleaning of the compounding and storage area.Storage area temperature mustbe monitored daily when open and results mustbe stor
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	Facilities:A source of hot and cold water and an easily accessible sink mustbe available for compounding. The plumbing system must be free of defects.Should use purified water, distilled water or RO water to rinse equipment and utensilsAll components, equipment, and containers mustbe stored off the floor and in a manner that will prevent contamination and permit inspection and cleaning of the compounding and storage area.Storage area temperature mustbe monitored daily when open and results mustbe stor
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	Cleaning and SanitizingAll surfaces must be cleaned and sanitized:On a regular basis and as specified in the chapterBefore compounding if compounding does not occur dailyAfter a spill or if visibly soiledWhen cleaning and sanitizing are separate steps, cleaning comes firstEffectiveness, compatibility and residue must be considered when selecting agentsBoth cleaning and sanitizing must be documented.2-2322
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	Equipment and SuppliesMustbe suitable for the type of compounding processMustbe stored in a manner to minimize the risk of contaminationMustbe located to facilitate their use, maintenance and cleaningMustbe cleaned after compoundingMaybe dedicated or disposableMustbe inspected prior to useIf appropriate verify for accuracy as recommended by the manufacturer or at least every 12 months, whichever is more frequentSurfaces that contact components mustnotBe reactive, additive or sorptiveAlter the qua
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	If weighing, measuring or manipulating components which may become airborne, you mustevaluate if a closed system measuring device is requiredClosed system measuring devices includeBiological Safety Cabinets (BSC)Containment ventilated enclosuresBSCs and CVEs mustbeCertified every 12 months or/and directed by the manufacturer and all applicable laws and regulations2-2328
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	Component SelectionActive Pharmaceutical Ingredients  (APIs)Mustcomply with the USP-NF Monograph if there is oneCertificate of Analysis mustshow compliance with specificationsFor compounding in the US, mustbe sourced from an FDA registered facilityFor compounding outside the US, mustbe sourced from a facility which complies with local laws and regulationsActive pharmaceutical ingredient (API): Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used in the compounding of a preparation, thereby beco
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	Should have a COA which verifies it meets the USP-NF monograph and any additional specificationsCompounding in the USShouldbe manufactured by an FDA registered facilityIf it cannot be obtained from an FDA facility, the designated person mustselect a suitable component for the intended useFor compounding outside the US, mustcomply with the local laws and regulations2-2330
	Should have a COA which verifies it meets the USP-NF monograph and any additional specificationsCompounding in the USShouldbe manufactured by an FDA registered facilityIf it cannot be obtained from an FDA facility, the designated person mustselect a suitable component for the intended useFor compounding outside the US, mustcomply with the local laws and regulations2-2330
	Should have a COA which verifies it meets the USP-NF monograph and any additional specificationsCompounding in the USShouldbe manufactured by an FDA registered facilityIf it cannot be obtained from an FDA facility, the designated person mustselect a suitable component for the intended useFor compounding outside the US, mustcomply with the local laws and regulations2-2330
	Should have a COA which verifies it meets the USP-NF monograph and any additional specificationsCompounding in the USShouldbe manufactured by an FDA registered facilityIf it cannot be obtained from an FDA facility, the designated person mustselect a suitable component for the intended useFor compounding outside the US, mustcomply with the local laws and regulations2-2330
	All components other than the APIs
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	Master Formulation Records (MFR)A MFR mustbe created for each unique formulation of a CNSPAny changes or alterations to the MFR mustbe approved and documented according to the facilities SOPsCNSPs mustbe prepared according to the MFRThe preparation information is documented on a compounding record (CR)2-2331
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	Master Formulation record mustinclude at least the following:Name, strength or activity, and dosa
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	Master Formulation record mustinclude at least the following:Name, strength or activity, and dosa
	Master Formulation record mustinclude at least the following:Name, strength or activity, and dosa
	P
	ge form of the CNSPIdentities and amounts of all components; if applicable, relevant characteristics of components (e.g., particle size, salt form, purity grade, solubility) Container closure system(s)Complete instructions for preparing the CNSP including equipment, supplies, and description of compounding stepsPhysical description of the final CNSPBeyond-use date (BUD) and storage requirements2-2332
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	Master Formulation record mustinclude at least the following:Reference source to support the assigned BUDIf applicable, calculations to determine and verify quantities and/or concentrations of components and strength or activity of the API(s)Labeling requirements (e.g., shake well)Quality control (QC) procedures (e.g., pH testing, visual inspection) and expected resultsOther information needed to describe the compounding process and ensure repeatability (e.g., adjusting pH, temperature)2-2333
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	Be created for all CNSPsBe reviewed for completeness before the CNSP is releaseName or other unique identifier of person completing the review and date of the reviewPermit traceability of all components in case of a recall or quality issueA MFR may be used as the basis for a compounding record2-2334
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	A Compounding Record must:
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	Section 7. Master Formulation And Compounding Records 

	A CR  mmustust include at least the following: Name,  strength  or activity,  and dosage  form  of the  CNSP Date—or  date  and time—of  preparation of  the  CNSP Assigned  internal identification  number (e.g., prescription, order,  or lot number) Amethod  to identify the  individuals  involved in  the compounding process  and individuals  verifying the  final CNSP Name, vendor  or manufacturer, lot number, and expiration date  of each  component 
	2-23 35 
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	A CR mustinclude at least the following:Weight or measurement of each componentTotal quantity of the CNSP compoundedAssigned beyond-use date (BUD) and storage requirementsIf applicable, calculations to determine and verify quantities and/or concentrations of components and strength or activity of the API(s)Physical description of the final CNSPResults of quality control procedures (e.g., pH testing and visual inspection)MFR reference for the CNSP2-2336
	A CR mustinclude at least the following:Weight or measurement of each componentTotal quantity of the CNSP compoundedAssigned beyond-use date (BUD) and storage requirementsIf applicable, calculations to determine and verify quantities and/or concentrations of components and strength or activity of the API(s)Physical description of the final CNSPResults of quality control procedures (e.g., pH testing and visual inspection)MFR reference for the CNSP2-2336
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	A CR mustinclude at least the following:Weight or measurement of each componentTotal quantity of the CNSP compoundedAssigned beyond-use date (BUD) and storage requirementsIf applicable, calculations to determine and verify quantities and/or concentrations of components and strength or activity of the API(s)Physical description of the final CNSPResults of quality control procedures (e.g., pH testing and visual inspection)MFR reference for the CNSP2-2336
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	Elements of release inspection mustinclude: Physical appearance is as expected. Checked for certain characteristics (e.g., emulsions must be checked for phase separationCNSP and labeling match compounding records Inspection of container–closure integrity (e.g., checking for leakage, cracks in the container, or improper seals)All checks and inspections, and any other tests necessary to ensure the quality of the CNSP (e.g., pH, assays), mustbe detailed in the facility’s SOPs and the MFR and completed be
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	Label: A display of written, printed, or graphic matter on the immediate container of any article and mustcontain.Assigned internal identification number (e.g., prescription, barcode or lot number)Chemical and/or generic name(s), or active ingredient(s), and amounts or concentrationsDosage formTotal amount or volumeStorage conditionsBUD, the date, or the hour beyond which the preparation cannot be used and must be discarded2-2339
	Label: A display of written, printed, or graphic matter on the immediate container of any article and mustcontain.Assigned internal identification number (e.g., prescription, barcode or lot number)Chemical and/or generic name(s), or active ingredient(s), and amounts or concentrationsDosage formTotal amount or volumeStorage conditionsBUD, the date, or the hour beyond which the preparation cannot be used and must be discarded2-2339
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	Label: A display of written, printed, or graphic matter on the immediate container of any article and mustcontain.Assigned internal identification number (e.g., prescription, barcode or lot number)Chemical and/or generic name(s), or active ingredient(s), and amounts or concentrationsDosage formTotal amount or volumeStorage conditionsBUD, the date, or the hour beyond which the preparation cannot be used and must be discarded2-2339
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	Labeling on the CNSP shoulddisplay:Route of administrationIndication that the preparation is compoundedAny special handling instructionsAny warning statements that are applicableName and contact information of the compounding facility if the CNSP is to be sent outside of the facility or healthcare system in which it was compounded2-2340
	Labeling on the CNSP shoulddisplay:Route of administrationIndication that the preparation is compoundedAny special handling instructionsAny warning statements that are applicableName and contact information of the compounding facility if the CNSP is to be sent outside of the facility or healthcare system in which it was compounded2-2340
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	Expiration Date = applies to conventionally manufactured drug products Beyond use date (BUD) = the date or time beyond which a CNSP must be discarded (notused). The date or time is determined from the date or time when the preparation was compounded. Parameters to consider when establishing a BUDChemical and physical stability of the API and other added componentsCompatibility of container-closure system Degradation of container-closure system Potential for microbial proliferation If there is a USP–
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	Maximum BUD by Type of Preparation in the absence of CNSP-Specific Stability Information. Mustbe in a packaged in tight, light-resistant containers.Aw= water activity
	Maximum BUD by Type of Preparation in the absence of CNSP-Specific Stability Information. Mustbe in a packaged in tight, light-resistant containers.Aw= water activity
	Maximum BUD by Type of Preparation in the absence of CNSP-Specific Stability Information. Mustbe in a packaged in tight, light-resistant containers.Aw= water activity



	Type of Preparation 
	Type of Preparation 
	Type of Preparation 
	Type of Preparation 
	Type of Preparation 


	BUDs
	BUDs
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	Storage Temperature 
	Storage Temperature 
	Storage Temperature 



	Solid dosage forms 
	Solid dosage forms 
	Solid dosage forms 
	Solid dosage forms 
	(Capsules, tablets, granules, powders)
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	Controlled room temperature 
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	Preserved aqueous dosage forms 
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	Preserved aqueous dosage forms 
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	Non-preserved aqueous dosage Aw > 0.6  
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	(emulsions, gels, creams, solutions, sprays, or suspensions)
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	Nonaqueous dosage forms 
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	Nonaqueous dosage forms 
	Aw ≤ 0.6 
	(suppositories, ointments, fixed oils, or waxes)


	90d
	90d
	90d


	Controlled room temperature
	Controlled room temperature
	Controlled room temperature
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	Extension of the BUD:Max 180 day with a stability study (published or unpublished) using a stability-indicating assay for the specific API, CNSP, and container–closure that will be usedAqueous CNSP mustfirst be tested for antimicrobial effectiveness at the end of the proposed BUDCNSPs requiring a shorter BUD:Cannotbe extended past the expiration date or BUD of any component in the CNSPAPIs or ingredients known to be susceptible to decomposition2-2343
	Extension of the BUD:Max 180 day with a stability study (published or unpublished) using a stability-indicating assay for the specific API, CNSP, and container–closure that will be usedAqueous CNSP mustfirst be tested for antimicrobial effectiveness at the end of the proposed BUDCNSPs requiring a shorter BUD:Cannotbe extended past the expiration date or BUD of any component in the CNSPAPIs or ingredients known to be susceptible to decomposition2-2343
	Extension of the BUD:Max 180 day with a stability study (published or unpublished) using a stability-indicating assay for the specific API, CNSP, and container–closure that will be usedAqueous CNSP mustfirst be tested for antimicrobial effectiveness at the end of the proposed BUDCNSPs requiring a shorter BUD:Cannotbe extended past the expiration date or BUD of any component in the CNSPAPIs or ingredients known to be susceptible to decomposition2-2343
	Extension of the BUD:Max 180 day with a stability study (published or unpublished) using a stability-indicating assay for the specific API, CNSP, and container–closure that will be usedAqueous CNSP mustfirst be tested for antimicrobial effectiveness at the end of the proposed BUDCNSPs requiring a shorter BUD:Cannotbe extended past the expiration date or BUD of any component in the CNSPAPIs or ingredients known to be susceptible to decomposition2-2343
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	P
	Facilities preparing CNSPs must:Develop SOPs on all aspects of the compounding operationAll personnel who conduct or oversee compoundingMustbe trained on the facility’s SOPsAre responsible for ensuring that facility SOPs are followedOne or more persons mustbe designated to ensure SOPS are fully implementedThe designated person(s) mustensure follow-up occurs if problems, deviations or errors are identified2-2345
	Facilities preparing CNSPs must:Develop SOPs on all aspects of the compounding operationAll personnel who conduct or oversee compoundingMustbe trained on the facility’s SOPsAre responsible for ensuring that facility SOPs are followedOne or more persons mustbe designated to ensure SOPS are fully implementedThe designated person(s) mustensure follow-up occurs if problems, deviations or errors are identified2-2345
	Facilities preparing CNSPs must:Develop SOPs on all aspects of the compounding operationAll personnel who conduct or oversee compoundingMustbe trained on the facility’s SOPsAre responsible for ensuring that facility SOPs are followedOne or more persons mustbe designated to ensure SOPS are fully implementedThe designated person(s) mustensure follow-up occurs if problems, deviations or errors are identified2-2345
	Facilities preparing CNSPs must:Develop SOPs on all aspects of the compounding operationAll personnel who conduct or oversee compoundingMustbe trained on the facility’s SOPsAre responsible for ensuring that facility SOPs are followedOne or more persons mustbe designated to ensure SOPS are fully implementedThe designated person(s) mustensure follow-up occurs if problems, deviations or errors are identified2-2345
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	P
	Quality assurance (QA): A system of procedures, activities and oversight which ensures the compounding process consistently meets quality standardsQuality control (QC): The sampling, testing, and documentation of results that, taken together, ensure that specifications have been met before release of the CNSP.Musthave a formal, written QA and QC program that establishes a system of adherence to procedures, prevention and detection of errors and other quality problems, and appropriate corrective actions w
	Quality assurance (QA): A system of procedures, activities and oversight which ensures the compounding process consistently meets quality standardsQuality control (QC): The sampling, testing, and documentation of results that, taken together, ensure that specifications have been met before release of the CNSP.Musthave a formal, written QA and QC program that establishes a system of adherence to procedures, prevention and detection of errors and other quality problems, and appropriate corrective actions w
	Quality assurance (QA): A system of procedures, activities and oversight which ensures the compounding process consistently meets quality standardsQuality control (QC): The sampling, testing, and documentation of results that, taken together, ensure that specifications have been met before release of the CNSP.Musthave a formal, written QA and QC program that establishes a system of adherence to procedures, prevention and detection of errors and other quality problems, and appropriate corrective actions w
	Quality assurance (QA): A system of procedures, activities and oversight which ensures the compounding process consistently meets quality standardsQuality control (QC): The sampling, testing, and documentation of results that, taken together, ensure that specifications have been met before release of the CNSP.Musthave a formal, written QA and QC program that establishes a system of adherence to procedures, prevention and detection of errors and other quality problems, and appropriate corrective actions w
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	Notification About and Recall of Dispensed CNSPsFacility musthave an SOP and procedures in place toDetermine when a recall must be initiated, investigate and document the reasonRecall any unused product and quarantine remaining stockInvestigate if other lots are affected and recall if necessaryDetermine the severity of the problem and urgency for implementationDetermine the distribution of any affected CNSPIdentify patients who have received the CNSPReport the recall to the appropriate regulatory b
	Notification About and Recall of Dispensed CNSPsFacility musthave an SOP and procedures in place toDetermine when a recall must be initiated, investigate and document the reasonRecall any unused product and quarantine remaining stockInvestigate if other lots are affected and recall if necessaryDetermine the severity of the problem and urgency for implementationDetermine the distribution of any affected CNSPIdentify patients who have received the CNSPReport the recall to the appropriate regulatory b
	Notification About and Recall of Dispensed CNSPsFacility musthave an SOP and procedures in place toDetermine when a recall must be initiated, investigate and document the reasonRecall any unused product and quarantine remaining stockInvestigate if other lots are affected and recall if necessaryDetermine the severity of the problem and urgency for implementationDetermine the distribution of any affected CNSPIdentify patients who have received the CNSPReport the recall to the appropriate regulatory b
	Notification About and Recall of Dispensed CNSPsFacility musthave an SOP and procedures in place toDetermine when a recall must be initiated, investigate and document the reasonRecall any unused product and quarantine remaining stockInvestigate if other lots are affected and recall if necessaryDetermine the severity of the problem and urgency for implementationDetermine the distribution of any affected CNSPIdentify patients who have received the CNSPReport the recall to the appropriate regulatory b
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	Complaint Handling and Adverse Event ReportingFacilities mustdevelop and implement SOPs for receiving, acknowledging and handling complaints and adverse event reportsMustdesignate one or more persons to be responsible for handling complaints and adverse event reportsAdverse events mustbe reported in accordance with the facilities SOPs and all laws and regulations. If there is suspected patient harm, the patients and providers potentially affect mustbe informed.Complaints may include:Concerns or report
	Complaint Handling and Adverse Event ReportingFacilities mustdevelop and implement SOPs for receiving, acknowledging and handling complaints and adverse event reportsMustdesignate one or more persons to be responsible for handling complaints and adverse event reportsAdverse events mustbe reported in accordance with the facilities SOPs and all laws and regulations. If there is suspected patient harm, the patients and providers potentially affect mustbe informed.Complaints may include:Concerns or report
	Complaint Handling and Adverse Event ReportingFacilities mustdevelop and implement SOPs for receiving, acknowledging and handling complaints and adverse event reportsMustdesignate one or more persons to be responsible for handling complaints and adverse event reportsAdverse events mustbe reported in accordance with the facilities SOPs and all laws and regulations. If there is suspected patient harm, the patients and providers potentially affect mustbe informed.Complaints may include:Concerns or report
	Complaint Handling and Adverse Event ReportingFacilities mustdevelop and implement SOPs for receiving, acknowledging and handling complaints and adverse event reportsMustdesignate one or more persons to be responsible for handling complaints and adverse event reportsAdverse events mustbe reported in accordance with the facilities SOPs and all laws and regulations. If there is suspected patient harm, the patients and providers potentially affect mustbe informed.Complaints may include:Concerns or report
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	Complaint HandlingThe designated person mustensure that each complaint is reviewed to determine if a complaint indicates a potential quality problemMustinitiate and complete a thorough investigation into the cause of a quality problemMustconsider whether the quality problem extends to other CNSPsMustimplement corrective action, if necessary, for all potentially affected CNSPsConsider whether to Initiate a recall of affected/potentially affected CNSPsCease non-sterile compounding under all underlying
	Complaint HandlingThe designated person mustensure that each complaint is reviewed to determine if a complaint indicates a potential quality problemMustinitiate and complete a thorough investigation into the cause of a quality problemMustconsider whether the quality problem extends to other CNSPsMustimplement corrective action, if necessary, for all potentially affected CNSPsConsider whether to Initiate a recall of affected/potentially affected CNSPsCease non-sterile compounding under all underlying
	Complaint HandlingThe designated person mustensure that each complaint is reviewed to determine if a complaint indicates a potential quality problemMustinitiate and complete a thorough investigation into the cause of a quality problemMustconsider whether the quality problem extends to other CNSPsMustimplement corrective action, if necessary, for all potentially affected CNSPsConsider whether to Initiate a recall of affected/potentially affected CNSPsCease non-sterile compounding under all underlying
	Complaint HandlingThe designated person mustensure that each complaint is reviewed to determine if a complaint indicates a potential quality problemMustinitiate and complete a thorough investigation into the cause of a quality problemMustconsider whether the quality problem extends to other CNSPsMustimplement corrective action, if necessary, for all potentially affected CNSPsConsider whether to Initiate a recall of affected/potentially affected CNSPsCease non-sterile compounding under all underlying
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	Packaging and Transporting of CNSPS:Personnel shouldselect and use packaging materials that will maintain the physical and chemical integrity and stability of the CNSPsSOPs mustdescribe the packaging of CNSPsPackaging materials must simultaneously protect:CNSPS from damage, leakage, contamination and degradationPersonnel from exposureIf transporting CNSPs, the facility musthave SOPs that describe:The mode of transportationAny special handling instructionsWhether temperature monitoring devices are 
	Packaging and Transporting of CNSPS:Personnel shouldselect and use packaging materials that will maintain the physical and chemical integrity and stability of the CNSPsSOPs mustdescribe the packaging of CNSPsPackaging materials must simultaneously protect:CNSPS from damage, leakage, contamination and degradationPersonnel from exposureIf transporting CNSPs, the facility musthave SOPs that describe:The mode of transportationAny special handling instructionsWhether temperature monitoring devices are 
	Packaging and Transporting of CNSPS:Personnel shouldselect and use packaging materials that will maintain the physical and chemical integrity and stability of the CNSPsSOPs mustdescribe the packaging of CNSPsPackaging materials must simultaneously protect:CNSPS from damage, leakage, contamination and degradationPersonnel from exposureIf transporting CNSPs, the facility musthave SOPs that describe:The mode of transportationAny special handling instructionsWhether temperature monitoring devices are 
	Packaging and Transporting of CNSPS:Personnel shouldselect and use packaging materials that will maintain the physical and chemical integrity and stability of the CNSPsSOPs mustdescribe the packaging of CNSPsPackaging materials must simultaneously protect:CNSPS from damage, leakage, contamination and degradationPersonnel from exposureIf transporting CNSPs, the facility musthave SOPs that describe:The mode of transportationAny special handling instructionsWhether temperature monitoring devices are 
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	All facilities where CNSPs are prepared musthave and maintain written or electronic documentation to demonstrate compliance with this chapter.Mustinclude, but is not limited to, the following:Personnel training, competency assessment, and qualification records including corrective actions for any failuresEquipment records (e.g., calibration, verification, and maintenance reports)Receipt of componentsSOPs, Master Formulation Records, and Compounding RecordsRelease testing, including corrective actions
	All facilities where CNSPs are prepared musthave and maintain written or electronic documentation to demonstrate compliance with this chapter.Mustinclude, but is not limited to, the following:Personnel training, competency assessment, and qualification records including corrective actions for any failuresEquipment records (e.g., calibration, verification, and maintenance reports)Receipt of componentsSOPs, Master Formulation Records, and Compounding RecordsRelease testing, including corrective actions
	All facilities where CNSPs are prepared musthave and maintain written or electronic documentation to demonstrate compliance with this chapter.Mustinclude, but is not limited to, the following:Personnel training, competency assessment, and qualification records including corrective actions for any failuresEquipment records (e.g., calibration, verification, and maintenance reports)Receipt of componentsSOPs, Master Formulation Records, and Compounding RecordsRelease testing, including corrective actions
	All facilities where CNSPs are prepared musthave and maintain written or electronic documentation to demonstrate compliance with this chapter.Mustinclude, but is not limited to, the following:Personnel training, competency assessment, and qualification records including corrective actions for any failuresEquipment records (e.g., calibration, verification, and maintenance reports)Receipt of componentsSOPs, Master Formulation Records, and Compounding RecordsRelease testing, including corrective actions
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	R
	R
	R
	R
	Documentation required cont’d:
	ecords of cleaning and sanitizing the designated areaTemperature logsAccommodations to personnel compounding CNSPsInformation related to complaints and adverse events including  corrective actions takenAny required routine review (e.g., yearly review of QA/Q, yearly review of chemical hazard and disposal information)Records mustbe legible and stored in a manner that prevents their deterioration and/or lossAll required CR for a particular CNSP mustbe readily retrievable for at least 2 years after prepa
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	Title 16. Board of Pharmacy Proposed Regulation 
	Proposed changes to the current regulation language are shown by strikethrough for deleted language and underline for added language. 
	Amend title of Article 4.5 and Repeal sections 1735, 1735.1, 1735.3, 1735.4, 1735.5, 1735.6, 1735.7, and 1735.8 of Article 4.5, adopt a new title for and amend section 1735.2, adopt new titles and sections 1735, 1735.1, 1735.3, 1735.4, 1735.5, 1735.6, 1735.7, 1735.8, 1735.9, 1735.10, 1735.11, 1735.12, 1735.13, and 1735.14 of Division 17 ofTitle 16 of the California Code of Regulations to read as follows: 
	Article 4.5 Nonsterile Compounding iR PhaFmaeies 17~!i. COA'l(lOYREliRgiR bieeRseEl Pharmaeies 
	!a) "CoA113ouAeling" FReans aAy of the following acti>,ities occurring in a lieeRseel pl9arFAae·r, by er 1,1nEler the slalr,iewision of a lieeRsed pharFRaeist, r,iursuant ts a prescriptioA: 
	(1) Altering Hie dosage form er eleliverv systeFR of a drlalg {2) Altering t19e strength of a Elrng {3) CoFRaiRiRg eomr,oRents or active ingreElients !4) Pre13aring a eompeuRded Elr1,1g preparatieR freFR el9eFRieals or eulk Elrug suestaRees 
	!b) "Com(lounEling" does not ineluEle reeeRstitutien sf a Elrug pursuant ts a manufact1,1rer's direction{s), Rer does it iRcluEle t19e sale act of taelet splitting er erushiAg, capsule epeniAg, or t19e aElElition of flavering ageAt{s) ts enhance palataei lit'f. 
	!c) The paraR1eters aREl requiremeRts stateEl by Article 4.13 {Section 1735 et seq.) appl·t to all eompo1ainEiing practices. AdElitienal paraFReters anel requirements a13plieaele solely to sterile coFRpo1aineling are stateel lly Article 7 {SectioR 1751 et seq.). A1aithorit)' eiteel: SectioRs 4QQ5 anel 4127, Business aRd Prefessions Coele. Reference: Sections 4QQ5, 4Q:i!e, 4G:i!7, 4Q51, 4Q52,anel 4127, BusiRess and Professions CoEle. 
	1735. Compounding Definitions. 
	1735. Compounding Definitions. 
	In addition to the definitions contained in United States Pharmacopeia (USP) General Chapter 795 titled Pharmaceutical Compounding-Nonsterile Preparations "USP Chapter 795" for the purposes of this article, the following definitions apply to this article and supplementthe definitions provided in USP Chapter 795. 
	(al "Approved labeling" means the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) approved labeling in accordance with sections 201.56 and 201.57 of title 21. Code of Federal Regulations that contains FDA approved information for the diluent. the resultant strength, the container closure system. and storage time. 
	Board of Pharmacy Proposed Text Page 1 of 24 16 CCR §§ 1735 et seq (Rev 2.3.23) 
	(bl "Essentially a copy ofa commercially available drug product" means all preparations that are comparable in active ingredients to commercially available drug products. except that it does not include any preparations in which there has been a change. made for an identified individual patient, which produces for that patient a clinically significant difference, as determined by a prescribing practitioner. between that compounded preparation and the comparable commercially available drug product. 
	(cl Designated person(s) means one or more individuals assigned by the pharmacist-in-charge to be responsible and accountable for the performance and operation of the facility and personnel as related to the preparation ofthe compounded nonsterile preparations ("CNSP" for the purposes of this article). Nothing in this definition allows for the designated person to exceed the scope of their issued license. When the designated person is not the pharmacist. the Pharmacist-in-Charge (PIC) must review all practi
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	"Diluent" means a liquid with no pharmacological activity used in reconstitution, such as water or sterile water for injection. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	"Integrity" means retention ofstrength until the beyond use date provided on the label when the preparation is stored and handled according to the label directions. 


	(el "Product" means a commercially or conventionally manufactured product evaluated for safety and efficacy by the FDA in accordance with the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act. 
	(f) "Quality'' means the absence of harmful levels of contaminants. including filth, putrid, or decomposed substances, or the absence of active ingredients other than those listed on the label, or the absence of inactive ingredients otherthan those listed on the master formulation record as specified in USP Chapter 795. 
	(gl "Repackaging" means the act of removing a product or preparation from its original primary container and placing it into another primary container, usually of smaller size without further manipulation, when the act is not done pursuant to a prescription. 
	{i) "Strength" means amount ofactive ingredient perunitofa compounded drug preparation. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 ofthe Business and Profession Code. 
	17:IS,1. COAll)OYAr.liAe 9efiRitiOR5 
	fa) "AAte aFea" meaAs aA area witl=i ISO Class 8 er better air quality 1111:iere 13erssAAel l=iaml h•1gieAe aAEI garbiAg 13reeeelures, stagiAg ef esmponents, anel ether higl=i 13articulate generatiAg aeti¼'ities are 13erf:ormeel, that is aeljaeent to tile area elesignateel for sterile csm13sunaing. It is a transitisn area tllat begiAs the s•1stematie reauetien ofparticles, !')reveAts large fluctuatisns in air tem13erature ans 13ressures iA the cleanrsem, anel maiAtaiAs air flews frsm eleaA ts elir1¥ areas. 
	Board of Pharmacy Proposed Text Page 2 of24 16CCR §§ 1735 et seq (Rev 2.3.23) 
	(b) "BeyoAd use date" R'leaRs the date, or Elate aREI time, after which aEIR'linistration of a eomflOl,lnEleEI Elrl,jg 13re13aration shall not llegin, the 13re13aration shall not ee dis13ensed, anEI the i;ire13aration shall not Ile storeel (ethertllan for quaraAtine fll,lFfleses). 
	{c) "Biolegical Safety CalliAet (SSC)" R'leaRs a veAtilateEI caeinet for G0R'lflounEliAg sterile drug f)re13aratiens, ha...ing an 013eA front with iAward airflow for 13ers0Rnel iiretectioA, ElowAwarEI HEP.'\ filtereEI laminar airflow for 13roduct 13rotection, ana HEPA filtered e111:lausted air for environmental 13rotection. Where hazardous drugs are 13rei;iared, tl:ie exhaust air from tl=le biological safot>{ cabiAet sl::iall be a1313ro19riately reme•,,eel i9y 19ro13er1.,. desigAea el!ternal euilding e11hau
	d) 
	d) 
	d) 
	"Bulk drug substance" means any substance that, wllen used in tl=le 13reJlaration of a COR'lfl&undeEI Elrug prei;iaration, iirocessiAg, or 13aekaging of a elrug, is an acti>.•e ingredient or a finished Elosage forFR of the dr1:1g, but the term does not include an•( intermeaiate used in tl=le s•ynthesis of such substances. 

	e) 
	e) 
	e) 
	"Cleanroom or clean area or bulfor area" means a room or area wltl=I HEPA filtered air that provides ISO Class 7 or setter air Ejl:lality where the 19rimary engineering contrnl (PEC} Is i;ih•tslcally located. 

	1) For nonhazarelous com1901:1nEling a flOSiti'le f)ressure differential of Q.Q2 to Q.QS inch 'Nater column relative to all aeljacent spaces is required. 
	2) ~or hazardous comflOUAding at least 30 air changes i;ier hour of 1-!EPA filtereel SUflfll'f air and a negative riressure of between O.Ql to 0.Q3 inehes of water col1:1mn relative to all adjacent s13aces is required. 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	"Cornf)ouRding .'\septic Containment Isolator (Cl',CI)" means a unidirectional HEPA filtered airflow COR1floundiRg asefjtiG isolator (CAI) eesigned to flrO\'iee worl1er f)roteetion from e11posure to uneesirable le,..els of airborne drug tlcirougi:lout ti:le com13ounding and material transfer 13recesses and to f)roviee aR asef)tic environmeRt for eomflOUAding sterile 19reflarations. Air excl=lange witR ti:le surrouneliAg en'liroAment si:loulel not occur unless the air is first 13assed through a rnierobia I r


	{g) "ComrioundiRg Asefltic Isolator {CAI)" means a form of iselator Sflecificall•t' elesignee for nonha;iardeus coR'lpounding of flRarmaceutical ingreeients or i;iref)arations wl::iile lalatl=led v,•itl=I uniElireetioRal t-lEPA filtereEI air. It is designed to maiAtaiA an aseptie compouneing environFRent within tl=le isolator thro1:1ghout the Gornpo1:1neiRg and material transfer flrocesses. Air e11ehange into the isolator from tl=le surrouAding environment sl::iould Aot occur unless the air has first passed
	Board of Pharmacy Proposed Text Page3 of 24 16 CCR §§ 1735 et seq (Rev 2.3.23) 
	i:l) "Gontrelleel colel ternperahire" Fl'!eans 2 ElegFees to S Elegrees C (~§ elegrees to 4e ElegFees F). 
	(i} "GeAtrelleel freezer temperature" means 2!i elegrees to 1Q degrees C ( B degrees to 14 Elegrees F} or at a FaAge OtRerwise speeifieel t;iy tRe pRarmaeeutieal maAu~cturer(s) for tRat proeluet. 
	"CoAtrolleEl roeFR temperaturn" meaAs 20 elegrees to 25 elegrees C(€iS Elegrees to 77 Elegrees F). 
	m

	11ailaele elrug proeuct iAelueles all preparatioAs that are eeFAparatile in aeti>.•e iAgreelieAts to ceFAmereially a11ailallle Elr1a1g pFBelucts, eneept that It Elees Rot iAclude aAy prel')aratioAs in WRieh ti:iere has been a cRange, maee for an ielentifieel inelivielual patieAt, '""RiCA proeluees fer tRat patient a eliAieally significant eli#erenee, as eleterrniAeEl B'/ a l')reserieing practitioner, Between that eoml')otcmeleel !')reparation anel ti:le comparaele eommeFeially a~•ailallle elrug proelalet. 
	(I<) "Cow/ or esseAtially a eepy" of a eomrnereially a

	(I} "E>ail\1' meaAs oeeurring eveFy elay the pi:larmaey is operatiAg, eHeept wRen eaily meAitoriAg of refrigerator anel freezer temperat1a1re are req1a1ireel, tRen Elally means every 24 !<lours. 
	m) "E)isplaeemeAt airflow methoel" means a concept WRieR lltilizes a low press1a1re Eli#erential higR airflow priAeiple to maintaiA segregation from tRe aejacent aAte area ey meaAs of specific press1a1re EliffereAtials. Tl<lis priAciple of ElisplaeemeAt airflow SR all require aA air veloeit'( of 10ft per FAiAYte er mere, fro FA fleer to ceiliAg aAEI wall to wall, from the eleaA area across the liAe of demarcatieA iAto tRe a Ate area. Tl:le ElisplaeemeAt coAeept may not ee llseel to maiAtaiA clean area reqll
	(A} "Dosage llAit" FReans a qYaAtity sufficieAt far oAe aelministration to one patieAt. 
	{a) "EEJuiprnent" rneans items that FAYSt Ile ealillrateel, rnaiAtaiAeel or 13erioelieally certifieel. 
	!'I) "~irst air" meaAS the air exiting ti<le HEPA filter in a 1o1nielirectional air stream tl:lat is essentially 
	particle ffee. 
	(ei) "Glo¥eel fingertip sampling" rneaAs a 13rocess whereby eempouneling personRel ligi:ltl•,' press eaei:l fiAgertip anel th1o1me of each haRel onto ap13ropriate growth meelia, wl:lieh are theR ineubateel at a tem13erature anel for a tiR'le perioel eonelllei¥e ts multiplieatioR of FAicroorgaAisms, aRel tl:leR mmmiReel fur growtl:l of mieFoorgaAisms. 
	r) "Jala;iarelolls" meaAs all aAti Reo13lastle ageRts ielentifieel lly Hie NatieAal IRstitute for Oeeu13atienal Safety aAd Mealth (~IIQS~I) as meetiAg the criteria for a i<lazarelous elrug aml aRy other elrugs, eom13euRels, er materials ielentifieel as ha;iarEleus ey the Jll:larmaeist in eRarge. 
	{s) "Integrity" FAeans retention of patency uAtil tRe eeyoAEl use elate provieled en Hie laeel, so leAg as 
	the 13re13aration is stored and hanelleel aeeereliAg to ti:le label direetioAS, 
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	(t) "lot" means ene er more eernpeundea Elrug f)ref)aration(s) f)Fef)area eluring ene uninterruf)ted contiRllOlls e,•cle of cornf)01,meling from one or more common active ingreelient(s). 
	M"Meelia fill test" means a test useel to rneas11re tlrn effieacy of cornjleunaing f)ersennel in ase13tic techniq1;1es whereb~• eemjlounding f)reeedures are mirnicl~eel using a growth bases rneelia ana then the resulting jlrejlaratien is e¥aluateel for sterility. The meelia fill test must mimic the mast eomjlleK cornf)ollnding f)rocedures f)erformeel ay the f)harmaey. 
	(11) 
	(11) 
	(11) 
	"~Ian sterile to sterile aateh" means any cornf301;1neled drug f)Fe13aration containing two (2) or more blnits y•ith any ingredient that was at any time non sterile, regardless of interYening sterilization of tfciat ingredient. 
	elosage 


	(w) 
	(w) 
	"Parenteral" means a 13reparatien of elrugs adminlstereel in a manner etfcier tl:\an tl:\reugl:\ the eligestive traet. It does not (x) "Personal preteeti>Je eeiuif)ment" means clothing or devices that protect tfcie ernple·,ee from ei1posure to compounding ingreelients anel/er potential teKins anel rninimiZce the centarniRation of com1301;1neled 13re13arations. Tfciese inelt1de shoe covers, head and facial hair co¥ers, faee masks, gowns, anel gle¥es. 

	y) 
	y) 
	"Potency" means active ingreelient strengtl:\ 'Nitfciin +/ 10% {er the range Sf)ecifieel in USP37~1r32, 37tfci Re>Jision, Through 2nd Sup13lement leffecti•re December 1, 20H) of the laheleel amount. Sterile injectable 13roablcts com13oblndeel soleIvfrom eomrnerciall•t manufaetureel sterile f)harrnaceutical f)roducts in a health care facility licensee under section 1250 efthe lalealth anel Safety Ceele are eKem13t from this definition. For those ei<em13t, the range shall be calculateel anel elefineel in the 

	(z) 
	(z) 
	"Preparation" means a elrug er nutrient cem13ouneled in a licensed pllarmacy; tile 13ref"aration ma'f er ma•r net be sterile. 


	aa) "Prescriber's office" or "f)resGriber office" means an office or suite of offices in ,,,..l:licll a 13rescriber 
	reg1;1larly sees patients for outpatient aiagnosis and treatment. This eleflAitien eloes net incluele any 
	1( , or ether facility, whether or net separately licensee!, tl:lat may be affiliated with, 
	hos11ital, 11harmae

	a€ijaeent to, er co ewneel by, the f)rescriber's f)Factiee environment. 
	ab) "Primaf)' EAgineering Control (PieC)" means a de•;ice that pro,..ieles an ISO Class 5 or better en•,irenment threugll tile use of non tyrbulent, unielireetienal MEP.'\ filtereel first air for comf)oYneling sterile 13re13arations, Eimmf)les of PEG de¥ices include, but are net limited to, laminar airflow werkbenclles, eiological safety cabinets, sterile eomf)ouneling automated robots, corn110unding ase13tic isolators, and eomf)OYneling asef)tic coAtainment isolators. 
	ac) "Precess •;alielation" means elemenstrating that when a 13recess is re13eateel within Sf)ecifieel limits, the 13roeess will consistently 13roel1,1ce 13reparatiens com13lying witl:l 13reeleterrnineel reEjuirements. If any as13ect of tile precess is changeel, the 13rocess wo1;1lel neeel to be reYalielateel. 
	(ael) "Preeluct" means a commercially manufactblreel arng er nutrient evalYateel for safety anel efficacy 
	eytlle FDA. 
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	,ae) "Ol,lalit'/' meaRs Hie abseAee sf t'larmf1,1I le·..els ef eentamiAaRts, inel1c1diAg liltR, 131,1trid, OF eleeor:n13osed s1,10staAees, the absenee efactiue iRgredieRts other than these listed BR the la eel, aREI the aasenee sf inactive iAgredieAts stl'ler tl=iaA these listed eA tl'le masterform1,1la dee1,1meRt. 
	,af) "Segregated sterile eom1301,1nding area" means a designated space fer sterile ts sterile esR1pe11neling where a PEG is loeated within either a deffiarcateel area !at least three foot 13erimeter) er iA a separate ream. S11el'I area er ream shall not rnntain and st'lall be vsid of acti·,.ities and FAaterials that are eictraneeus te sterile eoFA13eunding. Tl:ie segregated sterile eeFA1301,1nding area sl=iall net be iA a leeation tl:iat llas wmialed winde•AJs er doors tl=iat eonneet ts tl=ie outdeers, in a
	,1) The llUD ef a sterile drng preparatien maele in a segregated sterile cornpe11nding area is limiteel to 12 h011rs or less as defined by seetien 1751.ll(d). 
	(2) When tile PEG in t"1e segregated sterile eempeuneliAg area is a Cl'I or a CACI anel tl'le eloE11rnentatien preYideel by tl=ie man11foct1c1rer shews it FAeets the requirements listeel in seetien 1751.4(f)(l) (3), the assigneel BYE> shall eomf')ly with section 1751.ll(a b) er (el). 11e ingredient f3er 1,1Rit of a EOFRpe1,1naed drug f3Fef3aratien 
	(ag) "Strength" means aFR011nt ef aeti

	"1:1thority citea: lieetions 499a an£! 4127, Business anel ProfessieAs Ceele. Reference: Sectiens 4995, 4936, 4037, 4051, 4052, aREl 4127, BusiRess anel Prefossiens Coele. 
	1735.1. Introduction and Scope-Nonsterile Compounding 
	In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 795, the preparation of CNSP shall meet the following 
	requirements ofthis article. 
	(al For the purposes ofthis article, nonsterile compounding occurs, by or underthe supervision of a licensed pharmacist, pursuant to a patient specific prescription. 
	(bl Repackaging of aconventionally manufactured drug product shall be not considered compounding but must be compliant with USP General Chapter 1178 titled Good Repackaging Practices. 
	(c) Reconstitution of a conventionally manufactured drug product in accordance with directions that have not been Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved in accordance with 21 U.S.C.A Section 3S5 is considered compounding and this article applies. 
	(di Unless otherwise provided in this article. no CNSP shall be compounded unless the CNSP is compounded for an identified individual patient based on the receipt of a valid prescription order ora notation, approved bythe prescriber, on the prescription thata compounded preparation is 
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	necessaryfor the identified patient and the CSNP otherwise meets the requirements of section 503A ofthe Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. section 353a}, as applicable. 
	(el Notwithstanding subdivision (el, a limited quantityof CNSP may be prepared and stored in advance of receipt of a patient specific prescription document where. and solely in such quantity, as is necessaryto ensure continuity ofcare for individual patients ofthe pharmacy based on a documented historyof prescriptions for those individual patients. 
	(fl In addition to prohibitions and requirements for compounding established in federal law pursuant to 21 U.S.C. section 353a, no CNSP shall be prepared that: 
	[l} Is essentially a copy ofone or more commercially available drug products. unless: 
	(Al the drug product appears on an ASHP (American Society of Health-System Pharmacists} or FDA Drug Shortages Database that are in short supply at the time of compounding and at the time of dispense. or 
	(Bl the compounding of that CNSP is justified by a specific, documented medical need made known to the pharmacist prior to compounding A copy of the documentation ofthe shortage or the specific medical need shall be maintained in accordance with Business and Profession Code section 4081 for three years from the date of receipt of the documentation. 
	(2) Is made with any component not intended for use in a CNSP for the intended patient population. 
	(l=½g} Priorto allowing any CNSP to be compounded. the pharmacist-in-charge shall complete a selfassessment consistent with the requirements established in section 1715. 
	(ih) In addition to the provisions provided in Section 1707.2, consultation shall be provided to the patient and/or patient's agent concerning safe handling and disposal of the CNSP and related supplies furnished to the patient and/or patient's agent. 
	Hi} CNSPs with human whole blood or human whole blood derivatives shall be prepared in compliance with Health and Safety Code section 1602.5. 
	(l~j} CNSPs considered to be hazardous drugs as defined in USP Chapter 800 titled Hazardous Drugs Handling in Healthcare Settings shall be handled in compliance with that Chapter and relevant provisions of Pharmacy Law. 
	-

	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4105. 4126.8 and 4169. 4301, 4306.5 and 4332 ofthe Business and Profession Code. 
	1735,2, Compo11nEling limitatioRs anEI Req11irements; Self Assessment 
	{al [xce13t as specifiee! in {b) ;ma (cl, RO ar1,1g J;lreparatioR shall be eoR1po1,1Rded J;1rior to receiJ;lt by a J;lharmaey of a valid prescription for an inaiviE11,1al patient where tRe prescriber has appro.,.eel 1,1se of a 
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	EOR'lpOYREleEI Elri,ig 13reparatieA eitl=ler orally or iA writiRg. Where ap13re>Jal is giveR erall•/, that ap13ro¥al SA the prescriptieR prier to EOR'lpeuAEliAg. 
	shall 13e AsteEI 

	{13) Apl9arFAaey may prepare aREI store a liR'liteEI quaRtity of a eompouRdeEI Elrug preparatioR iR aEl,.,ance of receipt of a patieRt specific prescriptioR where aREI solely iR such quaRtity as is necessary to eRsure coAtiRuity of care for an iEleRtified population of J3atieAts of the pharmacy based on a ElocumeAteel history of presEriJ3tieAs for tl=lat fjatieRt pepulatieR. 
	l(c) A "reasonable quantity" that may be furnished to a prescriber for office use by the prescriber as 
	authorized by Business and Professions Code section 4052, subdivision (a)(l), means that amount of 
	J 
	compounded drug preparation that: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Is ordered 13y tl=le prescriber or the prescriber's agent using a purchase order er etl=ler doeumentatien received by the pharmacy prier to furnishing that lists the number of patients A or to 13e seeA iR tl=le prescri13er's office for whom tl=le drug is Reeeleel er aRticipateEI, anel the eiuaAtity for eaeR patient diat is sufficient for effiee adrniRistration; anel {2) Is delivered to the prescri13er's office aAd sigRed for by tl=le prescriber or the prescriber's ageAt; aAd 1(3) Is sufficient for administr
	see


	(q) 
	(q) 
	n1at the pharmacist has a creelil31e 13asis for eenelueling it is a reasonable quantity for office l!Se considering the intended use of the compounded medicatieR and the nature of the 13rescril3er's practice; aAel ,si WitR regard to any iAdi.,.id1;1al prescril3er to w19em tRe pharmacy furnis"1es, and witl=l regard te all fjresEril3ers to wheR'l tl=le pliarR'lacy furnisl=les, is an aR'l9llAt which tRe pharR'lacy is ca13able of ceR'lpe1;1nding in coR'lpliance with flharmace1;1tical standards for iAtegrity, pe


	{d) No plclarrnacy or pl=larrnaeist shall compounel a dnig preparatieR tl=lat: 
	{1) Is elassifieel 13y tlcle FDA as demonstrably elifficlllt to eompo~rnd; {2) Appears en an FE)A list of dnigs t"1at Rave 13eeR withdrawn or removed frorn the rnarket 13ecause Sl!EA elrugs or compoAeAts of Sl!ER dr1;1gs 19ave 13een found to be unsafe er not effeeti•;e; er 
	(3) Is a copy er esseAtially a copy of oAe er mere commercially available elrug products, unless that drug product a13pears en an J\S~P ,American Society of Healtl=l Systern P"1arR'lacistsl er FDA list of drugs that are in short su13ply at the time of COR'lJ30l!AdiAg and at t"1e time of dis13ense, and t19e compounding of t19at el rug preparation is justified 13y a speEific, de61s1R'lented medical need R'lade known to the pharmacist prier to cem13eunding. The fll=larrnacy shall retain a copy of 
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	-Commented [SA1]:Thisportion ofthe language is not being repealed. However, for ease of the user is being reflected with the remainder ofthe new text below. 
	Commented [SA2]: This portion ofthe language is not being repealed. However~ for ease ofthe user is being 
	reflected with the remainderofthe new text below. 
	the elornrnentation of the shortage anel tl:1e speeifie medieal nee el in the pharmae11 recorels for three ·tears from tl:le elate of reeeipt of ttle doc1a1mentation. 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	A elrng 13reparation sl:iall net be eoFRpe1a1neleel until tl:ie flRarmacy Ras first prepared a »Jritten FRaster formula eloeurnent tlciat inclueles at least the following elements: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Active ingreelients to be 1a1seel. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Equipment to be useel. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Ttle ma)Eimblm allowable beyenel use elate for tl:le prei,iaration, anEI tl:le rationale or reference source jYstifying its determination. 

	(q) 
	(q) 
	lnaetitJe ingreelients to be useel. 

	(li) 
	(li) 
	Specific and essential eompouneling steps blsed to prepare the elrng. 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	Quality reviews required at each ste19 in 19reparation of tlcie drug. 

	(7) 
	(7) 
	Post eem13ouneling precess or procedures requireel, ifany. 

	(8) 
	(8) 
	Instructions for storage anel hanelling of tlcie eomi,ioundeel dr1a1g 13re19aration. 



	(f) 
	(f) 
	Where a pharmacy does not routinely eompo1,1nel a partic1,1lar drug pre13aration, the master form1a1la reeerel fer tlciat j3reparation ma11 be reeoreled on the prnseription document itself. 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	(g) 
	The pl=larmaeist flerforming or super¥ising eompo1,1neling is responsible for the integrity, potenc1, q1,1ality, anel labeleel strength of a eompoundeel elrug pre13aratien until the beyonel 1a1se elate inelicateel on tl=le label, se long as label instn,ictions for storage anel lcianelling are followeel after the flreparation is 
	1


	elispenseel. 

	(h) 
	(h) 
	All chemicals, bull1 elrug sblbstanees, elrug preel1a1ets, anel other eemflonents useel for elrblg 


	eornpo1a1neling sl:iall ee storeel anel 1a1seel accorEling to eompenelia anel other ai,iplieable requirements to maintain tl=leir integrity, potency, q1,1ality, anel labeled strengtl=l. 
	(i) every cornpebineleEI El rug weparation sl=lall be gi>ren beyonel blSe elate reflresenting the elate or date anEI time beyond whicl=l tl=ie cem13oblneled Elrbig pFeparation SRobilel not be blSeel, storeEI, transporteel OF aElministereel, anel determined based on tl=ie proiessional jblelgment of tl=le pRaFrnaeist performing or 
	5UflOF¥ising tRe eompo11nEling. 
	(1) For non sterile compoundeel drblg preparation(s), tlcie beyonel use Elate shall not e*ceed any oftl=le following: 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	tl=le shortest el~fliration date er be•tonel use elate of an•f ingreelient in the eompo1,1nE1ed elrng pFeparation, 

	(B) 
	(B) 
	tl=le chemical stability of anv one ingredient in the eornpoundeel elrug preflaration; 

	(C) 
	(C) 
	tlcie chemical stabilit•t of tlcie combination of all ingFedients in the eompo11neleel elrng flreparation, 

	(Q) 
	(Q) 
	for non aq1,1eo1a1s fornrn!ations, 18Q elays or an exteneleel elate estaelisl:ied by the plciaFmacist's reseaFCl=l, analysis, and eloc1a1mentation, 

	(E) 
	(E) 
	foF water containing oral foFFAbilatiens, 1q days er an ei(teneleEI elate established by the phaFmacist's research, analysis, and elocuFAentation, and 
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	{F) for water ceRtaiAiRg tepieal/derFRal aRd FRueesal li11uiel aAd seFRisolid ferFRulatioRs, 30 days or aR eicteAded date establisl:led by tl:le pl:larFRacist's researcl:l, aAalysis, a A el eloeuFReRtatioA. 
	(G) A pl:larFRacist, usiRg his or her prefessieAal j1:;1dgFReRt FRay establisl:l aA eKteAded date as pro•t'ided iR {O), {E), aml ff), ifthe pl:larFRacist researel:les by coRsultiAg aRd applyiAg drng specific aAd geAeral stability eleeuFReRtatieA aAd literat1:;1re; aRal•tzes sucl:l ElocuFReAtatieR and literatl:lre as >Nell as t"1e otAer factors set fertA in this subelivisieA, aAd FRaiRtains elocuFRentatien of t"1e researe"1, aAal•ysis aREI eoAelusioA. TAe faeters the p"1arFRacist FRl:!st aRaly2e iAeluele: 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	the Rature ef tAe dr1:1g aAel its Elegradation FRec"1aRisFR, 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	tAe elesage forFR aAEI its eoFRpoAeRts, (iii} the potential fer FRicrobial preliferatieR in the pref3arati0A, 

	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	t"1e eoAtaiAer iR wl:lieh it is packaged, (v) t"1e eMf3ecteel sterage 60Aditiens, aRd 


	(vi) the inteRdeel eluratioA oftherapy. OocuFRentatieA efthe f3Aarmacist's research and c1Ralysis s1:1f3pertiAg aA eirteAsieA FR1:1st 13e FRaiAtained iR a readily retrieval31e forn1at as f3art efthe FRastederFR1:;1la. {2) Fer sterile COFRf3euReleEI elrng f3ref3arati0Rs, t"1e be•yeAd Yse date shall Rot eicceed aAy of the 
	fellowiRg: 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	TAe shortest expiratioA date or 13eyoml use elate of aAy iAgredient in the sterile eeFRpounded drug prodlclct pref3aratioR, 

	(B) 
	(B) 
	The eheFRical stability of anv one ingreElieRt iA H1e sterile coFRpeuneled dnig preparation, 

	(C) 
	(C) 
	The chemical stal3ility ef the ceFRbinatioA ef all ingredients iA tl:le sterile coFRpouRded dr1:1g weparatioA, aAd 


	{O} Tl=ie beyoREI use date assigAeEI for sterility in sectieR 1751.S. 
	(3) For sterile eempoumled dn,1g preparatieAs, entensien of a beyond 1o1se Elate is only allo>Nal31e 
	wheA suJ;Jported by the followiRg: (.'>.) MetheEI Suitability Test, (B} Container Clos1o1re IAtegrity Test, anEI (C} Stability Studies 
	(q) 
	(q) 
	(q) 
	(q) 
	IR aelditioA ta the reeiuiremeAts ef f3aragraph three (3), the dr1:1gs or eeFRpolclnEled El rug preparatieRs testeEI anEI stuElieEI sl=iall be iEleAtieal iR iRgreelieAts, specific anEI esseAtial COFRl30uREiiRg steps, qlclality reviews, aREI f3aelcaging as the fiAished drug or eoFRpo1o1AEleEI drug 

	preparatieR. 

	(S) 
	(S) 
	Shorter elatiRg than set farth iR this subsectien may be useel if it is deemeEI appropriate iA the 13rofessi0Aal juelgment eftAe respoAsible pharmacist. 


	The pharmacist f3erferming er supervisiRg eemJ;Jo1o1ndiAg is respoAsible for the pre13er preparatien, labeling, storage, aAEI Elelivery of tl=ie cornpa1o1RdeEI elrug preparatioR. 
	m

	(k) Prior to allewiAg aAy El rug pred1:;1ct preparatieR to be COFRp01:1neleEI iA a pharFRacy, the f3harFRaeist iA charge shall coFRplete a self assessment far cempelclnEling pfiarmacies Eleveleped by the boarel (IRcorporateel by refereRce is "Community PharFRaey & 1-lespital 01:1tpatieRt Pharmacy CempouREliRg 
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	Self Assessment" i:orffi 17M 39 Rev. 02/12.) as reei1,1ireel sy Section 171S ofTitle Hi, DivisioA 17, of tAe CaliforAia Coele of Reg1,1lations. Tl:lat form centains a first section ap13licasle to all coFA1301a1nding, anel a seconel section applieallle to sterile injectallle compouAEling. TAe first section FA1,1st ee coFApleted b•t tl:le 13harmacist in cl:large sefore any corn13ouneling is 13erformeel in tl=ie ptiarR'taC'/. Ttle seconel section m1,1st be eam13leteel b•t the ptlarmacist in charge before aAy s
	(I) Packages of ingreelients, eotl:1 acti•;e and inactive, that laclE a s1,113plier's el<piration date are s1a1sjeet to 
	the following limitations: {1] s1,1cf:t ingreelients cannot ee 1,1seel for any non sterile compo1,1ndeel Elrng preparation more than tf:tree (3) '{ears after tf:te date of receipt b'f ttle pharmacy. 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	s1,1clai ingredients cannot 13e 1a1sed for an•t sterile cornpo1,1neleel elrng preparation more than 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	'fear after tf:te elate of reeeipt B'f the pharmacy. 


	/\uttiority cited: Sections 100S and 1127, B1a1siness and Professions Coele. Reference: Sections 10GS, 1036, 1037, 10/31, 10S2, and 1127, B1,1siness anel Professions Code. 
	1735.2. Personnel Training and Evaluation 
	In addition to the standards in the USP Chapter 795, the preparation of CNSP shall meet the following requirements of this article. 
	(a) In addition to USP Chapter 795's requirements, training, evaluation. and requalification procedures for personnel who compound or who have direct oversight of personnel performing compounding, verifying, and/or handling a CNSP shall also address the following topics: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Quality assurance and quality control procedures, 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Container closure and equipment selection, and 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Component selection and handling. 


	(bl A pharmacist responsible for, or directly supervising, the, compounding of CNSPs, shall demonstrate proficiency in skills necessary to ensure the integrity. strength, quality. and labeled strength of a CNSP as described in the facilities SOPs as referenced in section 1735.11. 
	(cl A "reasonable quantity" that may be furnished to a prescriber for office use by the prescriber as 
	authorized by Business and Professions Code section 4052, subdivision (a)(l), means that amount of 
	compounded drug preparation that: 
	(1) Is sufficient for administration or application to patients solely in the prescriber's office,-or for furnishing of not more than a 120-hour supply for veterinary medical practices, solely to the prescriber's own veterinary patients seen as part of regular treatment in the prescriber's office, 
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	as fairly estimated bythe prescriber and documented on the purchase order or other documentation submitted to the pharmacy prior to furnishing. 
	{dl Compounding personnel. or personnel with direct oversight over personnel performing compounding. verifying and/or handling a CNSP. who fails anyaspect of training or demonstrated competency. shall not be involved in the compounding process until after successfully passing reevaluations in the deficient area(s) detailed in the facility's standard operating procedures {"SOPsl for nonsterile compounding as described in section 1735.11. 
	(el Any person assigned to provide the training specified in this section shall obtain training and demonstrated competency in any subject in which the person will provide training or observe and measure competency described in the facilities SOPs as referenced in section 1735.11. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005. 4036. 4037, 4051, 4052. 4057. 4076. 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301. 4306.5 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	17~§.~. Recerdkeeping af Compounded Drug Preparations 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Fer each cempeunsed srug 13reparatien, pl:iarmacy records shall include: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Tl=le master formula decuffient. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	A cempounding log consisting of a single seC\Jment containing all ofthe following: 

	(A) 
	(A) 
	(A) 
	Name ans Strengtl=l ef the ceFllpeuneleel elrug pFeparation. 

	(8) 
	(8) 
	The elate tl:ie elrug preparation was compmmded. 

	(C) 
	(C) 
	The identity efany 13harrnac'I personnel engaged in compeunding U1e drug pre13arati0A. 

	(D) 
	(D) 
	The ieleAtity eht-ie 19harmaeist reviewing tl:ie fiAal elrug pre19aratien. (le) The Ejuantity ef eact-i iAgredient useel in compounding the srug preparation. 

	F) 
	F) 
	F) 
	The manufacturer, e1113iratien date anel lot numBer of each coFllpenent. lftl'le manufacturer name is eleFAenstraBly unavailaBle, the name ofthe supplier ma'/ Be suestituted. If the manufacturerdees net supply an eiEpiration date fer any cernpenent, the recerels shall inel1,1se tl:le date efreceipt eftl:le component in the pharmacy, ans the limitatiens efsection 1735.2, suBeli><isien (I) sl:lall appl¥, 

	(i) ""empt from the reEjuirernents in tl:iis paragraph (1735.3(a)(2)(F)) are sterile in a single let for asministration within seventy two (72) hemste a patient in a t-iealth care facility licensed under section 1259 ef the Health and Safoty Code 1itl:l standards for "Reelispenseel GiPs" found in Cl:lapter 797 oftl:ie United States Pl:iarrnaeepeia ~latienal Forrnulary {USP37 11e DecemBer 1, 2914), l:lereBy incerperateel By reference. 
	and stereel in acrnrdance \'
	PlF32) Tt-ireugt-1 2nel Sup13lement (37tl=l Re"ision, leffecti


	(G) 
	(G) 
	A pharmac>( assigned uniEjue reforence er lot number for the compounded drug proeluct preparation. 1-l) Tl=le eeyend use sate or Beyenel use date anel time ef the final eompounses Elrug, e11pressed in tl'le cempeunding dec1,1ment in a stanelard elate anel time format. 

	I) 
	I) 
	The fiRal quaRtity or amouRt of Elrug 13reparatioR compouRElea far aispeRsiRg. 

	(J) 
	(J) 
	QoeumeRtatioR of q1;1ality reviews aAEI required 13ost eoR'1130uAEiiAg process aAel 13roceaures. 





	(b) 
	(b) 
	Pharmacies shall maintain recorels of the proper acquisition, storage, ana aestructioA of chemicals, bull( elrug substanrns, arng 13roducts, anel com13oneAts useel in com1301:JREiiRg. 
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	{c) Aeti>,e ingredients sl=lall be obtaineel from a sup13lier registereel with the FooEI anel Qrug dministratioR (FQI',). All other el=lemicals, bull< elrng substances, anel elrug 13roducts used to eompounel Elr1,1g 13reparations sl=lall be obtained, wt=ienever possible, fro1n FQA registered su1313liers. The 13harrnac'( shall acql:lire and retain Eertifieates of purity or analysis, eitl=ler written in !;nglisl=I er translateEI into !;Rglish, fer ERernicals, bulk Elnig Sl:lbstances, and el rug proElucts usee
	11 

	substance, er elrug preelucts receiYeel. 
	(d) Pharmacies sl=lall maintain and retain all records requireel byH1is article in ti=le 131:iarmacy in a reaelily retrie•;able form far at least three years from the date tl=le record was last in effect. If only recoreleel and storeel electronically, en R'lagnetic meelia, er in any other computerized form, tRe reeorels si=lall be maiRtaineEI as specified by Business and Professions Cede section 4070 subsection (c). 
	Authorit>/ cited: Sections 400§, 4127, and 41a9, Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 400§, 4056, 10H, 40lil, 40§2., and 4127, Blclsiness anel Professions Code. 
	1735.3. Personnel Hygiene and Garbing 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 79S. 
	(al Prior to admittingany personnel into a compounding area, the supervising pharmacist shall evaluate 
	compounding personnel experiencing any ofthe following: rashes, recent tattoos or oozing sores. conjunctivitis. active respiratory infection or and other medical conditions to determine ifsuch condition could contaminate a CNSP or the environment ("contaminating conditions"). After such evaluation and determination the supervising pharmacist shall not allow personnel with potentially contaminating conditions to enter the compounding area. 
	(b) A gown and face mask shall be used whenever a closed system processing device is required. 
	(cl Disposable garb shall not be shared by staffand shall be discarded aftereach shift and when soiled. Garb removed during a shift must be maintained in the compounding area. 
	(dl Gloves shall be wiped or replaced before beginning a CNSP that has different components. 
	(el Non-disposable garb shall be cleaned with a germicidal detergent and sanitized with 70% isopropyl alcohol before re-use. 
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	(fl Any garbing accommodations provided by the designated person shall be documented and the record shall include the name ofthe individual granted the accommodation. date granted and description of the reasons for granting the accommodation. The record shall be retained in accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076. 4081. 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	173S,4, Laheling ef Cempeunded Drng Preparatiens 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	E;ae:l=i eoffipo1o1ndeei eirug preparation shall be affi1Eeei with a eontainer label prior to dispensing tl=iat contains at least: 

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Plarne ofthe compounding pl:iarn,acy anei eiispensing 131:iarffiacy {if eiifferent); 

	2) 
	2) 
	Naffie (brand or generic) anei strength, volume, or weigl:it of each active ingreelient. For admixeei II/ sol1,1tions, tl=ie intra,,enous solution utiliced shall Ile included; 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Instructions for storage, hanelling, and administration. For aelmilmel IV solutions, the rate of infusion shall be inclueleel; 

	(q) 
	(q) 
	The beyond use date for the el rug preparation; 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	The elate eornpmmdeel; and 

	6) 
	6) 
	The lot numeer or 13harFAacy reference nuFAber. 



	(b) 
	(b) 
	Any cornpouneled efrug pre13aration elispenseel ts a patient or reaelied fer elispensing to a 13atient shall also include on the label the information reEJuired uneier Business and Professions Code section 4076 ans California Coeie of Reg1:1lations, title 16, section 1707.§. 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	Any compoundeel eirug preparation eiispensed to a patient or reaelieel for elispensing to a patient st:iall also include, on the eontainer label or on a receipt JlFOvieieel to tl:ie patient, a statement tl=iat tl=ie elrug has seen eompouneleel by the pharmacy. 


	(el) Prior to elispensing elr1:1g preparations eompouneleel into 1:1nit elese containers that are too small or otherwise impractical for full compliance with subelivisions (al, (b), anel (c) shall be labeleel with at least the naFAe of the compouneling pharmacy anel dispensing pharmacy, ifelifferent, the name(s) ofthe acti¥e ingreelient{s), Strengt19, vol1:1rne or weight of tl9e preJlaration, Jlharmacy reference er lot number, anel beyonel use elate, anel shall not ee s1:1eject to minimuffi font sice requir
	{e) All hazarelo1:1s age11ts sl9all bear a special label which states "Ct:leF!'lotherapy Dispose of Properly" or "l,lazarelaus Dispose of Pro13erly." 
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	Autlrnrity eited; Seetion5 4005 and 4127, Business and Professions Code. Referenee: Sections 4005, 4036, 4Q37, 4051, 4052, 4076 and 4127, Business ana Professions Coae. 
	1735.4. Building and Facilities 
	1735.4. Building and Facilities 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(al A sink used for compounding or hand hygiene shall not be part of a restroom or water closet. 
	{bl Purified water, distilled water, or reverse osmosis water shall be used for rinsing equipment and utensils. 
	(cl No CNSP shall be compounded if it ls known, or reasonably should be known. that the compounding environment fails to meet criteria specified in USP Chapter 795 or the pharmacy's written SOPs referenced in section 1735.11. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301. 4306.5 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	~.li,Camp011RaiRE1 Palieies aREI Praeeawres 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	AA'{ pt:tarmacy eAgaged iA eompouAding st:tall maiAtalA written policie5 aml proeedures for eoFApouAEling tt:tat estaelist:tes prneurement proeeElures, FAetRoElologies for tt:te forFRkllatian aAd campo1a1Ading of Elrugs, facilities an El eEtuipment eleaAing, maintenance, operation, and ott:ter standard operating proeedYres related to eorn13ounding. Any FAaterial failure to follow tRe pRarmac•/s written policies aRd proeeeures sictall eonstitute a easi5 fer Eli5eipliRaP( aetioA. 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	TRe policies anEI flroeeaure5 5Rall ee re,,ieweEI aml sueh review st:tall ee doeumeAteEI on an annual basis by the pf:larrnaelst in ef:large. TJ:1e policies and proeeaklres sRall be upElated wf:lenever £Ranges in polieies anEl proeeEluFes are implernenteEl. 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	The 19olieies anEl proeeElures sf:lall ineluEle at least the following: 


	1) ProeeElures for notifying staff assigAed to eompoumling EhJties of anv eRanges in flOlicies. 
	2) A written fllan for reeall of a disjalenseEI eom,iouneeEI arug prepaFation ·1•Rere subseEtuent demonstrates tt:te potential for aelverse effeets witt:t eontlnuea use. The plan sRall ensure that all affeeteEl Eloses ean ee aecounteEl foF during tl:le reeall anEl st:tall 13ro•,iEle ste,is to iEleAtify ,,.,,Rieh 13atients reeeivea tt:te affeeteEl lot or eorn,iouAEleEl drug preflaration(sj. 
	3) ProeeElures for maintaining, storiAg, ealibrating, cleaning, anEl EllsinfeetiAg eEjulprnent useEI in , anEl fortrainlng on tt:tese proceElures as 19art of tt:te staff training anEl com,ietenev evaluation 
	~ 
	(4) ProeeElures for evaluating, rnaintaiAing, certifyiAg, eleaniAg, an El disinfeetiAg the facility (pl=rrsieal plant) tised for eornpouAaing, aAd for training on tJ:iese 19roeedures as part of tJ:ie staff training an El e:omfleteney eYaluation j,JF0Ee5s. 
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	{SJ DoemnentatioR ehhe methoelolog',' useel to validate iRtegrity, 13oteRcy, eiualit',', and labeled strength ofcornpoundeel erl:lg 13reparations. TF1e methoelolog,r rnust ee appro13riate to cern13oundeel drng pre13arations. (€ii DoeumentatioR of the metf:loelology anel ratioRale or reference sol:lree useel to eletermine appropriate beyone l:lse elates for compouneleel erug 13reparations. 
	(7) 
	(7) 
	(7) 
	Dates aRel signatures reflecting all annual reviews of the policies and proceell:lres by the pAarmaeist in charge. 

	8) 
	8) 
	Dates anel signatl:lres accom13anying any revisiens to the pelicies anel 13rocedl:lres appreveel ay pharmacist in charge. 

	9) 
	9) 
	Policies anel preceeures for sterage ef compounded drug preparatiens in the pharmacy anel daily elocurnentation of all room, refrigerator, and freezer tern13eratures witf:lin the pharmacy. 


	10) Policies and preceelures regareing ensl:lring apprepriate fl:lnctioning ef refrigeration ele11ices, refrigeration ele•~ice ten1peratures, and actieRs te tal1e regardiRg any out of range teffiperature variatieRs within the pharmacy. 
	(11) Pelicies and procedures for proper garbing wheR compounding with hai!ardous proelucts. shall include wt:ien to l:ltilize eou'31e sAoe covers. 
	Al:ltheriW cited: Sections 4005 and 4127, Business and ProfessioRs Coele. Reference: Sections 4005, 40~€i, 40~7, 4051, 4052, 4127, and 4301, Business anel Professions Code 
	1735.S. Cleaning And Sanitizing 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(al In addition to the documentation requirements in USP Chapter 795, the facility's documentation of each occurrence ofthe cleaning and sanitizing of the compounding area shall include a record of the identityof the person completing the cleaning and sanitizing as well as the product name of the cleaning and sanitizing agents used. 
	(bl Any cleaning or sanitizing agents used by the facility to meet the requirements in this article shall be used in accordance with manufacturers' specifications. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037. 4051, 4052, 4057. 4076. 4081, 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	17S!S 6 CornpownElil:ig FaEilities anEI i;q1,1iprnent 
	{a) Any pAarrnacy engages in csrn13ol:lneling shall n1aintain written elocumeRtation regareliRg tAe facilities anel equipment necessary fer safe and accurate cornpouneing ef compel:lneed clrl:lg preparations. TAis SAall incluele recorels of FRainteRance anel cleaning sfthe facilities ancl eeiuiprnent. 'JIJl=-iere a13plicable, this st-iall alss incll:lde recerels of certificatioR{s) offacilities or eeiuipment. 
	{b) Any eeiuiprneRt used to esmpoune dr1a1g preparations shall ae storeel, used, ffiaintaiReel, anel cleaneel in acsordance with manufacturers' specifications. 
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	c) 
	c) 
	c) 
	Any eetuipFAent that weighs, FAeas1:1res, er transfors ingredients used ta eempo1:1nd srug pre19aratiens for which calibratien er adjustment is apprapriate SRall be calibrated 19rier to 1:1se, en a sehedule and by a method deterfflined by Hie man1,1factblrer's speeifieations, te ens1,1re accuracy. E>ernmentatien ef eacl:i S!lCA calibration shall be recorded in a forffl wl:iicl:i is net alterable ans tl:iese recerds af calibratieri shall be maintained anEI retaineEI in the 13harrnacy. 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	Any 19harrnacy engaged in any hazard01,1s Elr1,1g eom19ounEling shall maintain written dernmentatien 


	regarsing a1313rewiate cleaning effacilities and eet1,1i13ment ta preYent cress contan:iinatian witl'I nan hazardous dr1:1gs. 
	1fsically separate roon:i with tl=ie fallawing reei1,1irements: 
	(el Hazardous drug cem13ounding sl:iall be cempleted in an externally e1Ei=la1,1steel ph

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Minim1,1m ef 30 air cl:ianges per heur e1Ecept diat 12 air cAanges 13er ha1:1r are acce13table far segregated compo1,1nding areas wiU1 a BSC er CACI when products are assigned a BUE> af 12 ha1,1rs or less or i.,,•hen nan sterile pred1,1cts are een:ip01,1neled; ana 

	2) 
	2) 
	Maintaines at a negatiYe wess1,1re ef 0.01 to 0.03 incl:ies ef water cel1:1mn relati•,e ta all aEljacent spaces (rooms, abe•,<e ceiling, and cerriders); ans 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	") ~er sterile camJ3a1,1nsing, each BSC or CACI shall also be eitternally exl'la1,1sted. •,· (Bl ~er nansterile compOlmding, a llSC, a CACI, or otl:ier containment Yentilated encles1,1re sl'lall be useEI and shall eitl'ler 1,1se a red1,1nElant lalellAfilter in series or be eiEternally exha1,1sted.; ~er p1,1rfloses eftl:iis paragra19i=I, a rnntainment ventilated encles1,1re means a f1,11I or partial enclasure that 1,1ses ventilation flrinciples ta capt1,1re, contain, and rema•,e airberne centaminarits tl:iro

	4) 
	4) 
	All surfaces "'ithin the raen:i sl:iall be smeetl:i, seafflless, irnpervie1,1s, and nan sl:iedding. 


	(f) When, ceFRplianee witl:i tl:ie Jan1a1ary 1, 2017 arnendn:ients to Article 4.5 or .'\rticle 7, reEJ1,1ires physical canstrnctien or alteration ta a·facility er pl:iysical enYirenment, the board er its designee n:iay grant a wai><er of s1,1el:i rnn:ipliance fer a fleriad af time to permit 51:jCl:i ph','sical cl:iange(s). Applicatian for any waiYer shall be made by the licensee in writing, and tl=ie reei1,1est sl:iall ielentify tl:ie provisian(s) reetuiring ph>/sical eonstr1,1ction or alteratien, anEl tl:i
	Autherity citeel: Sectiens 100S and 1127, Business and Prefessiens Ceele. Refefence: Sections 100li, 40~a, 4037, 40§1, 40§2 anel 4127, BusiFJess and Prefessiens Cede. 

	1735.6. Equipment And Components 
	1735.6. Equipment And Components 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(al Any equipment used to compound a CNSP shall be used in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. 
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	(bl Any component used to compound a CNSP shall be used and stored in accordance with all federal laws and regulations and industry standards including the manufacturers' specifications and requirements. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005. 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052, 4057, 4076, 4081, 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	173S,7, TFainiAg sf Cempe1rnding Staff 
	(a).'\ pi::larA1aC\' eRgaged iR eempetdRdiRg shall rnaiRtaiR deetdR'!entatieR demeRstrating ti::lat peFseRRel invel~•ed iR cempe11ndiRg ha•,e tl:ie skills ana traiAing FeE111ire€1 te prepeFly am1 aec1a1rately perferni tl:ieir assigReEl respoRslbilities ana dornrneRtation ElerneAstrating tl:iat all persennel invel,..ed iR COA'lJ:!Btdneing are trainee! IA all aspects ef policies a Ad proceatires. Tl=ils trainiRg si::lall iRch,iEie btit is Rat limitea to support personRel (e.g. instlttitienal envirenmental ser
	{b) Tloie J;)harrnacy shall develep anEi maintain aR ongoing competency evaltdatioR precess for pharrnac•( persenRel in\·olveEI in cernpouneing, aREI sl:iall rnaintain docuA'lentatien of an•t and all training related to cefl'lpo,mciing 11ndertal1en by pharmacy personnel. 
	(c) Pharmacy persoAnel assigned to cernpotdneing dtities si::lall demonstrate lmewledge abe11t precesses anEI procedures used in cempotdnEiing prier te compo1:1ndiAg an·t eln:1g preparatlen. 
	Autl'lority citeEi: Sections 400S and 4127, 811siness anEI Professiens CoEie. Reference: Sectiens 4005, 4036, 40~7, 4051, 40S2 and 4127, B1:1siness anel Professiens Gede 
	1735.7. Master Formulation and Compounding Records 
	The requirements ofthis section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(a) A CNSP shall not be compounded until the pharmacy has first prepared a written master formulation record in compliance with Section 7.1 of USP Chapter 795 and identified in that document the following additional elements: 
	{ll The referenced source material (e.g., peer reviewed article. published scientific book) used to support the assigned beyond-use date (BUD): each source referenced shall be readily retrievable at the time ofcompounding and shall be maintained for three years from t he date each CNSP is dispensed. 
	(2) Instructions for storage and handling ofthe CNSP. 
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	(bl Where a pharmacy does not routinely compound a particular drug preparation, t he master 
	formulation record for that preparation may be recorded on the prescription document itself. This 
	record shall comply with USP Chapter 795 standards and this section. 
	(cl A compounding record shall be a single document. The document shall satisfy the compounding record requirements in Section 7.2 of USP Chapter 795. as well as the following: 
	Ill The date and time of preparation. The time of preparation is the time when compounding the CNSP started, which also determines when the assigned BUD starts. 
	(2l The manufacturer. lot number, and expiration date for each component. 
	{3) The assigned internal identification number shall be unique for each CNSP. 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	The total quantitycompounded shall include the number of units made and the volume or weight ofeach unit. 

	(5) 
	(5) 
	The identity of each person performing the compounding, have direct oversight of compounding, and pharmacist verifying the final drug preparation. 


	Note: Authoritv cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005. 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005. 4036. 4037, 4051. 4052, 4057. 4076. 4081, 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	17~5.8, CompouRdiRg Quality AssuFance 
	{a) ARY 13haFFnacy eAgageel In CSFAf3Slmeling shall maintain, as part ef Its writteR 13olieies and 
	13recedures, a ,..ritten quality assurance plaA eleslgneel ta FRenitor anel ensure the integrity, patency, 
	quality, anel laeeleel strengtl:i sf cernpeuReleel elrng preparatieRs. 
	(e) Tl:ie quality assurance plan shall incluele writteR preceelures fer \'erification, FAORitoring, anel review of tl:le aeequacy of the eompmmding pFBcesses anel sl:lall alse inch,iele written eloct:imentatien ofreview ofthose precesses ey iiualifieel pl:iarmacy personnel. 
	{e) The iiuality asst:iraRce plan sl:lall inGl1a1de written stanelards fer qllalitati•1e anel qt:iantitati¥e anal·(sis ef cempellneleel elrug preparatioRs te enst:ire integrity, patency, iit:iality, aRel laeeled streRgtl:l, inclt:ieling tf:le frequency ef testing. All qualitatiYe and qt:iantitative anal►fsis reperts fer compollAeleel elrt:ig preparatiens sl:iall l;ie retaineel l;i·t the pharmae'p' anel maintalneel aleng with tl:ie cempet:iRellRg leg anel rnaster ~ermt:ila eleeumeAt. The quality assurance pl
	{d) Tl:ie eit:iality assurance plan shall inclt:iele a "'Fitten preceelt:ire fer scl:ieduleel actien in the event any 
	cempet:ineleel drug preparatien is e·,er disce\'ered te ee Olaltsiele rninimt:iFR stanelarels fer integrity, 
	petenon eit:iality, er lal;ieleel strength. 
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	{e) Tl:ie q1Jality assYraAce 13laA shall iAcl1,1de a wriUen 13reeed1,1re for res13ending te e1,1t ef raAge teFAperat1e1re variatieAs within the ptlarFAacy and within patient care areas ef a lrnspital where furnisl:ied ar1e1g is ret1,1rnea for reaispensing. 
	Authority cited: Seetiens 4005 and 11127, 1!11siAess and PrefessieAs Cede. Reference: Seetiens 11005, 4036, 4037, 4051, 4052 and 1127, B1,1siness anEI Prefessiens Cede. 
	1735.8. Release Inspections and Testing 
	The requirements ofthis section apply t o nonsterile compounding in addition tothe standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	A pharmacist performingor supervising the nonsterile compounding by other authori:i:ed personnel Is responsible for the integrity, quality. and labeled strength ofa CNSP unt il the beyond-use date indicated on the label provided the patient or the patient's agent follows the label instructions provided on the CNSPfor storage and handling after receiving the CNSP. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005, 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4036.5. 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 ofthe Business and Profession Code. 

	1735.9. Labeling 
	1735.9. Labeling 
	The requirements ofthis section applyto nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards 
	established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(a) A CNSPs label shall also include the following: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Route of intended administration, and 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Name of compounding facility and dispensing facility (if different). 


	(bl A CNSPs Labeling shall also include: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Any special handling instructions, 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Any applicable warning statements, and 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Name, address. and phone number ofthe compounding facility if the CNSP is to be sent outside ofthe facility or healthcare system in which it was compounded. 


	(cl Any CNSP dispensed to a patient or readied for dispensing to a patient shall also include on the label the information required by Business and Professions Code section 4076 and section 1707.5. 
	Note: Authoritycited: Sections 4001.1, 4005. 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036, 4037, 4051, 4052, 4057, 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
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	1735.10. Establishing Beyond-Use Dates 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(al Beyond-use dates (BUDs) assigned with only a date shall expire at 11:59 p.m. on that date. 
	(bl A CNSP's BUDs shall not exceed: 
	{1} The chemical and physical stability data of the active pharmaceutical ingredient /API) and any added component in the preparation. 
	(2} The compatibility and degradation of the container-closure system with the finished preparation {e.g .. possible leaching. interactions. and storage conditions). 
	[3) The shortest remaining expiration date or BUD of any of the starting components, or, 
	(4} The potential for microbial proliferation in the CNSP. 
	(cl If a licensee chooses to use antimicrobial effectiveness testing results provided by an current FDAregistered drug establishment or outsourcing facility or published in current peer-reviewed literature sources. the reference {including the raw data and testing method suitability), shall be readily retrievable in accordance with Business and Professions Code section 4081 in its entirety for three years from the last date the CNSP was dispensed. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037. 4051. 4052. 4057. 4076, 4081, 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 

	1735.11. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs} 
	1735.11. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs} 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(al The facility's standard operating procedures (SOPs) for nonsterile compounding shall be followed and shall: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Comply with USP Chapter 1163, Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical Compounding. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	In addition to the SOPs required in USP Chapter 1163, Quality Assurance in Pharmaceutical Compounding. SOPs must also be developed to describe the following: 


	{Al Methods by which the supervising pharmacist will ensure the quality ofcompounded drug preparations. 
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	(Bl Procedures for handling, compounding. and disposal ofinfectious materials. The written policies and procedures shall describe the pharmacy protocols for cleanups and spills in conformity with local hea Ith jurisdictional standards. 
	{Cl The methods a pharmacist will use to determine and approve the ingredients and the compounding process for each preparation before compounding begins. 
	[Dl The method for complying with any other requirements specifically required to be addressed in the facility's SOPS as described in this article. 
	(bl The SOPs shall be reviewed on an annual basis by the pharmacist-in-charge. Such review shall be documented by the pharmacist-In-charge consistent with the facility's SOPs. The SOPS shall be updated any time changes are made to compounding processes, facility changes or other changes occur that impact the CNSP. Such SOP changes shall be disseminated to the affected staff prior to implementation. 
	(cl Failure to follow written SOPs shall constitute a basis for enforcement action. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. 
	Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037, 4051. 4052. 4057. 4076, 4081, 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 
	of the Business and Profession Code. 

	1735.12. Quality Assurance And Quality Control 
	1735.12. Quality Assurance And Quality Control 
	The requirements of this section applyto nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	(al The quality assurance program shall also comply with section 1711 and the standards contained in USP Chapter 1163, entitled QualityAssurance in PharmaceuticalCompounding. In addition to compliance with those standards, the program shall include in its SOPs the following: 
	(ll A written procedure for scheduled action, such as a recall. in the event any compounded drug preparation is discovered to be outside the expected standards for integrity. quality. or labeled strength. 
	(2) A written procedure for responding to out-of-range temperature variations within the medication storage areas where a furnished drug may be returned for furnishing to another patient. 
	(bl The Board shall be notified in writing within 72 hours of the facility's receipt of a complaint or the occurrence ofan adverse drug event involving a CNSP. 
	le) All complaints related to a potential quality problem with a CNSP and all adverse events shall be reviewed by the pharmacist-in-charge within 72 hours of receipt of the complaint or occurrence of the adverse event. Such review shall be documented and dated as defined In the SOPs. 
	Board of Pharmacy Proposed Text Page 22 of 24 16CCR§§ 1735 et seq (Rev 2.3.23) 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1. 4005, 4057. 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005. 4036, 4037. 4051. 4052, 4057. 4076, 4081. 4126.8 and 4169. 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	1735.13. Packaging and Transporting 
	The requirements of this section apply to non sterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter795. 
	There shall be written procedures recorded in the facility's SOPs (as described in Section 1735.lll describing validated processes for storage. shipping containers and transportation oftemperature sensitive CNPSs to preserve quality standards for integrity, quality and labeled strength. 
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037, 4051, 4052. 4057. 4076. 4081. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 of the Business and Profession Code. 
	Board of Pharmacy Proposed Text Page 23 of 24 16 CCR §§ 1735 et seq (Rev 2.3.23) 
	1735.14. Documentation 
	The requirements of this section apply to nonsterile compounding in addition to the standards established by USP Chapter 795. 
	{a) Facilities shall maintain each record required by USP Chapter 795 or this article. in a readily retrievable form. for at leastthree yearsfrom the date the record was created or relied upon to meetthe requirements of this article. 
	(bl Records created shall be created and maintained in a manner to provide an "audit trail" to the Board that includes a detailed, chronological record ofall revisions and updates made by the facility's personnel ofeach record document in accordance with this section. To meet the "audit trail" requirement ofthis section, each record must include the original document created, each subsequent version of that document showing change to the original document. an identification of individual who made the change
	Note: Authority cited: Sections 4001.1, 4005, 4057, 4126.8 of Business and Professions Code. Reference: Sections 4005, 4036. 4037, 4051. 4052, 4057. 4076. 4081, 4105. 4126.8 and 4169, 4301 and 4332 ofthe Business and Profession Code. 
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